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Introduction to tke Transaction Edition 

This book was first pubHshed in 1952, more than 
forty years back, and underwent some minor revision 
in a 1956 edition. It has been more or less 
continuously in print ever since; this suggests a certain 
durability, which justifies, I am assured, this further 
printing. On the assumption that the case as here 
argued has by now a mikl historic value, I have 
forgone any further revision. This could also be the 
best excuse for avoiding what would now be a rather 
challenging task. 

It would be challenging and also questionable in a 
scholarly way, for this is a book of its time and place. 
A dominant, although far from fully recognized, 
characteristic of economic life and therefore of 
economic analysis is change. Much has, indeed, 
changed since the 1950., when this was written. 

The core thesis that an established and effective 
answer to economic power is the building of 
countervailing power is, indeed, still valid. There is 
still the great supermarket chain as the answer to the 
market power of the big food companies. And to that 
of other producers. The trade union remains an 
equalizing force in the labor markets. And 
cooperatives do survive. But one cannot doubt that, 
over all, the role of exploitive market power, that of 
the monopoly or trust with which countervailing 
power contends, has, for other reasons, also 
diminished. International competition-in fashionable 



x 

modem reference, the globatization of markets-bas 
been a central factor. One need only give thouJht to 
what has happened in the automobile industry In the 
last forty years. Thanks especially to Japan, General 
Motors, Ford, and Chrysler look far less formidable 
than they did then. 

More subde, but I thiak more important, has been 
the p~ bureaucrati7;arion, as perhaps it may 
be caHed of the great industrial enterprise. Once the 
great firm was respected and feared for its external 
power; now very often it is the victim of its own 
internal weakness. We now know that we may have 
less to fear from corporate power than from 
corporate incompetence. 

Competition and bureaucratic weakness have, in 
their tum, had a notable effect on the trade union, 
the classic example of countervailing power. To put 
the matter blundy, strong trade unions require strong 
employers. Nothing so weakens a union as an 
employer who cannot afford to ~y and is eloting 
plants or going entirely out of business. This is what, 
in these last decades. has driven the unions into the 
shadows. Countervailing power, the raison d'lttY of the 
trade union, requires that there be a power to 
countervail. 

There are other matters here that are of their time. 
This includes the discussion of the antitrust laws and 
the varied economic attitudes as regards monopoly, 
oligopoly and otherwise imperfect competition. That 
discussion, along with the antitrust laws themselves, 
has now larJelY dislappeared from modem concern 
except, per~, as it has more than pUling mention 
in those great custodians of archaic interest, the 
elementary textbooks. But, as earlier noted, to 



CHAPtER t 

The Insecurity oj lllusUm 

IT IS TOLD that such are the aerodynamics and wing-loading 
of the bumblebee that, in principle, it cannot fly. It does, 
and the knowledge that it defies the august authority of Isaac 
Newton and Orville Wright must keep the bee in constant 
fear of a crack-up. One can assume, in addition, that it is 
apprehensive of the matriarchy to which it is subject, for this 
is known to be an oppressive form of government. The bum
blebee is a successful but an insecure insect. 

If all this be true, and its standing in physics and ento
mology is perhaps not of the highest, life among the bumble
bees must bear a remarkable resemblance to life in the United 
States in recent years. The present organization and man
agement of the American economy are also in dctiance of the 
rules - rules that derive their ultimate authority from men 
of such Newtonian statUre as Bentham, Ricardo and Adam 
Smith. Nevertheless there are occasions - the decade follow
ing World War II was an example-when it works, and 
quite brilliandy. The fact that it does so, in disregard of 
precept, has caused men to suppose that alI must end in a 
terrible smash. And, as with the bee, there is frequently a 
deep concern over the intentions of those in authority. This 
also leads to apprehension and insecurity. 

It is with this insecurity, in face of seeming success, that 
this book, in the most general sense, is concerned. The favor-
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able performance of the American economy in the years 
following World War U was a fact. There were some two 
million farm families, many of them in the southern Ap
palachians, who continued to live in a primitive and anony
mous squalor not surpassed in any country west of Turkey. 
There were urban slum dwellers and racial minorities, notably 
the Negroes, who could not view their lot with satisfaction. 
The same was true of those whose salaries, pensions or de
pendence on past savings committed them to life on a fixed 
income. Elsewhere there was little hardship. Nor, so far 
as one can judge, did the generality of Americans feel that 
their personal freedom had been seriously abridged. The ideas 
which caused the present to be viewed with such uncertainty, 
and the future with such alarm, were not operative. My pur
pose is to see why - and perhaps to learn how, if we are 
spared - these ideas can be kept inoperative. 

u 

That the success of the economy in the years foUowing 
World War U was accompanied by deep uneasiness is a point 
that need hardly be labored. Undoubtedly the Ilnewness was 
greatest among businessmen. These were years of hiBh pro
duction and generous profits. Business had recovered much 
of the prestige it had lost during the depression; even at elec
tion time it was again being treated with marked courteSy by 
the government. 

Yet there was little evidence that businessmen, or more 
especially their leaders, viewed their prospects with equa
nimity. On the contrary, the tone of buriness swements 
during these years was often that of a communique promising 
a last-ditch stand apiDSt di........ This was especially so prior 
to the Republican victory in the al1tU1nn of 1952. Thus, in 
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early 1948 the weekly organ of the nation's leading business 
organization, the N AM N f'WS, observed that the President's 
State of the Union Message promised "impossible burdens" 
for business and qUOted, approvingly, the view of unnamed 
conservative politicians that, if enacted, the program "would 
first hobble and then ultimately destroy the American busi
ness system." A few weeks later, in March, the same journal 
reported that the president of the Association had taken to 
the road to spread "industry's ideas and ideals in the unremit
ting battle against totalitarianism." This it should be noted 
was totalitarianism at home, not abroad, and having carried 
his "plea for freedom" to Kansas City he proceeded to Hous
ton, Shreveport and New Orleans where he warned that the 
"threat to American freedom is unremitting." A year later 
his successor told a Jacksonville audience that "at the highest 
level of prosperity, our people have lost faith in freedom and 
are moving away from it." An Association editorial somberly 
observed that "millions who yield to no one in their zeal to 
advance the national welfare are seriously concerned lest what 
we struggle against on a world-wide hasis creep upon us at 
home without our realizing it. They believe we will drift 
into Statism .... " President Truman's new message to the 
Congress was subsequendy viewed with alarm. Early in 1950 
the Chamber of Commerce of the United States, in an attrac
tively printed brochure entitled Socialism in America, warned, 
urgently, against the "back road to socialistn." It drew atten
tion to the then recently expressed fears of Mr. James F. 
Byrnes, former Supreme Court Justice, Senator and Secre
taty of State, that the people of the United States could 
"be led over a bridge of socialism into a police state." 

This pessimism is subject to considerable discount even by 
businessmen themselves. On April 21, 1950, at a luncheon 
meeting in Baltimore the President of the United States Steel 
Corporation made the apocalyptic declaration that the Amer-
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ice economic system. was "in deadlier peril than it has ever 
been in my lifetime." The stOCk market rose moderately in 
late trading and Steel Common was up a quarter for the day. 
A prominent business spokesman conceded at the 1949 meet
ing of the National Association of Manufacturers that busi
nessmen were in the vlDfWll"d of gloom. The people, at large, 
he declared, were "apathetic and complacent ... too busy 
playing golf, or looking at television, or tending to their busi
nesses, to protect the freedom and opportunity which have 
made America what it is." In 1953, moreover, the appearance 
in Washington, after twenty long years of an avowedly pro
business administration did something to reduce anxiety. In 
the autumn of 1953 Mr. Sinclair Weeks, the Secretary of Com
merce, was able to report to the annual meeting of the National 
Association of Manufacturers that "a climate favorable to busi
ness has most definitely been substituted for the socialism of 
recent years." Not everyone was reassured, however. Two 
years later the newly iustaIlled president of the Association, a 
Wisconsin paper manufacturer, advised the assembled dele
gates that "creeping socialism is now walking." He adduced 
evidence in support of the advanced conclusion that "we're 
already well on our way to the achievement of the Communist 
State as blueprinted by Marx." 

The notion that American capitalism 1 is a fragile and 
evanescent thing has a strong grip on the minds of many citi
zeus. The principal and, apart from treason, the all but ex
clusive issue in elections since the war has been whether 
America is being transformed from a capitalist into a welfare 
state, a statist state, or a socialist one. Early in 1950 the Re
publican Party formally resolved to fight its next election 

1 For mony years this term, which d_ that the men who own the 
business, or those who are directly or incIirectly their agents, bave • major 
resPODSl"bilitr for decision, bas been reprded as vaguely obscene. All 
aorts of euphemisms - free enterpriae, individual enterprise. the competi
tive syatem and the price syatem - are c:urrendy used in its place. None 
of them has the virtue of being more deacriptive and none is as succinct. 
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campaign on the issue of "liberty versus socialism." The Hon
orable Jesse W. Wolcott of Michigan was able to give a pre
cise arithmetical measure to the imminency of revolution. 
"The United States is now within 8 per cent of socialism," he 
told an audience of real estate men in late 1949. The Presi
dent of Columbia University, soon to become President of 
the United States, in sending his flock into the world in 1949 
was less quantitative but scarcely less urgent. "In the years 
ahead of you graduates, the fundamental struggle of our time 
may be decided - between those who would further apply 
to our daily life the concept of individual freedom and equal
ity; and those who would subordinate the individual to the 
dictates of the state ...• " 

m 

The businessman shares with many others yet another fear 
which, unlike his political doubts, he leaves largely unex
pressed. It is that private capitalism is inherently unstable. 
For full five years after the JapNlese surrender in 1945, nearly 
every mature and prudently conducted business in the United 
States was guided by the arnllnption that, at some time in the 
future, the United States would have a serious depression. 
The postwar inventory, dividend and reserve policies of 
American corporations and the ianed behavior of the stock 
market in face of record incomes and yields become compre
hensible only when the depth and breadth of that alarm is 
recognized. With time and continuing prosperity the fear of 
depression has been blunted. It is a ghost, however, which 
still haunts the board rooms. Good times may last out this 
year and next, but obviously we are going to have a smash 
one of these days. 

In accordance with a surprisingly well-observed conven-
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tion, the Ameriean business spokesman does not often ex
press his fear of depression in public. To express the fear is, 
perhaps, to invite the fact - and perhaps also to inspire the 
interest of the state in measures to counter the threat. Few 
others have been under such a ban. Fanners, workers and 
intellectUals, in the years since the war, have made no secret 
of their fear of depression. Before World War II ended it 
was taken as accepted that there would be a postwar collapse 
with unemployment ranging upward from seven, eight or ten 
millions. What was called postwar planning consisted almost 
exclusively in planning for such a disaster. The postwar 
guarantees of fann prices, the large public works programs 
that were projected and the Employment Act of 1946 all 
tacitly assumed such a collapse. 

The case of the fanners is especially instructive. In the 
decade following the war Congress was almost continuously 
concerned with fann legislation, immediate or prospective. 
Until almost the end of the decade few farmers - few, at least, 
of those whose voices are heard in Washington - were gravely 
dissatisfied with the prices and incomes they were receiving. 
On the contrary several were bonanza years such as few 
fanners had ever dreamed of seeing. But it was taken for 
granted by fanners that American capitalism would one day 
return to its normal pattern of performance. For most this 
was a simple portrait of its behavior during the nineteen
thirties. To protect themselves in that collapse of capitalism, 
they were enthusiastically advocating and enacting the com
prehensive controls over their price and production which 
conservatives saw as the antithesis of capitalism. 

IV 

The liberal, following the war, shared, and did not hesitate 
to voice, the conservative's conviction that American capital-
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ism is unstable with a strong bias toward depression. He had 
further causes for disquiet. As the conservative worried about 
government power so the liberal was alanned over busmess 
power. In what I shall presendy argue is a nonual pattern 
of capitalist organization, a large share of the productive 
activity of the United StateS is carried on by a comparatively 
small number of corporations. Agricultural production, much 
trade and, subject to some underlying conttol of production 
and prices by trade unions, the mining of soft coal and the 
manufacture of clothing are still in the hands of the small 
firms. Much though not all of the rest is in the domain of 
the giants; the heads of the corporations that produce between 
a third and a half of the national product of the Uruted States 
could be seated comfortably in almost any neighborhood 
motion-picrure theater. 

This is not new. It is possible that the hundred largest 
corporations did nearly as great a proportion of the busi
ness of the United States in 1905 as today. It was only in the 
thirties, however, that the extent of this concentration was 
measured with passable thoroughness. The statistics con
verted what had been a suspicion into a conviction. 

There is no place in the liberal's system for these vast ad
ministrative units. The large corporation can have signifi
cant power over the prices it charges, over the prices it pays, 
even over the mind of the consumer whose wants and tastes 
it partly synthesizes. There is nothing in the American tradi
tion of dissent so strong as the suspicion of private business 
power. It produced the Shennan Act. a nearly unique effort 
to shape the growth of capitalism, the Wilsonian efforts to 
extend its effectiveness, the colorful lawsuits of Thunnan 
Arnold in the late thirties, and the liberal lawyer's undiluted 
enthusiasm for antitrust enforcement. 

In spite of all these efforts - and apparendy the statistics 
now left no room for comforting disbelief - big business 
had triumphed. No plausible doctrine was available, even to 
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conse.rvaIives, wbieh led to the conclusion that the undis
turbed exercise of its power would be for the common good. 
On the contrary the accepted doctrine held that, via mo
nopoly, it led to social ineiieiency and to oppression. The 
optimism of the American liberal as to what might be accom
plished by the antitrust laws has always been great. For the 
first time it now became I)ecess!lry for him to wonder if even 
the antitrust laws could alter the existing structUre of the 
American economy. If not, big bnsiness and its power were 
here to stay. To his uneasiness over power for which he had 
no rationalization, the 1ibera1 was forced to add a further 
component of despair. 

v 

Here then is the remarkable p.reb1em of our time. In these 
strange days we have had an economy which, on grounds of 
sheer physical performance, few would be inclined to crit
icize. Even allowillag for the conformist tradition in American 
social thon&ht, the agreement on the quality of the perform
ance of American capitalism is remarkable. Tbe absence of 
any plausibly enunciated altenllitwe to the present system is 
equally .remarkable. Yet almost no one has felt very secure. 
Tbe COIIIlerVative has seen an OJIlJlipotent government busy 
altering capitalism to some new, unspecified but wholly un
palatable design. Even allowiag for the ezagcration which 
is the common denomin.tor of our political. comment and of 
conservative fears in particular, he apparently has felt the 
daapr to be real and iInotiMnt. Under the Democrats we 
are but one session of eon.ress or one bill removed from 
a cold revolution. At most Repuhlicam provide ollly a tem
porary and halfhearted interrupcion in the dash toward dis
liter. The liberal coatemp!ates with alarm the groat c:orpora-
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tions which cannot be accouunodated to his faith. And, with 
the conservative, he shares the belief that, whatever the quality 
of current perfonnance of the economy, it is certain not to 
last. Yet in the years in question we survived. And many 
more people were content with the economic system than 
unhappy. 

It can only be, then, that something was wrong with the 
current or accepted interpretation of American capitalism. 
This, indeed, was the case. Conservatives and liberals, both, 
were the captives of ideas which caused them to view the 
world with misgivings or alarm. Neither the structure of the 
economy nor the role of government conformed to the pat
tern specified, even demanded, by the ideas they held. The 
American government and the American economy were both 
behaving in brazen defiance of their rules. H their rules had 
been binding, they would already have suffered severely. 
The conservative, who had already had two decades of New 
and Fair Deals would already have been dispossessed. The 
liberal, who had already lived his entire life in an economy 
of vast corporations, would already have been their puppet. 
Little would have been produced; we should all have been 
suffering under the exploitation and struggling to pay for 
the inefficiency of numerous and vast monopolies. The fact 
that we escaped those misfortunes in these years is a matter 
of considerable importance. It means that, for the time at 
least, the trouble lay not with the world but with the ideas 
by which it was interpreted. It was the ideas which were the 
source of the insecurity - the insecurity of illusion. 



CHAPTER II 

The Formdatiuns of the Faith 

THE LATE Lord Keynes, in what promises to be one of the 
more widely quoted passages from his pen, observed that "the 
ideas of economists and political philosophers, both when they 
are right and when they are wrong, are more powerful than 
is commonly understood. . . . Practical men, who believe 
themselves to be quite exempt from any intellectual influ
ences, are usually the slaves of some defunct economist." 
Ideas underlie the uneasiness described in the last chapter. 
However it would be wrong to suppose they are the sole 
explanation. Something must also be attributed to mere re
action to change. The well-to-do and the wealthy man will 
normally be mistrustful of cltaap. This has been so, in the 
past, in nearly all times and places. It is a simple matter of 
arithmetic that change 'IIf4'J be costly to the man who has 
something; it cannot be so to the man who has nothing. There 
is always, accordingly, a high correlation between conserva
tism and personal well-being. 

Generalizing more broadly, as the United States proceeds 
to higher levels of well-being, there is certain to be a steady 
retreat from social experiment. Indeed, were it not dangerous 
to extend a trend derived from only one brief decade of 
prosperity, one could argue that this rejection of social ex
periment is already far advanced. As this is written, Amer
ican liberals have made scarcely a new proposal for reform 
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in twenty years. It is not evident that they have had any 
important new ideas. Reputations for liberalism or radicalism 
continue to depend almost exclusively on a desire to finish 
the unfinished social legislation of the New Deal. It was ad
versity that nunured this program; with prosperity social 
invention came promptly to an end. On domestic matters, 
liberal organizations have not for years had anything that 
might be called a program. Rather they have had a file. Little 
is ever added. Platform-making consists, in effect, in empty
ing out the drawers. The Midwest and Great Plains, which 
once provided Congress with its most disturbing radicals, 
now returns its staunchest conservatives including also its 
most determined reactionaries. The political destiny of the 
United States does not rest with those who seek or who are 
snspected of wishing to repeal laws, withdraw services and 
undo what has been done. This also is change and unwel
comedo But, given peace and prosperity, it no longer rests 
with those who advocate major social experiment. In a coun
try where well-being is general, the astute politician will be 
the one who stalwartly promises to defend the stfItUS quO.' 

n 

The ideas which are the deeper cause of insecurity are the 
common heritage of liberals and conservatives alike. These 

'I _, for example, that the unexpected streIlfI\:h of the Democrats In 

1948 lay not with Mr. Truman's p1'011llSe of any great forward steps In 

economic policy but In Ius evtdeot wiIIiDsDess to defend what existed In
c1udmg the measures enacted in the New Deal years. The Repubhcan 
Party, by contrast, was handicapped by the suspJCion - which numerous 
of its spokesmen and IIJIIIlOlUft reinfon:ed rather thlll dispelled that It 
harbored a deep IIOShIgia for rho past and miBht seek ""- in that 
d!recnon. In 1952, by eontrlISt, General EIaeohower, with rather more 
_tY to inspire eon6dee." than Mr. Dewey, ~ to persuade the 
public that there would be no in1pc>..- bockwud ciwIp. 

In the United KirIgdem the Cotrsermi ..... haw 0100 ~ on the 
defence of rho _ """ and there, as in rho United States, ideas on the 
left have beeo severely blishted by prosperitY. 
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derive from a theory of cap;,,!ism which has deeply shaped 
the attitudes of both. 'This is the system of classical economics 
which was constrUcted in the latter part of the eighteenth 
and during the nineteenth century, primarily in England. 
Those who would make its acceptance a test of sound Ameri
canism should know that, to a singular degree, it is an alien 
doctrine. Its principal early architects were Englishmen and 
Scots. American economists, although they added some im
portant amendments and reproduced it in countless textbooks, 
contributed comparatively little to the structUre itself. Until 
fairly recent times Americans have not shown high origi
nality in economic theoty, and the habit of looking abroad 
for authority is still strong. It was the classical system, as im
ported from nineteenth-century England, that became the 
explicit and remains the implicit interpretation of American 
capitalism. 

The bearing of this system on the insecurity stressed in the 
last chapter becomes evident, even in cursory view, when it 
is examined in relation to the world it is presumed to inter
pret. Given this system or, more accurately, an economy 
constructed to its specifications where there is stout observ
ance of its rules of behavior, all of the worries of the pre
ceding chapter dissolve. It described an economic system 
of high social efficiency - that is to say, one in which all 
incentives encouraged the employment of men, capital and 
natural resources in producing most efficiently what people 
most wanted. There could be no misuse of private power 
because no one had power to misuse. An innocuous role was 
assigned to government because there was little that was use
ful that a government could do. There was no place in the 
theory for severe depression or inflation. The system worked. 
'This was the promise, but it was made only to a society 
with the proper economic institutions and the proper respect 
for the rules of behavior which the classical system required. 
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In the contemporary United States few of the preconditions 
for the system can seriously be supposed to exist. Nor do we 
pretend to live by its rules. Accordingly, we are forced to 
assume that we stand constantly in danger of reaping the 
terrible reward of our neglect and our disobedience. The 
dangers and even the disasters we risk are no less fearsome 
because we do not know their precise shape or why they 
do not come. 

m 

The first reqnirement of the classical system, IS everyone 
is aware, is competition. In the design of the system this 
was fundamental and, if it was present in a sufficiently rigor
ous form, it was also enough. In practice, another condi
tion, more properly an assertion, was added in the form of 
Say's Law of Markets. This held that the act of producing 
goods provided the purchasing power, neither too much nor 
too little, for buying them. Thus there was invariable equiv
alence between the value of what was produced and the 
purchasing power available to buy that production. It will 
be evident, even from the most casual refiection, that this 
comforting doctrine went far to preclude either a serious 
depression or a violent inflation. 

The kind of competition that was necessary for this system 
was rigorous or, rather, there was a tendency to specify an 
increasingly rigorous form of competition with the passage 
of time. The classical economists - Adam Smith, Ricardo 
and Mill - were not especially self-conscious in their use of 
the term. Competition was the rivalry of the merchants of 
the town or of the cotton manufacturers or pit proprietors 
of nineteenth-century England. Adam Smith conteDted him
self with distinguishing competition from monopoly by its 
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consequences: "The price of monopoly is upon every occa
sion the hitrhest which can be got •... The price of free com
petition, on the contrary, is the lowest which can be taken, 
not upon every occasion indeed, but for any considerable 
time together." a But toward the end of the nineteenth cen
tury writers began to make explicit what had previously 
been implied: namely, that competition required that there 
be a considerable number of sellers in any trade or industry 
in informed communication with each other. In more recent 
times this has been crystallized into the notion of many sellers 
doing business with many buyers. Each is well informed 
as to the prices at which others are selling and buying
there is a going price of which everyone is aware. Most im
portant of all, no buyer or seller is large enough to control 
or exercise an appreciable influence on the common price. 
In the 1quage of the most distinguished modem exponent 
of the classical system as an economic and political goal, "The 
price system will fulfill [its] function only if competition 
prevails, that is, if tbe individual producer has to ad.pt him
self to price chtmges find Ctmnf)t control them."· The rigor 
of this definition of competition mUst be stressed especially 
to the business reader, for it has been the source of an endless 
amount of misunderstanding between businessmen and econ
omists. Mter spending the day contemplating the sales force, 
advertising agency, engineers, and research men of his rivals 
the businessman is likely to go home feeling considerably 
harassed by competition. Yet if it happens that he has meas
urable control over his prices he obviously falls short of being 
competitive in the foregoing sense. No one should be sur
prised if he feels some annoyance toward scholars who ap
propriate words in common English usage and, for their own 

• Wuhb ", N_ (London: P. F. Collier 8< 80m, 1902 eel.), voL 1, 
pp. 116-17. 

a F. A. Hayek, The RolI4 to Serfdom (Chicago: UniversitY of aw:.so 
Press, 1944), p. 49. The italics are mine. 
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purposes, give them what seems to be an inordinately restricted 
meamng. 

Yet the notion of a market for an industry in which no 
producer or buyer has my influence on price is not as im
probable as appears at first glance. There is no wheat or 
cotton grower in the United States whose contribution to 
the wheat or cotton market is appreciable in relation to the 
total supply. In January, 1949, a Missouri cotton planter 
made what was believed to be the largest sale of cotton in 
the history of the Memphis spot market. But the 9400 bales 
he sold for $1,400,000 was an almost infinitesimal fraction of 
the 1949 supply. This planter could have gone to heaven with 
his cotton instead of to Memplus and there would have been 
no noticeable tremor on any earthly market. 

So it is with most other agricultural products. In the nine
teenth century, when the classical system was taking form, 
agriculture contributed a considerably larger share of the 
national product than at present. Moreover the burgeoning 
cotton industry, coal-mining and metal and metal-working 
industries of England of the day were all shared by numerous 
producers. The production of each was small in relation 
to that of all. None could much infiuence the common price. 
Finally, in England this was the time of free trade. Sellers 
were exposed to prices that were made m the markets of the 
world at large. The kind of competition that was implicit in 
the pioneering designs of the classical economists of the nine
teenth century was not unrealistic. It described a world that 
then existed; those who formulated the theory did nor. as 
some have since supposed, misjudge reality. They were prac
tical men. 

This did not remain the case. Economists, as noted, in 
seeking to give precision to their language, added rigor to 
the notion of competition. They also began to require of 
competition a meaning which would cause it, in turn, to 
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produce the economic and social conaequences which earlier 
economists had associated with it. The definition of com
petition was gradually accommodated to the requirements of 
a model economic society; it became not the definition that 
described reality but the one that produced ideal results. The 
preoccupation ceased to be with interpreting reality and came 
to be with building a model economic society. The definition 
of competition was, in effect, accommodated to the require
ments of that model. Its nexus with the competition of the 
real world, which in turn was in process of change. was no 
longer maintained. 

By the early decades of the present century the task of 
constructing this model of a capitalist society regulated by 
competition was virtually complete. It was an intellectual 
achievement of a high order. As a device, in theory, for 
ordering the economic relations between men it was very 
nearly perfect. Socialist theorists - Enrico Barone, the great 
Italian scholar, and Oskar Lange, the equally notable Polish 
economist - used the theoretical performance of the com
petitive model as the goal of a socialist state. Few of the 
original architects of the competitive model would have de
fended it as a description of the world as it is - or was. 
For some the competitive model was a first approximation to 
reality - it departed from real life only to the extent that 
there was monopoly in industry or over natural resources, 
including land, or that government or custOm interposed 
barriers to competition. For others it was the goal toward 
which capitalism might be expected to move or toward which 
it might be guided or a standard by which it might be ap
praised. For yet others the construction and refinement of 
the competitive model was a challenging intellectual exercise. 

The birth. development and subsequent career of an idea 
is something like that of a human. The parents have measur
able control over the first two stages but not the third. Once 
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constructed, the competitive model passed into the textbooks 
and the classrooms. In the absence of any alternative inter
pretation of economic life, it became the system of virtually 
all who undertook to teach economics. It was and remains 
the economics of those who essay to popularize the subject -
to instruct in one lesson. The qualifications, and especially 
the warnings that there had been an abstraction from reality, 
were lost or neglected. To this day tbe abstraction, largely 
undiluted and unqualified, is the principal residuum of the 
considerable time and expense that goes into the effort to 
teach economics to Americans. 

Man cannot live without an economic theology - without 
some rationalization of the abstract and seemingly inchoate 
arrangements which provide him with his livelihood. For 
this purpose the competitive or classical model had many 
advantages. It was comprehensive and internally consistent. 
By asserting that it was a description of reality the conserva
tive could use it as the justification of the existing order. For 
the reformer it could be a goal, a beacon to mark the path 
of needed change. Both could be united in the central faith 
at least so long as nothing happened to strain unduly their 
capacity for belief. 

It is now necessary to examine the performance of the 
model in more detail. 

IV 

The notion of efficiency as applied to an economic system is 
many-sided. It can be viewed merely as a matter of getting 
the most for the least; this is the commonplace engineering 
view of efficiency. There is also the problem of getting the 
particular things that are wanted by the community in the 
particular amounts in which they are wanted. In addition, 
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if an economy is to be efficient some reasonably full use must 
be made of the available, or at least of the wiHiDr, labor sup
ply. There must be some satisfactory allocation of resources 
between present and future production - between what is 
produced for consumption and what is invested in new plant 
and processes to enlarge future consumption. There must also 
be appropriate incentive to change; the adoption of new and 
more efficient methods of production must be encouraged. 

Finally - a somewhat di1f~t requirement and one that 
went long unrecognized - there must be adequate provision 
for the research and technological development which brings 
new methods and (though one is permitted to deplore them 
if necessary) new products into existence. All this makes a 
large bill of requirements. 

The peculiar faocination of the competitive model was 
that, given its particular form of competition - that of many 
sellers, none of whom was large enough to inBuence the price 
- all the requirements for efficiency, with the exception of 
the very last, were met. No producer - no more than the 
Kansas wheat grower of fact - could gain additional reve
nue for himself by raising or otherwise manipulating his price. 
This opportunity was denied to him by the kind of competi
tion which was assumed, the competition of producers no 
one of whom was large enough in relation to all to influence 
the common price. He could gain an advantage only by re
ducing costs. Were there even a few ambitious men in the 
busin~ he would have to do so to survive, for if he neglected 
his opportunities others would seize them. If there are al
ready many in a business it can be assumed that there is no 
serious bar to others entering it. Given an opportunity for 
improving efficiency of production, those who seized it, and 
the imitators they would attract from within and without, 
would expand production and lower prices. The rest, to sur
vive at these lower prices, would have to conform to the 
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best and most efficient practices. In such a manner a Dar
wmian struggle for business survival concentrated all energies 
on the reduction of costs and prices. 

In this model, producer effort and consumer wants were 
also effectively related by the price that no producer and no 
consumer controlled or influenced. The price that would 
just compensate some producer for added labor, or justify 
some other cost, was also the one which it was just worth 
the while of some consumer to pay for the product in ques
tion. Any diminution in consumer desire for the item would 
be impersonally communicated through lower pnce to pro
ducers. By no longer paying for marginal labor or other 
productive resources the consumer would free these resources 
for other employment on more wanted products. Thus ener
gies were also efficiently concentrated on producing what was 
most desired. 

In the competitive model these changes did not raise the 
threat of unemployment. When the taste of the consumer 
waned for one product it waxed for another; the higher price 
for the second product communicated to the producers in 
that mdustry the infonnation that they could profitably ex
pand their production and employment. They took m the 
slack that had been created in the first industry. Even had 
the consumer decided to save, the saving was for investment 
- for another kind of expenditure. In any case it was al
ways open to the worker in this system to insure his own em
ployment. Any particular employer was restrained from 
expanding employment only because the outlay for the added 
employment was not covered by the resulting increase in in
come at the going price. The worker seeking employment 
had it within his own power to alter this delicate balance by 
offering to work for a lower wage. By doing so he could 
always make it worth the while of an employer to give him a 
job. A union, by restraining such wage-cutting, could obvi-
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ousIy do damage in this delieatel.y adjusted Elysium. But 
unions were not a part of the system. 

v 

There was never full agreement among the architects of the 
model on the manner in which labor and the other productive 
resources of the community were allotted as between con
sumption and investment - between current use and the 
production of plant, equipment, utilities and public works 
which would yield their return only over a period of time in 
the future. However, despite sectarian disputes on details, 
there was something close to a consensus on the nature of the 
underlying process. Here as elsewhere competition rendered 
efficient service. The competition of those who sought the 
prospective return from plant, machinery, utility or other 
investment established a price, in the form of the rate of in
terest, for those who were willing to save from current con
sumption and thereby make these investments possible. A 
high return from additional investment would bid up the 
price for savings. This would lead to more savings and less 
current consumption. Resources would thus be freed for 
investment. By the same process the commuruty's desire for 
goods for current consumption would be balanced against the 
prospect of having more and ditferent goods as the result of 
investment. 

If it is assumed that immediate consumption is man's normal 
preference, and that he will only save if he is paid to do so, it 
is wholly unnnatural to suppose that anyone would first de
prive himself of consumer's goods and then, by not turning 
over his savings for investment, deprive himself also of the 
reward for his thrift. Accordingly, whether a man consumed 
or saved, his income was in either case spent. But even the 
stubborn hoarder - and no one was quite so scorned by the 
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nineteenth-century builders of the competitive model- did 
no irreparable damage. By getting income and neither spend
ing it nor allowing others to do so, those who hoarded with
held some demand from the market. The only effect of this 
was that the impersonally determined prices for goods fell 
as supply exceeded detnand. Others then found their current 
income buying more than before. Their spending offset the 
additions to the misers' hoards. 

Here was the basis of the notion that there could never be 
an excess of savings - that the aggregate of detnand for all 
goods must always equal their supply. This was Say's Law
the claim upon immortality of Jean Baptiste Say, the French 
interpreter of Adam Smith. Few ideas have ever gripped the 
minds of economists so firmly as Say's Law; for well over a 
hundred years it enjoyed the standing of an article of faith. 
Whether a man accepted or rejected Say's Law was, until 
well into the nineteen-thirties, the test of whether he was 
qualified for the company of reputable scholars or should be 
dismissed as a monetary crank. 

Say's Law reinforced the conclusion that, in the competi
tive model, there would always be full use of willing labor. 
As a result, to the extent that the model was taken to be an 
approximation to reality, no serious consideration could be 
given to the possibility or fact of a bad depression. A depres
sion must involve some interruption in the flow of spending 
- some general reduction in demand for goods below the 
capacity of the economy to supply them. What is being 
spent at any given time for consumers' goods is obviously 
being spent. Interruptions between the receipt of income 
and its ultimate disposal must be sought for in that part of 
income that is saved. But Say's Law arrested any search for 
trouble in this area by declaring that savings or their equiv
alent must also be spent. A decrease in expenditures by con
sumers would only mean an increase in saving and investment 
expenditure. Under such circumstances it was impossible to 
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suppose that a paenl and prOJN$iiv,e reduction in spending 
- without whieh, as a moment's thought will suggest, there 
could be no depression - could get under way. 

There was some room in this system for rhythmic cycles of 
good business and bad. So long as the principal effect of such 
movements was on profits and the rate of economic growth, 
rather than on employment, no serious collision with Say's 
Law occurred. And, in fact, the business cycle became the 
object of a good deal of statistical study, especially in the 
United States. Much data could be gathered, and many eharts 
could be drawn without trespassing on Say. But until the mid
thirties, in both England and the United States, the notion of 
the grave depression was not only foreign to the accepted 
system of economics but its admission was largely barred to 
analysis. Unemployment, which was sufficiently a fact so that 
it could not be ignored, was generally associated with the 
activities of unions. Unions prevented the worker from get
ting himself employed by preventing him from reducing the 
wage at which he offered to work. He was thus restrained 
from making it worth the while of an employer to hire him. 
This was not the dogma of mossbacks; it was the only im
portant avenue to an explanation left by Say and the competi
tive model. As late as 1930, Sir William Beveridge, a modern 
symbol of progressive ideas, firmly asserted that the effect, at 
least potentially, "of high wages policy in causing unemploy
ment is not denied by any competent authority.'" 

Say's Law and the resulting sterility of the interpretations 
of business fluctuations help explain the rather passive role 
played by economists in the very early years of the Great 

"He subsequendy contmued· "As a matter of theory, the contmuance 
In any country of a substantial volume of unemployment w!uch cannot 
he explamed by speci1ic maladjustments of place, quality and time, IS in 
Itself proof that the price berng asked for labour as wages is too !ugh for 
the conchnons of the market, demand for and supply of labour are not 
finchng their appropriate price for mecnng." Wilham Bevendge, Unem
%yment (New York: Longmans, Green &: Co., 1930), pp. 362-71 
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Depression. Many scholars of reputation either said nothing 
or vigorously but unhelpfully condemned unbalanced bud
gets or rehef to farmers, bUSInessmen, banks and the unem
ployed.· Pohtlcs, in all cases, dictated another and more posi
tive course of acnon - and the judgments of politiCians, not 
of economists, as viewed in retrospect, rellected the course of 
wisdom. Fortunately the economists were soon to be re
habilitated by the Intellectual repeal of Say's Law. 

To return to the competitIve model. Clearly It either 
solved the operating problems of the economy, Including the 
great questions of social efficiency, or, as In the case of the 
severe depression, it excluded the problem from COnsIderation. 
Efficiency in Its vanous fonns was assured by the pressure 
on the indtvidual firm to produce cheaply and to keep abreast 
of others in progress, and by the role of an impersonally de
termined price In passing gaIns along to consumers and In 
passing their demands back to producers. The same price 
structure, abetted by lleXlble wages and a theory which Iden
tified the act of saVIng WIth the fact of Invesnnent, went far 
to preclude unemployment. Say's Law canoruzed the doubt
ful POInts. The reader WIll already be able to understand the 
depths of the nostalgia for such a mechanism, however rigor
ous its specifications. It is also possible to understand how the 
conviction that Its reqUIrements were being ignored, or the 
admission that the model could never be achieved in practice, 
could leave a commuruty, whIch had long used thIS system as 
a reference POInt in Interpreting its economy, WIth a sense of 
profound disquiet . 

• EspecIally m the field of monetary pohcy the irun.tive passed to men 
who were not beholden to Say's Law because they had not worked In the 
mam stream of econonuc theory Tlus was true, for example, of the late 
Professor George F. Warren of Cornell, the author of the famous gold
buymg pohey, and of Messrs Foster and Catchings, whose work reCeIved 
WIde attennon at tlus time. These were also the years when Major Douglas 
achIeved immortality WIth hts revelanon on SOCIal credit. 



CHAPTER III 

The Problem of Power 

ITs SOLUTION of the problem of efficiency was what com
mended the competitive model to the economist. Efficiency 
has long been a near fetish of economists and, in the begin
ning, there was a strong humanitarian basis for this preoccu
pation. Until the nineteenth century, grinding poverty had 
at all times and in nearly all places been the fate of all but 
a minority of mankind. For the relief of this poverty, nothing 
could be quite so important as to get more production from 
existing manpower and resources. Indeed, in a world where 
there was little unemployment, no other remedy for poverty 
was available, given current income distribution and the con
siderable political discomfort and frustration that have so often 
been the fortune of those who advocated more equitable 
distribution of income. The prospect of alleviating poverty, 
Marshall observed, "gives to economic studies their chief and 
their highest mterest." 1 

For the businessman and the political philosopher, by con
trast, the appeal of the competitive model was its solution of 
the problem of power. This is still the basis of its hold on the 
American conservative. Indeed, for most Americans free 
competition, so called, has for long been a political rather 
than an economic concept. 

1 Alfred Marshall, Priru:iples of Ec01lbmies (New York: Macmillan Co., 
1920, 8th ed.), p. 4. 
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The role of power in American life is a curious one. The 
privtlege of controlling the actions or of affecting the income 
and property of other persons is something that no one of us 
can profess to seek or admit to possessing. No American 
ever runs for office because of an avowed desire to govern. 
He seeks to serve - and then only in response to the insIstent 
pressure of friends or of that anonymous but oddly vocal 
fauna whIch inhabit the grass roots. We no longer have 
public officIals, only pubhc servants. The same scrupulous 
aVOIdance of the tenrunology of power characterizes Amer
Ican busmess. The head of the company is no longer the boss 
-. the term survives only as an amiable form of address - but 
the leader of the team. It is years smce the United States has 
had a captam of mdustry; the brass-bound officer who com
mands has now been entirely replaced by the helmsman who 
steers. No union leader ever presents hunself as anything 
bllt a spokesman for the boys. 

Despite this convention, which oudaws ostensible pursuit 
of power and which leads to a constant search for euphemisms 
to disguise its possession, there IS no indication that, as a peo
ple, we are averse to power. On the contrary few thmgs are 
more valued, and more jealously guarded by their possessors, 
in our sOCIety. Prestige m Congress is nicely graded to the 
number of votes the particular member influences or the 
potency of his committees. The amount of authonty a pubhc 
servant exercises or - a rough mdex of this m the lower 
reaches of the public service - the number of people work
ing under his direcnon are the accepted measure of his im
portance in Washington. It is ordinarily taken for granted 
m the pubhc servIce that both authonty and stlbordinates will 
be eagerly accumulated by the energetic man. 

Prestige in business is equally assOCIated with power. The 
income of a businessman IS no longer a meast1re of his achieve
ment, it has become a daOlm of secondary interest. Business 
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prestige, as a moment's reflection will suggest, is overwhelm
mgly associated with the size of the concern which the in
dividual heads. Indeed, American business has evolved a sys
tem of precedence hardly less rigorous than that of VIctorian 
England and is based almost exclUSIvely on corporate assets. 
In the business peerage the ducal honors belong to the heads 
of General Motors, Standard Oil of New Jersey, Du Pont and 
the United States Steel Corporation. The earls, baronets, 
knights and squires fall in behind in reasonably strict accord
ance with the assets of their respective firms. In our time the 
man who is merely rich is of little consequence. Homage is, 
to be sure, paid to the "small but successful" businessman. But 
the very form of the phrase shows that he has had to sur
mount the handicap of bemg small to earn his place in the 
sun. 

The reason is not that the business community pays single
minded obeisance to corporate sIZe and therewith to the men 
who head the largest concerns. Rather it is that the size of 
the corporation which the individual heads is again a rough 
index of the power the individual exercises. With size goes 
the ultimate responsIbility for the decisions affecting the 
largest number of employees, over prices that affect the largest 
number of customers, over investment policies which work 
the greatest change in the income, livelihood or landscape of 
the community. While the individual must disavow hIS m
terest in makmg such decisions, his colleagues in the respect 
they accord him show as clearly as do Congressmen and 
public servants in their respective fields the direction of their 
own ambitions. 

n 

Power obviously presents awkward problems for a com
munity which abhors its existence, disavows its possession, 
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but values its exercise. In the nature of man, the alarm over 
the exercise of such power runs to its nse by second persons. 
The busmessman is not disturbed about the use of authority of 
which, by hard work and merlt, he has become the customan; 
he is alarmed about its misuse by government. The liberal 
naturally VIews the exercise of prlvate business power with 
concern. On acqUIring public office he is not likely to be 
persuaded of the danger of misusmg Ius own righteously won 
authority. This tendency to alarm over the possession of 
power by other people is greatly enhanced by the convention 
of denying that one possesses power. The conventional as
sertion that one has none is readily translated into belIef. In 
any case, the man who is possessed of authority, private or 
public, is always lIkely to be more COnsCIOUS of the checks and 
reins on his decisions than of his power to reach them. A 
decision which one IS free to make rarely impresses one as an 
exercise of power. To the extent that it makes any Impression 
at all it IS likely to seem a rather ObV10US exercise of in
telligence. A decision on which one is blocked by the au
thority of another IS a very dlfferent matter. It is bound to 
make a deep impression. The lmpression will also, normally, 
be one of arbltrary or egregious misuse of power. ThIS is 
why we live in a world of constant protests against the au
thority of others and of replIes whlch reflect a deep and 
usually genuine content of injured mnocence. 

The competltive model prOVIded an almost perfect solu
tion of the problem of power as aggravated by these conven
tions and attitudes. Glven lts rigorous prescription of com
petition, there was very little scope for the exerClse of pnvate 
econorruc power and none for lts misuse. And wlth the pri
vate exercise of economic power so clfcumscribed, there was 
no need for public authority to regulate It. Specifically, if 
no busmess is large enough to mfluence prices on the market 
in which lt seIls or on the market in which labor or mate-
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rials are bought, no one can do anything very harmful to 
consumers, suppliers or to the wages of workers because no 
one has any power over prices charged or prices or wages 
paid. The man who is moved to exploit his consumers through 
unduly high pnces will survive only long enough to discover 
that they have deserted him in favor of hiS numerous com
petitors who are not exploiting anyone. To pay a worker less 
than the going wage is to invite him to go where the going 
wage is paid. It reqUires only a moment's reflection to con
clude that a businessman with power neither to overcharge 
his customers nor to underpay his labor (and for smular rea
sons his other suppliers) has very little power to do anybody 
ill. 

To mirumlZe the exercise of private power, and especially 
the opporturuty for its misuse, was to remove most of the 
justification for exercise of government authority over the 
economy. It is uunecessary for government to control the 
exercise of private power if it does not eXISt 10 any harmful 
form. And since the efficiency of the economic system IS 
already at a maximum without government 1Oterference, It 
must be presumed that any 1Oterventlon of government would 
reduce efficiency. In a state of bliss, there IS no need for a 
MinIStry of Bliss. 

III 

In the competitive model, intervention by the state in the 
economy was excluded with equal ngor whether the motives 
of the state were assumed to be malevolent or benign. The 
model was formulated in a day when good intentions by the 
state and its servants could not be assumed. The most vigor
ous of the political philosophers associated WIth Its design, 
Jeremy Bentham, sought for noth1Og so eagerly as to mini-
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mize the role of corrupt public officials. There was good rea
son for this. Unn1 well mto the nineteenth century in Eng
land, and well into the present century m most of the rest of 
the western world, the motives of the state authority, in rela
tion to the economy, were at least episodically rapacious or 
corrnpt. In the Uruted States, unn1 the present century, the 
federal government was ordinarily the patron, m economic 
matters, of those best situated for extracting favors and of its 
own employees. 

The doctrine of the malignant state is not quite dead. A 
modern treatise on the American economy concludes that, 
through progressive income taxation, the government more 
or less dehberately "depnves Its successful citizens of their 
product and gives It to the less successful; thus It penalizes 
industry, thrift, competence, and effiCiency, and subsiruzes 
the idle, spendthrift, incompetent and mefficlent. By despoil
ing the thnfty It dries up the source of capital, reduces invest
ment and the creation of Jobs, slows down industrial prog
ress ... "2 Not even the mtentions of Jackson could have 
been viewed more rusmally by a Boston merchant. But there 
can be little doubt that this is a mmority view. In the Uruted 
States, as in the parliamentary democracies in general, the 
great majonty of the people have come to regard the gov
ernment as essennally benevolent. To the extent that the 
New Deal in the United States had revolutionary significance 
the revolution was m attitudes of the great masses of the 
people toward the federal government. Within the span of 
a few years a comparatively detached and impersonal mecha
nism, hitherto Identified with tariff-making, tax-collecting, 
prohibition, Fanners' Bulletins and the National Parks, came 
to be regarded as a protector and even as a friend of the 

2 The AmeTlcan Ind,vidual Emerpnse System Its Nature, EvolUtion, and 
Future By The Econonuc Prmclples ComnusslOn of the Nanonal AssocIa
non of Manufacturers (New York McGraw-Bill Book Co, Inc., 1946), 
p 1019. 
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people at large and their shield against adversity. The actions 
of the government might not be considered entirely predict
able but there was no doubt that its motives were thought 
good. 

However, the competitive model also excluded power that 
was exercised in the name of welfare and good intentions. 
Well intentioned or not, such intervention was at best re
dundant and at worst harmful. This explains why, among 
those who interpret the world by the competitive mode~ the 
epithet "do-gooder" can be one of greater opprobrium than 
"evil-doer." It also explains their alarm as changmg attitudes 
have swept the state into activities inconsistent with its role 
in the model. 

IV 

For a community that finds power agreeable in the first per
son and abhorrent in the second, the competitive model gave 
men of striking differences in viewpoint a strong unity of 
purpose. All could find within it a program suited to their 
temperament and interest. Thus for the businessman it pro
vided a strong justification for reSJsting the intrusions of gov
ernment. It also provided an answer to those who suggested 
that he had undue power. Competition denied it to him; his 
seeming power was a mirage. Better aware than anyone else 
of the restraints on his decisions, he could believe it. His 
critics cherished the competitive model because it denied 
power both to the entrepreneur and to government. They 
could suspect the businessman of possessing economic power 
but their remedy was only to have a purer form of the same 
kind of economy as the businessman himself espoused. 

It is scarcely surprising that many men continued to cling 
to the competitive model as an idea long after its substance 
had seemingly desetted them. 
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Nor can it be supposed that faith in a system of ideas which 
seemed to solve so many problems could disintegrate with
out important consequences. But It has dismtegrated. This has 
been partly the result of changes in the underlying reality. 
To a much greater extent it has been the counterpart of the 
process by which the competitive model was built. What 
was elaborated in the world of ideas could be destroyed in 
the world of ideas, what economists gave they could take 
away. Smce it was not the economy so much as the ideas that 
changed, the consequences, happily, have been less phYSical 
than psychological, less of the stomach than of the mind. Tc 
the process of disintegration and its consequences I now turn 
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The Abandrmment of the Model 

THE SYSTEM of ideas just outlined - the theory of capitalism 
and the solution of the problem of power it proVlded - was 
vulnerable at two points. In the realm of Ideas there was its 
pivotal dependence on competition, on a definition of com
petition that had tended to become mcreasingly precise and 
hence increasingly brittle. Even the staunchest defenders of 
the doctrine required a rigorous form of competition - with 
Professor Hayek they held that it had to be the competition 
in which "the individual producer has to adapt himself to 
price changes and cannot control them." 1 There was also, 
in the world of reality, the need for performance. The sys
tem had to work. Were the assumption of competition to be 
undermined, it would be a devastating blow. So, equally, 
would be a failure in performance. Both blows fell simul
taneously m the decade of the thirties. 

The first blow had been in the makmg for many years
that it would come sooner or later was implicit in the pattern 
of industnal growth that has occurred both in the United 
States and throughout the western world. With many notable 
exceptions - agriculture, the textile and garment industries, 
soft-coal mining, wholesale and retail trade, shoe manufac
turmg - the number of firms participatmg in a business is 
likely to be at its maximum within a few years or even a few 

1 See page 14. 
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months after the business is born. Thereafter there is, typi
cally, a steady decline unnl a POInt of stabihty is reached with 
a handful of massive survivors and, usually, a fringe of smaller 
hangers-on. Thenceforward the changes in the industty are 
In the relative positions of the established firms. This is not a 
universal pattern of development but It is a typical one. The 
automobile, steel, rubber, farm implement, tobacco, liquor, 
chemical and radio industnes all took such a course. So, unless 
they are exceptions to the rule, will such new industries - as 
thiS is written - as the manufacture of television sets and the 
minmg of uranium. 

The process by which the typiCal industry passes from the 
hands of the many to the few has not been well understood. 
Not infrequently In the Uruted States it has been identified 
with a design by someone to acqurre monopoly control of en
terprise. There have been spectacular searches for the devils. 
The Muckrakers and the Pujo Invesnganon of 1912 looked 
for the deus ex machma of the consohdatlon movement of 
the preceding decades - and thought they found It m the 
bankers. (These were the years which produced International 
Harvester, InternatIOnal Nickel, International Paper, Interna
tional Silver and International Salt, as well as the more mod
estly ntled United States Steel, all attesting by their names 
the generous horizons of the men who put them together.) 
In the thirties the Pecora invesngatlon and the Temporary 
National Economic Committee looked, somewhat less specif
ically, for the architects of the utilities combines, the big mo
tion-picture companies, the theater chains and the burgeoning 
chain store systems. 

To regard the tendency toward concentration of owner
ship in an industry as the result of some Indtvidual's impenal 
deSign is to miss the point. In fact, the causes are deeply 
organic. Except In industries where the maximum advan
tages of size are realIzed at a relatively stnall volume of pro-
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duction - agriculture, some types of trade, and some few 
fields of mining and manufacture - entry into an industry is 
easy only when it IS very new. Then the recruitment of cap
ital by all is based on hope and promise and it is impossible to 
distinguish the promISe of an embryo Ford from that of a Pres
ton Tucker, the highly resourceful but already half-forgotten 
promoter of an exceedmgly exiguous auto m the years after 
World War II. No aspirant has the advantage of organization 
and experience; none has achieved the status of a compara
tively sure thing. Since all are beginners all are small, and the 
capital requirements for anyone are modest. 

With the growth of the industry the firms already in oper
ation also grow. In doing so they realize whatever technical 
econOIDIes there may be in larger-scale production and the 
successful ones also acquire, either directly from earnings or 
from their reputation for making them, the wherewithal in 
new capiral for further growth. 

These firms also acquire - a point somewhat neglected by 
econoIDlStS - the economies of experience. The develop
ment of an industrial enterprise is a fairly intricate task in 
orgaruzation and administration. It can be accomplished easIly 
ouly when it is accomplished slowly - when there is oppor
tunity to search for talent, to try new men out a few at a 
time, and when there is leisure to reassign, promote to innocu
ousness, or detach with regrets the inevirable misrakes. Only 
a little of this can be afforded at any given orne. 

The result is a passive but highly effective handicap on the 
latecomer. In this race the horse with the poorest record, or 
no record, must carry the greatest weight. Capital must be 
found in spite of the fact that there are other firms that are 
a better prospect for the investor. Once the Reconstruction 
Finance Corporation eased the problem of entry of new firms 
and it is indeed significant that the new arrivals m such indus
tries as automobile, steel and aluminum production in recent 
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years have all had capital from tlus source. But even If the 
aspll'ant has or had 2 the necessary ment and fnendslups to 
obtam government funds he must still contend with new fore
men and untried supervisors and engmeers and he must risk 
the gauchenes of untried executives. An old firm may have a 
few neophytes, the new firm has few others. It must accom
plIsh, often in a few months, the tasks of organization which 
those already m the field have worked out, step by step, over 
many years. As a result, m an established industry, where the 
scale of production IS considerable, there is no such thing as 
freedom of entry. On the contrary, tune and Cll'curnstances 
combme to bar the effective entry of new firms. 

At the same time that entry becomes difficult or impOSSible, 
the forces which tend to reduce the number already m the 
mdustry continue. WeaklIngs may still fail, and disappear, 
especially in more difficult nrnes. Good tunes make it easy to 

finance consolIdations and temptIng for the strong company 
to expand and the weak to sell out. Thus, both adversity and 
prosperity work alIke to reduce the number of firms in an 
mdustry. The combmatIon of a low or zero birthrate and 
a contInuing death rate must, rather unavoidably, be a de
clining population. 

The growth pattern here descnbed is not peculIar to the 
United States. Industrial development appears to have fol
lowed a roughly similar path m other advanced countries. 
There may, however, be something distinctive about the final 
equilibrium in the United States. In Western Europe the end 
result, abetted by cartel agreements, has frequently been a 

2 The hqUldaoon of the RFC m the early fifoes was a senons blow to 
competltlon as It IS commonly understood. On the whoJe. chJS agency was 
probably a more effective contributor to freedom of entry than the antI
trust laws Any Important tampenng WIth the latter, it JIU.ght be noted. 
would have provoked an enonnous outcry from men of good will. The RFC, 
uncelebrated In the legal and econOffilC folklore of compeonon, dlSappeared 
With scarcely a sound. As so often one finds the Amencan hberal settmg 
greater 3tore by the symbol than by the substance. 
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single massive survivor or combination. With us it is far more 
typically a few large firms together with a fringe of small ones. 
This eqwlibrium is apparently assOCIated WIth a certain equal
ity of strength among the major survivors coupled with a 
measure of equality of size that makes It dtfficult for anyone 
large firm to buy another out. At this stage, too, consolidation 
is consolidation of giants. It has become a sufficiently massive 
and spectacular affair so that pubhc optruon and the pOSSIbIlity 
of adverse attention from the Departtnent of Justice both act 
as deterrents. At the same time the price competition of the 
large firms is likely to be sufficiently clrcumscnbed by caution 
so that the smaller fringe can hve, albeit often precariously, 
under the umbrella the large firms provide. 

Havmg reached this stage, little further change occurs in 
the membership of the typical mdustry. There is no more 
cherished view of the American economy than that which 
regards it as a biological process m which the old and the 
semle are continually being replaced by the young and vig
orous. It IS a pleasant but far-fetched fiction. In fact the 
present generation of Americans, if it survIves, will buy its 
steel, copper, brass, automobiles, tires, soap, shortening, break
fast food, bacon, cigarettes, whiskey, cash registers and caskets 
from one or another of the handful of firms that now supply 
these staples. As a moment's reflection will establISh, there 
hasn't been much change in the firms supplying these prod
ucts for several decades. 

IT 

An economy where the typical industry is shared by a few 
firms is awkwardly inconsistent WIth a theory of capitalism 
which requires that power to affect prices or wages or out
put or investtnent be impersonally governed by the reactions 
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of the many. During the thirties, as the result of a singularly 
important series of studies, the notion that there was exten
sive concentration In American industry gained wide accept
ance. The first of these studies was the epochal Investigation 
by Adolf A. Berle and Gardiner C. Means into the proportion 
of national wealth, Industrial wealth and corporate assets 
owned by the two hundred largest non-financial corpora
tions" This was followed by further investigations under 
government auspices by Means,' more yet by the Temporary 
National Economic Committee and, since World War II, 
still further studies by the Federal Trade Commission and 
the Department of Commerce. 

Three questions were at ISSUe In these studies, namely: how 
important are a minority of very, very big corporations in 
the American economy? To what extent are markets divided 
between a relatively small number of large firms -large, 
that is, In relation to the markets they share? Does concen
tration become greater year by year? 

There is stJil something less than complete agreement on 
the answers and not all of the discussion which these studies 
have provoked has been of Olympian object1viry. Some have 
seen in them the support they were seekmg for their warnings 
on monopoly and their belief that the antitrust laws should be 
more sternly enforced. The critics of the figures have, with 
a few exceptions, been men who are deeply devoted to the 
econOffilC and political system identified with the competitive 
model as an economic and political goal. They have been In 
the always equivocal positIOn of the man who must testify to 
the virtue of a well-loved mistress. 

Yet the principal conclusIOns, If stated with reasonable 

• The Modern Corporllt1on and Private Property (New York Com· 
merce Clearmg House, Inc., 1932, and Macnullan Co" 1932) 

4 The Structure of the American Economy Part I. Basic Character
Imcs. National Resout"ces Plannmg Board (Waslungton US. Govern
ment Pnnnng Ollice, 1939). 
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moderation, are not subject to serious challenge and they 
have, in fact, gained wide acceptance. The 1ffiportance of 
the large corporation, and the large proportion of manufac
tunng, transportation, utilities service and mming which a 
comparatively small number perfOrtn, is clear. Means cal
culated • that for 1933 the 200 largest non-financial (i.e., pro
ducmg or controlling as distinct from financing) corporatIons 
and their subsidiaries had approximately fifty-seven per cent 
of the total assets of all such corporations. A more recent in
vestigation by the Federal Trade Commission estImated, for 
the year 1947, that the 113 largest manufacturing corporations 
owned forty-six per cent of the property, plant and eqUlpment 
employed in manufacturing.· 

Whatever the margin of error in these figures, it cannot be 
great enough to alter the essential conclusion which IS that 
a small number of large corporations are responsible for a 
very substantial proportion of all industrial activity. And, 
in fact, this conclusion is not senously challenged by serious 
men. 

That the typical industry is shared by a relatively small 
number of corporations - that there is concentratIon in in
dividual markets as well as in the economy as a whole - has 
provided more opportunity for debate. So, also, have the 
attempts to show that concentration IS increasing year by 
year. With reference to the latter the evidence is, in fact, 
decidedly frail. It may well be that the appearance of new 
industries - televisiOn, air freight carriage, gambling are no
table post-World War II examples-is sufficient to offset 
the consolidation that goes on within older industries. 

Ii The Structure of the American Economy, loc cit. 
o The Federal Tracie Co1lllll1SSl0n, The Concentration of Productw. 

Facilities, H.fl (Washington. U.S. Government Pnntmg OfIice, 1949). 
However other types of assets, notably inventories and cash, are also 
mdlspensable for operations and there 1$ some eVidence from Means' 
earher studtes that to conline the companson to physlcal assets IS to maxi
nuze the concentrabon rabo that is shown. (Cf. Structure of the American 
Economy, p. 107.) 
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The measurement of the concentration within industries 
has run afoul of the imprecision of the world industry. As 
this term is used in everyday discourse and as it is used for 
statistical purposes, it groups together the production of some 
highly unrelated products and it runs boundanes between 
products that are closely interchangeable. Willys Jeeps and 
Cadillacs are both products of the automobile industry, but 
a cut in price or a doubling of output of Jeeps is not a datum 
of perceptible importance to the Cadillac Division of Gen
eral Motors. Copper, brass and alummum, which are closely 
interchangeable for many uses, are products of different in
dUstries. At the same tIme, the notion of an Industry as a 
group of firms supplying roughly the same market has prac
tical usefulness and it would be impossible to get along with
OUt it. 

In spite of these problems, which have provided an almost 
unparalleled opportunity for qUlbbles; these studies affirm, at 
least, that over an important sector of the American econ
omy individual markets are shared by a small number of pro
ducers. In the production of motor vehicles, agncultural 
machinery, rubber tires, cigarettes, allllninum, liquor, meat 
products, copper, tin containers and office machinery the 
largest three firms In 1947 did two thirds or more of all busi
ness. In steel, glass, industrial chemicals, and dairy products 
the largest six accounted for two thirds. There is a similar 
degree of concentration in a host of less important or deriva
tive indUstries. And In a number more - gasoline, cement, 
mixed fertilizer and milk distribution - markets that are nec
essariIy regional or local are typically divided between a sim
ilarly small number of sellers. S 

There are numerous industries where the number of finns 
serving the same market remains large and where no one or 

7 For an mteresnng and competent one, see Cla1r Wtleo%, "On the 
Alleged Ub,qwty of Oltgopoiy," Papers tmd Proceedmgs of the Amenclm 
Ec01lOmJc Association, May 1950, pp. 67 fI. 

S Federal Trade ComnuSSlOn, op. CIt. 
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no small number have any considerable proportion of the 
total business. But for a large and important sector of the 
economy - indeed for the industries which are commonly 
supposed to typify American capitalism - this is clearly not 
the case. On the contrary, as one of the leadmg contempo
rary students of market organization has concluded, "The 
principal general indications of studies of American market 
structure are [among others] that concentration of output 
among relatively few sellers is the dominant pattern."· The 
acceptance of such a conclusion would obviously be dam
aging to a theory of capitalism based on the notion that mar
kets were shared by many producers no one of them large 
enough to influence the common prices paid or received. 

m 

Meanwhile economic theory, as distinct from economic sta
tistics, had also dealt the competitive model a serious blow. 
Economists had anciently recognized one major exception 
to the competition of the many. That was the limiring case 
of monopoly - the case where one firm was in complete 
control of all the product of an industry. So long as econ
omists held to trus bipolar classification of industries - com
petition or monopoly - the position of competition as a valid 
assumption concerning the economy was relatively secure. 
That was because monopoly - the absolute monopoly of the 
single firm - was so rare as to have the standing only of a 
curiosity. Apart from the public utilities there was, before 
World War II, only one example that could easily be brought 
to mind, namely the Aluminum Company of America.'O So 

• Joe S. Bain in A SUTfJey of Contemporary Economics (Philadelph,a 
Blakiston Co, 1948), p. 136. 

10 WIuch now, of course, shares the mgot market Wlth the wartune 
arrivals. 
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long as monopoly was so exceptional, competition must be 
the rule. The economy as a whole must be competitive. 

In 1932-33, under the combIned attack of an American and 
a British economist (Professor E. H. Chamberlin of Harvard 
University 11 and Mrs. Joan RobInson of Cambridge Univer
sity 12) the old bipolar classification of markets, competition 
or monopoly, was abandoned. New categories of markets, 
neither purely competitive nor fully monopolized, were rec
ogruzed between the two. In this Intermediate zone were in
dustries whose markets had the characteristics of both com
petition and monopoly. They were monopohstlcally or Im
perfectly competltlve. 

The establishment of a multiple, rather than a double clas
sification of markets was the most far-reaching contribution 
of the new theory. It meant, although it wasn't wholly fore
seen at the time, the end of the faith In competition In the old 
sense. Now there were alternatives to the implausible as
sumption of competition without gOIng to the implausible 
case of monopoly. The competition of many sellers - the 
competition of the model - hke the control of a market by 
one, soon came Itself to be regarded as an extreme or limiting 
case. From the statistical Investigations as well as from every
day observation it was eVident, moreover, that one of the in
tennediate types of markets - that of few sellers or oligopoly 
as it came to be called - was of commanding lffiportance. No 
sooner had oligopoly been recognized as something different 
from either competition or monopoly than it was on Its way to 
replace competition as the prIncipal assumption by which the 
industrial economy was interpreted. 

11 The Theory of M01Wpo/mic Competition (Cambridge Harvard Uru
verSlty Press, 1932) 

" The Eco1WmJCS of Imperfect Competition (London' Macnullan Co. 
1933). There are dUferences of theorencal mteresr and unportance be
tween Professor Chamberlm's and Mrs Robmson's argument whlch, how
ever, do not bear on the pracncal consequences wluch are of concern here 
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However, a vast distance separates oligopoly from the com
petition of the competitive model. Price-making in markets 
where there are a few sellers is not only measurably influenced 
by the actions of any individual firm but the individual must 
take into consideration the response of others to his initiative. 
If he correctly appraises what is advantageous for the industry 
as a whole, the others presumably will follow his lead. Other
WISe they will not. When each seller considers the advantage 
of any acnon from the viewpomt of the profits of the industry 
as a whole he is obviously thinking much as would a monop
olist. To assume that oligopoly was general in the economy 
was to assume that power akin to that of a monopolist was 
exercised in many, perhaps even a majority of markets. 

In actual practice things are both simpler and more com
plicated. They are simpler becanse in most industries where 
there are few sellers there soon develops a tacit understand
ing which allows one firm to assume some measure of leader
ship. This firm makes an appraisal of the price policy that 
IS appropriate for itself with greater or less consideration of 
what will be acceptable to the other members of the industry. 
The others follow its lead. Things are more complicated be
cause, except under conditions of very strong demand, any 
firm in an industry can initiate price reductions. This nor
mally forces others to follow suit. There is no similar com
pulsion to follow a price increase. Anyone of the large cig
arette companies can bring down cigarette prices by lowering 
its own price. It cannot as certainly bring the others up by 
raising its prices. As compared with monopoly, one of the 
mitigating faCts about oligopoly is the commanding position 
of the firm which sees the greatest advantage in low prices. 

Price-making under oligopoly is further complicated by 
the fact that there is never complete substitutability between 
the produCts of different sellers. A Ford differs from a Chev
rolet and the differences are energetically magnified by the 
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advertising of the companies. This gives to Ford and Gen
eral Motors some small measure of independence in their 
prices. The same IS true, though in lesser degree, even of 
chemically identical products like steel or sulphur. Habit, 
corporate personality, terms and prompmess of delivery will 
hold customers even in face of minor price differentials. ,. 
However, these are details. The important thing is that the 
doctrines of a monopolistic or imperfect competition paved 
the way for a destruction of the old assumption of competi
tion on which the competitive model was erected. It is now 
time to see what took its place. 

IV 

It is a measure of the magnitude of the disaster to the old 
system that when oligopoly or crypto-monopoly is assumed 
It no longer follows that any of the old goals of social effi
ciency are realized. The producer now has measurable con
trol over his prices. Hence prices are no longer an impersonal 
force selecting the efficient man, forcing him to adopt the 
most efficient mode and scale of operations and driving out 
the inefficient and incompetent. One can as well suppose that 
prices will be an umbrella which efficient and incompetent 
producers alike will tacitly agree to hold at a safe level over 
their heads and under which all will live comfortably, profit
ably and inefficiently. There is no longer, by the old line 
of argument, any certaInty of techmcal advance. When there 
are many producers m an industry, some one of them will 

18 Econonusts have commonly worked with a category of markets 
descnbed as "undlfferennated" or '<pure" ohgopoly. In pnnclple, as m 
fact. no such category eXIsts and It should be abandoned If the number 
of sellers IS small they wtIl always be Identified as dlstmct personahnes to the 
buyer. And although their products may be Idenncal, th..., personalities 
will not and cannot be. There IS always, accordmgly, a degree of producr 
dUferentlanon. 
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certainly seize upon any known innovation. In so doing, this 
pioneer forces others to follow. To resist progress is to perish. 
If there is only a handful of producers, there is a chance that 
none will assume the initiative. There is at least the possibility 
that all will prefer and concur in choosing profitable and com
fortable stagnation. 

When sellers have gained authority over prices, prices no 
longer reflect the ebb and flow of consumer demand. It was 
such price movements in the competitive model which equated 
consumer desires - as evidenced by their WIllingness to pay 
- with what producers found It worth whIle to supply. 
When prices are tacitly administered by a few large firms 
they no longer move freely and productIon no longer re
sponds automatically to pnce changes. An increase III demand 
may bring increased production at the old prices, It may just 
as well lead to a decisIOn to increase prices and profits wIth 
production remaining as before. 

In any case it must be assumed that prices will be set and 
production will be managed, however imperfectly, with an 
eye to the profits of the industry. One of the oldest conclu
sions of economics is that a price so set - a monopoly price 
- must be higher and the resulting output smaller than under 
conditions of competttton. Thus not only does oligopoly 
lead away from the world of competitIOn, with Its promise 
of efficiency, but it leads toward the world of monopoly. 
ThIs, anciently, had been viewed as the very antithesis of 
social efficiency. 

There were other bitter consequences of the new assump
tions. A close examination of oligopoly shows that price 
competition, the very motor of the competitive model, is not 
only sharply clfcumscribed but has to be. When there are 
only a few firms in an industry and their products are closely 
substirotable, a price cut by one company must, as just noted, 
be matched by the others. Otherwise the firm with the lower 
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price will draw a disproportionate share of the business in 
the short run and, through operation of habit and customer 
good will, may well reta.tn it in the long run. This the other 
firms must prevent. An aggreSSlve and persistent price cutter 
can, accordingly, affect the level of prices and return of the 
entire industry. Should he persist and provoke retributive ac
tion, the ensuing price warfare can be ruinous to all. There 
is no point set by cost or any other consideration below which 
prices cannot go. Cuts must be matched and, if the gatne 
is fully played through, all can be ruined. 

No simtlar problem arises Wlth the competitive model. No 
seller can affect prices; none, obviously, can engage in cut
tlhroat price cutting. There, should prices fall to the level 
of costs, some firms would withdraw and others curtail out
put. The resulting reduction in supply would stabilize or 
raise pnces. Costs are a floor below which prices cannot go, 
at least for very long. 

Businessmen who live m the shadow of disastrous price cut
ting, as do all who share markets with a few firms, protect 
themselves by a convention. This convention simply outlaws 
the use of prices as a weapon of competitive warfare. The 
convention against price competition, when there are only 
a few sellers m a market, IS a matter of great importance. It 
is also so much a part of customary business practice that 
where it is well observed its very existence is often unnoticed 
even by those who adhere to it. Prices continue to change 
and they may be changed, at the instance of an aggressive and 
efficient leader, when that firm knows that the result will be 
uncomfortable for other firms. But this IS very different from 
using prices as a sanguinary weapon for invadmg another's 
markets or separating him from his customers. This the 
convention prohibits and there IS nothing more frightening, 
in industries where the convention is not rigidly observed, 
than the news that a price war has broken out. Quite ryp-
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ically the individual who resorts to price competition does 
so surreptitiously and the opprobrious character of his action 
is suggested by the terms in which he is normally described: 
he is irresponsible, a chiseler, an unfair competitor, a man who 
is guilty of unsound or even un-American business practices. 
The primitive defender of the convention against price com
petition finds racial epithets one of the most satisfying ways 
of assailing the unorthodox competitor. 

Nevertheless, a convention against price competition is 
inevitable under oligopoly. The alternative is self-destruc
tion, which cannot be expected of men with a normal desire 
to remain solvent and which in any case would serve no use
ful purpose. Although the market of small numbers clearly 
precludes aggressive price competition - the uninhibited price 
movements which the competitive model requires - econ
omists have been very reluctant to concede the fact. They 
have regularly rebuked the businessman who foreswears price 
competition as a traitor to the price system. The businessman 
has been understandably mystified by these atracks. Evi
dently the test of his faith in competition is his willingness to 
court disaster in its name. 

The final embarrassment from the unraveling of the new 
ideas was that as price competition in its pristine form disap
peared, other forms of competitive behavior became suspect. 
The convention against retributive price competition in the 
market shared by a few large firms does not extend to other 
forms of commercial rivalry. Individual firms retain their 
desire to keep and even to enlarge their share of the market. 
The first is important for survival, the second for both profits 
and prestige. With price competition ruled out, competitive 
energies are normally concentrated on persuasion and, espe
cially in consumers' goods, on salesmanship and advertising. 
The cigarette manufacturer recruits customers, not by the 
self-defeating and dangerous device of cutting cigarette prices 
but, with the unreluctant aid of his advertising agency, by 
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recourse to the radio, billboards and television screens and 
through magazines and the press. 1bis IS competition but no 
longer the kind of competition that is eligible for the liberal's 
defense. On the contrary, the very instrument which once 
rewarded the community WIth lower pnces and greater effi
ciency now turns up assailing its ear with rhymed commer
cials and soap opera and rendering the countryside hideous 
with commercial an. Competition becomes an exercise in uni
quely ostentatious waste. What hath Adam Smith wrought~ 

In any case no one could any longer argue very seriously 
that the cost and volume of even the comparatively inoffen
sive forms of competitive selling and advenismg were in 
response to popular demand. Not only had the old pressure 
for efficiency m production been lost, but now there was 
a positive premium on expenditures on distribution. 1bis 
was all readily assunilated to the new theory. Indeed, given 
the market of the few it was normal and natural. 

One consequence of the new ideas was to place economic 
theory sharply in opposition to the burgeomng advenising 
industry. Not unnaturally, those advenising men who take 
their profession seriously, and have the normal human wish 
to be wanted, have not found it pleasant to be considered ex
traneous. Since they were hardly in a position to devise a 
new system of theory whIch would re-establish their place 
in the scheme of thmgs, they have been reduced to stating, 
often with some vigor, that it is advenising that made this 
country what it is today. The adman was one of the many 
displaced persons who was caught up in the retreat from the 
competitive model 

v 

Such was the general state of ideas on economic efficiency in 
the main tradition of economics - in the impeccable line of 
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descent from Adam Smith, David Ricardo and Alfred Marsh
all- by roughly the beginning of World War II. By evolu
tion, from a system where nearly everythmg worked out for 
the best, economists found themselves with a system where 
nearly everything seemed to work out for the worst. 

It would be a mistake to exaggerate the alarm with which 
the generality of economists viewed this result. One author 
did go so far as to plead with his colleagues "to recognize that 
the concept of a system of monopoly is self-contradictory 
and the very negation of everything economics stands for." ,. 
They were adjured to see no evil. In a great personal tragedy, 
Heinrich von Stackelberg, a brilliant German contributor to 
the new theory, apparently lost all hope of any order in the 
economy except as might be provided by the state. Almost 
alone among the German economists of any distinction he 
became for a period an active National Socialist. 

A certain number of economists have also undertaken to 
revive the faith of their colleagues in the existence, actual or 
potential, of the competition of the competitive model. One 
of the lesser literary flowerings in the years after World War 
II was a series of books and articles celebrating the virtues, 
even the magic, of the uninhibited price system. But even 
this task was assumed, in the main, by popular writers whose 
faith in pure competition had not been weakened by contact 
with the new ideas. 

This philosophical detachment of the economists is to be 
explained in part by their much greater interest ever since 
the thirties in the problem of depression and by their pre
occupation with factors bearing more directly on the total 
performance of the economy. Nonetheless, the new market 
theory had a profound effect. A generation ago American 
economists, an inconvenient bias toward free trade apart, 

14 Edua:rd Heunann, Hinory of Econormc Doctrines (N ..... York: Ox
ford UDlVerstty Press, 1945), p. 219. 
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were counted among the staunchest allies of the businessman 
and among the nation's most notable defenders of the status 
quo. Partly as the result of the new ideas, they have since 
acquired an almost unexcelled reputation for waspishness. 
The very term economics has come to be Identified in the 
minds of many conservatives, If not with radicalism, at least 
with an mordinate capacIty to find fault. ThIS, no doubt, 
was a healthy change. Economists should never be popular; 
men who afflict the comfortable serve equally WIth those who 
comfort the afflicted and one cannot suppose that American 
capitalISm would long prosper WIthout the critics its leaders 
find such a profound source of annoyance. However, the 
new ideas had the far-reachmg consequence of bringing into 
question a basic supposItIon of capItalism - the supposition 
that It was SOCIally efficient. Here IS the first of the causes 
of insecurity which it is the task of this essay to isolate. 



CHAPTER V 

The Ogre of Econumic POW" 

THE OLD SOLUTION of the problem of economic power suf
fered the same devastation from the new measures of market 
concentration and the new Ideas as did the old confidence 
that social efficiency would be maximized. The competition 
of the competitive model solved the problem of private eco
nomic power by denying it, at least in a dangerous form, to 
anyone. The exception was the rare case of the monopolist. 
He did have plenary authority over his prices and produc
tion and therefore over the wealth and welfare of some part 
of the community. It was agreed by everyone, the monopo
lists themselves excepted, that such power was evIl and that 
it should be struck down or be made subject to regulation by 
the state wherever it was found. The regulation of monopoly 
represented one of the few instances where, given the com
petitive model, it was agreed that the state would have to 
exercise its authority in the economy. 

If there are only a handful of firms in the typical industry, 
and if they recognize their interdependence, as they must both 
for profit and for survival, then privately exercised economic 
power is less the exception than the rule in the economy. It is 
also of a piece with the power anciently associated with monop
oly. This was the clear conclusion of the new ideas. And the 
fact of such power, once identified by the theory, could 
readily be verified by observation. The executives of the 
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United States Steel Corporation, the longtime price leaders 
in the steel mdustry, do have authority to raise and lower 
the prices they charge for their own steel. When they exer
cise that power the rest of the industry nonnally follows. The 
same executives make declSlons on where to build new plants 
and how much plant to build, what to pay in dividends and, 
subject to a perIodic trial of strength with the union, what 
wages to pay. They have latitude on all of these matters; they 
are not the automatons of market forces. These decisions also 
affect the wealth and income of hundreds of thousands of 
people. As WIth steel so with the great core of American 
industry. The new theory suggested the existence of such 
power; the eye confinned it. 

Nothing could be more dtsturbing, in light of long-stand
ing atntudes toward private economic power and the inflam
matory connotation long given to the tenn monopoly, than 
the reahzation that economic power belongmg to the genus 
monopoly was commonplace in the economy. Yet such power 
was now brought nakedly into view. Its existence was af
finned by the stansocs and Its nature was identified by the 
theory. No one, neither economist nor businessman, liberal 
nor conservative, knew quite what to do about this flaunongly 
indecent exposure. 

IT 

In the American liberal tradition, a finding that private eco
nomic power exists has been tantamount to a demand that it 
be suppressed. As long as economic power was associated 
WIth monopoly in the old sense, the liberal had a ready-made 
fonnula. He could demand prosecution of the offending 
monopoly under the Shennan Anti-Trust Act with a view 
to its dismembennent or, if this latter were impractical as in 
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the case of the utilities, he could advocate public regulation 
or public ownership. So long as monopoly was considered 
an exception m a world of competition - a small tumor m a 
mass of healthy tissue - this was a reasonably practical pro
gram. The number of targets inviting attack was not too 
great; a vigilant government could be expected to police com
petition and keep it free. 

The notion that there are aspects of monopoly in a large 
proportion of American industries was bound to bring a 
major change in liberal attitudes. In fact, it dealt the ancient 
liberal formula a far more serious blow than has even yet 
been realized. It is pOSSIble to prosecute a few evil-doers; it 
IS evidendy not so practical to indict a whole economy. So, 
where there had once been reasonable agreement among hb
erals that the antitrnst laws were the heart of their program, 
something like a three-way split appeared. There were those 
who did conclude, without too much reflection on the task 
they were settmg for themselves, that the weapons for at
tacking monopoly would also serve against oligopoly. There 
were others who concluded that some form of government 
regulation, generally rather ill defined, would have to assume 
a task which the antitrust laws could no longer perform. Still 
others looked at the competition of the giants to see if they 
could not find something, however removed from the com
petition of the model, which could still be deemed "work
able." The common feature of all three enterprises has been 
a very large component of frnstration. 

The first reaction, in point of time, was to urge more vig
orous enforcement of the anntrust laws against the newly 
recogruzed and now ubiquitous monopoly power. As the 
significance of the new statistics on industrial concentration 
came to be appreciated m Washington in the late thirties, 
there was a sharp increase in mterest in antitrust enforcement. 
Thurman Arnold, who was to become the most energetic and 
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successful trust-prosecutor the country has had, was brought 
to that post m 1938. Appropriations of the Antitrust Division 
of the Department of Justice under Ius leadership were in
creased from $435,000 m 1936 to $1,325,000 in 1941. (They 
later increased several-fold more.) One of Arnold's cases, 
that against the large tobacco companies finally decided by 
the Supreme Court m 1946, also appeared to give a handle 
for dealing with oligopoly. There was no proof that these 
firms had entered mto any overt agreement on prices. This 
had been the old test of guilt. Rather, each had merely be
haved as though it fully understood and respected the welfare 
of the group. The leaderslup of one of their number had 
been accepted when it was eVident that a price decrease 
would be to the profit of all, and again when it was evident 
that a price mcrease would be to the common benefit. Their 
conviction for such behavior, the commonplace behavior of 
firms when the industry is shared by a few gianrs, was upheld.' 
This was indication that the old weapon against monopoly 
could be brought to bear on ohgopoly.2 

However, as more sober consideration was fairly certain 
to suggest, the effect of the new ideas, by making monopoly 
diffused and commonplace rather than specific and excep
tional, was eventually to weaken the faith in the old liberal 
progranI. Even a successful prosecution, unless it results in 
a complete breakup of eXisting firms, does not alter the fun
damental behaVior patterns of the mdustry. So long as there 
are only a few massive firms in an mdustry, each must act 

1 It was not completely commonplace, for the common reductIon In 
price, wluch occurred m 19H, came at a tIme when the ten cent or econ~ 
omy brands were makIng deep 1Ilroads lOto the sales of the maJors. Pnces 
were advanced 10 1934 when tlus threat had receded. This tmung un· 
doubtedly Impressed the courts American Tobacco Co v United States. 
328 U.s. 781 (1946). 

2 For an exuberant but competent expression of the opnnusm WIth whIch 
tlus case was greeted see Eugene V. Rostow, A Natitmlll Policy for th~ 
0./ Industry (New Haven. Yale Umvemty Press, 1948), pp. 123 if. 
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wlth a view to the welfare of all. They cannot, by force of 
law, be made to act as though they had no economic power 
- as though each were insignificantly small. The leadmg stu
dent of the industry has observed that the big tobacco com
panies, after they had been prosecuted (and rather modestly 
fined), continued "to follow essentially the same • • . price 
policies ... they followed before." 8 Not long after the pros
ecution was concluded, this was the subject of bitter com
plaint before, and by, a Congressional committee" 

As noted, for Chesterfields, Lucky Strikes and Camels to 
be in active price competition would be highly inconsistent 
with the theory by which the market for this product is in
terpreted. The theory suggests that when the price of one 
brand changes all must change, or the leader must rescind 
his move. And the theory correctly interprets the case. Not 
ouly is this what has happened but it is the only thing thar 
can happen. Each firm has to consider its actions m light of 
the responses of the other two. There cannot at the same 
time be mdependence and interdependence, and interdepend
ence is the nature of things. As a practical matter in the 
tobacco business the letter of legality could apparently be 
met by the companies by maintaining small differences in the 
wholesale price of cigarettes - differences too small to be 
reflected to the consumer or to make much difference in the 
margin of the retailer." Not a great deal else has been changed 
by the case against the companies, and will not be so long as 
three companies have a commanding position in the market. 

The tobacco comparues and industnes characterized by 
oligopoly in general could possibly be dispersed mto many 
small units. But American courts have been notably cau-

8 William H. Nicholls, "The Tobacco Case of 1946," Papers and Pro
ceedings of the Amencan Economic Association, May 1949, p. 289 • 

• "Monopohstic and UnfaIr Trade Pracaces," House Report 2465, 80th 
Congress, 2nd Sesslon, December 1948, p. 11. 

"Nicholls, op. cit. 
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tious in the remedies they have invoked under antitrust laws. 
Decrees dissolving existmg companies or forcing them to 
divest themselves of subsidiaries have been exceedingly and 
increasingly rare. The order divorcing the manufacrure of 
railroad equipment from Pullman car operation has been one 
of the few of its kind in the past twenry years. However 
great revolutions are brought about, it is not by litigation. 

Thus, while the liberal could hope that the occastonal mo
nopoly might be broken up he can scarcely suppose that 
the antitrust laws are an effecnve instrument for dispersmg 
the economic power unphclt In oligopoly. To suppose that 
there are grounds for antitrust prosecution wherever three, 
four or a half dozen firms domInate a market is to suppose that 
the very fabnc of AmerIcan capitalism is illegal. This is a 
notion wruch can seem sensible only to the briefless lawyer. 
Yet, to repeat, the Interpretation of this market leads relent
lessly to the conclusion that the power exercised by a few 
large finns is different only in degree and precision of its ex
ercISe from that of the single-finn monopoly. And clearly it 
is a lot more important. The liberal, who still searches for 
old-fashioned monopoly in the modem economy, has been 
made to feel that hIS IS a search for poison Ivy in a field of 
poison oak. 

The evident alternative to competition is public regulation 
or planning. This has long been supposed to be the only 
alternative. Under the pressure of the new ideas some Ameri
can liberals turned consciously to this alternatIve. "Striving 
after individual competition as a neat self-regulating device 
is fruItless because, by its nature, it cannot be established and 
maintained by law. We are compelled to pass beyond to the 
direct selection of econOllliC objectives as a basIS for the policy 
of the state." 6 In more cases dissatISfaction with the old for-

6 Arthur R. Burns, The Declme of Competition (New York. McGraw
Hill Book Co, Inc, 1936), p. 529. 
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mula produced merely a general bias in favor of state inter
vention in the economy. This goes far to explain why the 
American liberal, to the endlessly articulated surpnse of polit
ical philosophers, has so often turned up as an advocate of 
government control. 

In fact, the pursuit of this alternative has not been carried 
very far. It has been carried much less far than conservatives, 
in their worst dreams, have been inchned to imagine. The 
most plausible alternative to competition is full public owner
ship of those mdustries where competition is ineffective. Few 
American liberals have even contemplated this possibility and 
some would indeed be worried were they forced to do so. 
Few of the halfway houses of control have even been in
vestigated and it is a fair guess that they wouldn't be approved 
if they were. A minimum requirement of planning, for an 
economy where competition is no longer assumed to regulate 
prices, would be systematic price regulation by the state. 
Few contemporary liberals would find this palatable. The 
same would be trUe of anything more and there can't be 
much that is less. 

The trUth is that much of the American liberal's modem ad
vocacy of state intervention and planning has been general 
and verbal. It was a massive deployment of words which con
cealed, more or less successfully, the fact that he was a man 
who didn't quite know where he wanted to go. This was 
illustrated with almost classic finality immediately before 
World War II by the history of the Temporary National 
Economic Comrruttee - the TNEC or Monopoly Commit
tee. This Committee was established, in a mood of excitement 
and even of dedication, in response to the new knowledge of 
the extent of industrial concentration. In calling for the in
vestigation, President Roosevelt declared: "The power of a 
few to manage the economic life of the Nation must be 
diffused among the many or be transferred to the public and 
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its democratically responSIble government. If prices are to 
be managed and administered, if the Nation's business is to 
be allotted by plan and not by competition, that power should 
not be vested in any private group .... " 1 The authorizing 
resolution called for "a full and complete study and investiga
tion [of] the concentration of economic power in, and financial 
control over, production and distribution of goods and serv
ices. " In the three years of its eXIStence the Committee filled 
a record ot 17,000 pages and produced numerous (and by no 
means unuseful) reports and monographs. In its conclusions 
it affirmed that Amencan industry was very concentrated 
indeed. But it produced no recommendations of any con
sequence whatever. In one of the most bromidic apologias 
of modem times, It declared in Its final document· "The 
members of the committee are not rash enough to believe 
that they can lay down a program which will solve the great 
problems that beset the world, but they are convinced that 
the information which this committee has assembled ... will 
enable the people of America to know what must be done 
if human freedom 15 to be preserved." 8 The Committee was 
unable to approve of the economy it found but, equally, it 
was unable to embrace any alternative. It abandoned its task 
in a ffilasma of words. Other liberals have had reson to the 
same escape. 

There remains the possibility that within the structure of 
the market shared by a few firms there are practical restraints 
on economic power - that there is an attenuated but snlI 
workable competition which mmimlZes the scope for exercise 
of private market power and which frequently makes this 
structure preferable to any available alternative. This line 

1 Message of Apl"1l 29, 1938. Quoted in Monopoly ami Free Enterpme 
by George W. Stockmg and Myron W. Watkins (New York' The 
TwentIeth Centory Fund, 1951), p 52. 

8 F",a/ Report ami Recommendatwns. T.N.E.C. Document 35 (Wash
mgton U S Government Pnnnng Office, 194 1). 
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of argument has emphasized results. A market is workably 
competitive if, among other things, there is "a progressive 
technology, the passing on to consumers of the results of this 
progressiveness in the form of lower prices, larger output, 
. d' "0 unprove pnces .... 

This pragmatic concern with results is healthy; it has use
fully tempered the pessimism which followed in the wake of 
the new market theory. The notion of workable competition 
takes cognizance of the sadly overlooked point that over-all 
consequences, which in theory are deplorable, are often in 
real life quite agreeable. The difficulty with the notion is that 
its authors have failed to make clear why what is unworkable 
in principle becomes workable in practice. This failure, as I 
shall show presendy, lies in the preoccupation with competi
tion. In the competitive model the restraint on the power of 
any producer was provided by the competition of other pro
ducers - it came from the same side of the market. The tend
ency of any seller to exploit his customers was checked, not 
by the customers, but by another seller across the street and 
by many others in the same market. It was natural that in 
looking for restraints on the behavior of the large seller, who 
was one among a few in the market, the search would be 
made in the same place. Competition, even though it might 
be dlfIerent in kind from that of the competitive model, was 
still the object of the search. Indeed it was assumed that 
competition was the only possible restraint on private market 
power. This preoccupation with compeotion kept the mves
tigators from seeing the actual restraints on market power
restraints that made not competition but the economy work-

• Edward S. Mason in uThe Antitrust Laws: A Symposium," ed by Dex
ter M. Keezer, Amencim EcoruJ'fmC Re'llJeow, 1une 1949, p. 713. Professor 
Mason 15 the leadIng exponent of the Idea of a workable competltlon. The 
notion Itself owes much to the ongmahty of Professor 1. M Clark (UT 0-

ward a Concept of Workable Competition," AmenCIm EcO'IJOfnic R.etne'W, 
1une 1940). 
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able. These will come in for major consideration a few chap
ters hence. 

III 

At first glance the position of the businessman - the head of 
the large corporation In particular - would appear to have 
been considerably strengthened by the new shape which the 
problem of market power had taken. Even though the buSi
nessman's market power had come Into full View, those who 
were alarmed were hopelessly divided. Some, accepting the 
logic of their own analysis, sought a reform of the whole 
structure of modem corporate enterprise - its disintegration 
into many S1llall urnts. ThIS could almost certainly come to 
nothing. Others were disposed to talk (or muse) about pub
lic regulatIon whIch they did not define and at which they 
would almost certainly be alarmed If they did. Others saId 
the situation was workable in some general way. Meanwhile 
the busmessman could remam undisturbed. He could con
tinue to exercise a measure of power In the economy which, 
given our attItudes toward such authority however fulsomely 
they are disavowed, cannot be supposed to be unpleasant. 

In hIS more phIlosophIcal moods, the businessman might 
even take a benign view of those who were moved to advo
cate stronger enforcement of the antitrust laws. Without 
doubt these laws have performed a notable role m Amencan 
life as a kmd of lIghtning rod for dissent. Whenever he feels 
dissatisfied with things as they are, or whenever he is stuck 
for a program to deal With something he believes to be wrong, 
the Amencan radical, it has been said, has an unfailing formula. 
That is to demand that the antitrust laws be more rigoronsly 
enforced. For many they have had the standing of a universal 
cure, they have even been solemuly invoked as a device for 
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keeping down prices and preventing inflation. No fundamen
tal change in the American economy could or IS likely to result 
from these demands for antItrust enforcement. Thus the busi
nessman has no reason to be alarmed, while the hberal dissident 
can feel that he has offered a bold and stalwart program. Had 
the antitrust laws not been available, and had dissent, accord
ingly, taken other forms in the past, or were it to do so in the 
future, the challenge to business power might be formidable. 

In practice, matters are a good deal more complicated. The 
head of the large corporatIOn cannot concede that either he 
or hIS firm are possessors of any sigmficant economic power. 
This is partly a matter of ritual. The competitive model made 
the firm and its head the automatons of market forces, it IS 
natural that all should recite the familiar defense. Moreover, 
any admission by the busmessman himself that he has sub
stantial economic power is certain to have uncomfortable 
consequences. Given the conviction that no man has the 
right to any control over the prices, wages, wealth or mcome 
of a fellow citizen, to admit possession of power is to concede 
guilt. For anyone businessman to make such a conces~lOn IS 
to invite the attention of the public and perhaps of the De
partment of Justice to his firm as a special case. 

The head of the large corporatIon cannot even argue, as 
he might with logIC, that he exercises authority not from 
chOIce but from necessity - that, given hIS sIze and share of 
the market, he cannot divest himself at WIll of responsibIlity. 
So to argue is to concede the justifiabIlity of some sort of 
public regulation or review of his stewardshIp. It does not 
help to assert that he uses his power wisely; thIs IS also a con
cession that the public interest is paramount. The business
man cannot claim that he is the natural arbiter and protector 
of that interest. Histonans have had much sport with the 
immortal declaration of George F. Baer of the Reading Rail
road in 1902 that "the rights and interests of the laboring man 
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will be protected and cared for ... by the Christian men to 
whom God in His infinite wISdom has given the control of 
the property interests of the country .... " Wiser men since 
have found the ClaSSICal defense, namely, that they are but 
cogs in a system that accords them no power, to be less 
dramatic but far safer. 

Yet the new ideas contradict flatly the bnsinessrnan's dis
avowal of hIS power. And the Ideas are confirmed by every
day deCIsions of the busInessman which are in conflict with 
his old defense. HavIng explained that he is governed by the 
market, the businessman must then decide for or against an 
increase in the price of steel, whether to proceed with a new 
mill in New England or on the Delaware and whether to 
stand or surrender on the question of pay increases and 
pensions or a guaranteed annual wage. These decisions are 
important to the income and welfare of many; they cannot be 
concealed from a commuruty that has corne to look for them. 

The businessman's disavowal of power also leaves hIm in an 
ambiguous positIOn In relation to the same antitrust laws. He 
cannot deny the utter COnsIStency of these laws WIth the 
doctrine by which he defends himself. Compeotion theoret
ically prevents hIm from exercIsing any important market 
power and permIts him to have the power he has. It is obvi
ons that he cannot oppose measures designed to enforce and 
strengthen competioon. 

But the power he does WIeld - the decisions he does and 
must take - make him vulnerable to prosecution under the 
antitrust laws. He must think of the effect of his actions on 
the industry as a whole, wruch IS how a monopolist thinks. 
This can easIly carry him, by his own acts or those of sub
ordinates, beyond the law. As the antitrust laws are now 
financed and enforced, the head of any large American cor
poration must count on the possibility of being hailed into 
court at least once in hIS lifetime. There he will face the 
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abhorrent charge of having broken the very rules by which 
he defends himself and the system. He will stand exposed 
as a traitor to the basic doctrines of American capitalism. 
This is not pleasant. Virtually ius only defense to the public 
is that the Department of Justice has made another nasry 
mistake. A careful reader of corporation reports will learn how 
frequently this contention must be employed. Especially when 
the Executive is in the hands of Republicans this plea has a 
hollow ring. Far more than the penalties or the costs of litiga
non, these ambiguities of the businessman's position explain 
why antitrust prosecution has its peculiar standing as a Illght
mare. This is not another invitation to tears for the hapless 
free enterpriser. In our sociery he is paid to worry. A busi
nessman without troubles would not be earning his salary. 
Nonetheless, like the liberal, the businessman could do with 
a new and more plausible rationalization of economic power. 



CHAPTER VI 

The Depression Psychosis 

THE PROBLEMS of the American economy and polity just dis
cussed have been mostly in the realm of ideas. They would 
have been a cause of uncertainty and insecurity even had 
they drawn little reinforcement from everyday experience. 
But to be a considerable source of alarm they needed the 
catalysis of experience - an experience which would force a 
large number of individual citizens to question the efficacy 
and stability of American capitahsm. That experience, in a 
highly compelling form, was provided by the Great Depres
Sion. 

The competitive model of a capitalist economy allowed, as 
noted, for rhythmic increases and decreases in prices and pro
duction and even for occasional bouts of unemployment. It 
did not contemplate the possibility of a catastrophic and en
during depression. Economists, and through them politicians, 
businessmen and the public, were insulated from the need 
to think of such a tragedy by the benign theorem that 
the act of production provided the purchasing power for all 
that was produced at approximate full employment. 

In 1930 a really serious depression was not part of the 
experience of the current generatlon of Americans. In late 
1920 and early 1921 there was a sharp fall in pnces and In

comes, and, in somewhat lesser degree, in employment. But 
the recovery was prompt. Moreover, the whole episode was 
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inextricably associated with the war and its aftermath and 
could be blamed on what economists are pleased to call ex
ogenous forces. Except by farmers, who continued to feel 
themselves at a disadvantage, it was almost universally dis
missed as the inevitable reaction to the wartime inHation in 
prices and profits. For an earlier slump of comparable im
portance it was necessary to go back to the preceding century. 

One can only suppose that in 1929 the fates undertook, 
after great deliberation, to shake the confidence of the people 
of the United States in their economy. Nothing could have 
been more ingeniously or more elaborately designed to 
achieve this result. There was the shock effect - the sudden 
dramatic collapse in stock-market values with which the 
lives and fortunes of thousands of innocents, who only then 
became aware of their innocence, had become entwined. This 
was followed by the inexorable decline in output, values and 
employment which, in a little more than two years, cut the 
value of national production almost in half and left twelve 
million workers - ten and a half million more than in 1929 
- without jobs and mostly without reliable means of sup
port. Those who still had jobs lived in the penetrating fear 
that their tum would be next. Meanwhile hundreds of thou
sands of well-to-do citizens either made a sudden and irre
trievable descent into poverty or dwelt in the cold fear that 
they soon would. It would have added to the security of 
the country if businessmen and bankers had escaped the 
debacle. But thc:ir well-publicized plight suggested, all too 
plainly, that they too had no formula for contending with 
capitalism when the latter was on shipwreck tack. The 
broken banker was as commonplace a figure in the news as 
the unemployed worker, and a much less reassuring one. The 
economy was the impartial desttoyer of all. 

When there was nothing else to hope for, it could still be 
hoped that the depression would be temporary. A rhythm of 
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good times and bad was the minimum promise of the com
petitive model. To this shaky standard the defenders of 
the system repaired in droves. Then, the most mahcious act 
of all, the depresSlon was made to last ten years. The very 
notion that depressiOns in the United States were self-cor
rectmg - that there were comers that would be turned
became a national jest. As If to sharpen the point, a modest 
recovery prior to the summer of 1937, wluch however had 
left between seven and eight million still unemployed, was 
followed by a slump in production that was even sharper 
than the one follOWing 1929. The Great Depression of the 
thirties never came to an end. It merely disappeared In the 
great mobilization of the forties. For a whole generation ![ 
became the normal aspect of peacetime life in the United 
States - the thing to be both feared and expected. 

Measured by its continUIng Imprint on actions and artitudes, 
the depressiOn clearly stands With the Civil War as one of the 
two most important events In American lustory since the 
Revolution. For the great rnajomy of Americans World 
War II, by contrast, was an almost casual and pleasant ex
perience. Several mlllion found jobs who had doubted 
whether they might ever find jobs again. Hundreds of thou
sands of others escaped the routines of nuddle-class employ
ments, their boredom with which they had concealed even 
from themselves. Men and women who had never supposed 
that society would entrust them With responsibility found 
themselves discharging important tasks with a competence of 
which they alone had been previously aware. Only a mmomy 
experienced the naggmg homesickness, the fear, the phYSlcal 
suffering and the mutilation and death wluch is the less pleas
ant destmy of the fighting soldier in wartime. Because they 
were a minority the war left no lasting imprint. The depres
sion which affucted a great majority of the people dId. 

The depression not only contributed deeply to the insecur-
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ity with which Americans viewed their economy. It also 
had an important bearing on economic behavior. In the years 
following World War II the fear of a recurrence of depres
sion was without question a dominant factor in the calcula
tions of a large proportion of all busmessmen. The convention, 
so scrupulously observed by the business community, which 
bans the public expression of fear of economic collapse lest 
to express fear be to invite the fact, concealed much of this 
alarm. Nonetheless, when Fortune magazine in 1946 asked 
some 15,000 leading business executives in confidence whether 
they expected an "extended major depression with large-scale 
unemployment in the next ten years" - a phrasing that was 
not designed to minimize the scope of the contemplated disas
ter - fifty-eight per cent of those replying said they did. Of 
the remainder only twenty-eight per cent said they did not.' In 
these same years labor was preoccupied with measures to 
maintain the level of employment and fatmers with support 
prices that would provide shelter in a slump. Even the radicals 
had long ceased to talk about the inequality or exploitation 
under capitalism or its "inlIerent contrachctions." They 
Stressed only the uner unreliability of its perfotmance. 

These attitudes have since changed. With prosperity and 
the passage of time the fear of depression has been somewhat 
dulled. In 1949 and again in 1954 there were minor setbacks, 
which were first viewed as the beginning of a new disaster but 
from which there was a prompt recovery. These provided 
more reassurance. The convention which requires business
men and politicians who are in office to say that all will always 
be well- that at any time prosperity is assured - has brought 
a rich yield of optimism. This too has had an effect. 

It has been the custom of econonnsts to take people, and 
their attitudes, aspirations, hopes and fears, as given and much 
the same from one generation to the next. It seems certain 

1 Fomme, February 1947, p. 34. ~ rest declmed to say. 
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that changes in these attItudes are of deep importance. The 
rest of thIS chapter deals WIth the attitudes that were shaped 
by the depression. Later, in the final chapter, I venture some 
observations on the consequences of an escape from the 
depression psychosis. Fear is no doubt an evil thing. Rarely 
do we praise it. But I shall argue that the fear of depression 
favored us more than we have ever quite supposed. 

n 

By the mid-thirties, the layman - whether worker, business
man, farmer or unemployed - had undoubtedly reached his 
own conclusions concerning American capitalism. Asked 
were Its norm an equilibrium of stable prices and full employ
ment, the conclusion of the competitive model, he would 
have recommended his interrogator to the care of a good 
doctor. But, as ideas to be influential need the support of ex
perience, so experience needs interpretation by Ideas. Quly 
then does it become the basis for generalization, for a 
theory. The Great Depression might, conceivably, have re
mained the great accident If ideas had not again mtervened. 
These, m their mature form, made depression, or its counter
part mflation, the normal behavior pattern of uninhibIted and 
unmanaged capitalISm. While this discouraging analysis car
ried with it a remedy - a remedy that was received with pro
found enthusiasm by many economists and much of the public 
at large - the remedy was unorthodox and disturbing. It is 
only partial comfort for a patient, who is being told he is 
chrorucally ill, to learn that there are violent and painful 
cures for his disease. 

The ideas whIch interpreted the depression, and which 
warned that depression or inflation might be as much a part 
of the free-enterprise destiny as stable full employment, were 
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those of John Maynard Keynes. A case could easily be made 
by those who make such cases, that his were the most inHu
enrial social ideas of the first half of the century. A proper 
distnbution of emphasis as berween the role of ideas and the 
role of action might atttibute more inHuence on modem 
economic history to Keynes than to Roosevelt. Certainly his 
final book, The General Theory of Employment, Interest 
and Money; shaped the course of events as only the books 
of three earher economists - Smith's Wealth of Nations, 
Ricardo's Prmciples of Political Economy and Marx's Capital 
-have done. 

This is a judgment which has the impressive suppon of 
Keynes himself. Writing to George Bernard Shaw in early 
1935, he said " . . . I believe myself to be writing a book on 
econorrnc theory which will largely revolutionize - not, I 
suppose, at once but in the course of the next ten years - the 
way the world thinks about economic problems."· It is not 
a judgment which greater histoncal perspective has yet al
tered. 

Keynes' General Theory could not nonnally be read, even 
by the intelligent layman, unless he was schooled in the 
language and, even more, in the abstractions of economics. 
As a result its inHuence on practical affairs was ahnost entirely 
by proxy. It was not from Keynes but from his interpreters 
at first, second or third remove that most men learned of his 
ideas. The interpreters were almost exclusively other econo
mists. Keynes was also beyond the reach of those who do 
brokerage in fashionable thoughts and, in fact, his ideas 
gained their ascendancy without creating appreciable stir 

2 New York: Horcourt, Brace and Co, 1936. Many of the recommenda· 
tions for pubhc acoon which emerge from this volume had preVIOusly 
been made by Keynes. However, the general acceptance of Keynes' pro· 
gnun aW1llted the full development of tho ""derlying .. ",O'MIe 

8 R F. Harrod, The Life of Joh .. May"""d Key .. e, (New York: Har· 
court, Bnce and Co., 1951), p. 462. 
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among intellecmals at large. In any case, millions came to 
accept Keynes' conclUSlons who had never read a word he 
had written. More interesting, thousands came to be advo
cates of his proposals who, if asked, would have indignantly 
denied they were Keynesians. While everyone knows that 
Keynes was important and influential, there has always been 
a remarkable uncertainty as to just how or why. 

The major conclusion of Keynes' argument - the one of 
greatest general importance and the one that is relevant here 
- is that depression and unemployment are in no sense ab
normal. (Neither, although the point is made less explicitly, 
IS inflation.) On the contrary, the economy can find its equi
librium at any level of performance. The chance that pro
duction in the United States will be at that level where all, or 
nearly all, willing workers can find jobs is no greater than 
the chance that four, six, eight or ten million workers will be 
unemployed. Alternatively the demand for goods may ex
ceed what the economy can supply even when everyone is 
employed. Accordingly there can be, even under peacetime 
conditions, a persIStent upward pressure on prices, i.e., more 
or less serious Inflation. 

This is not the place to restate Keynes' argument. However, 
some essentials are necessary for the more constructive tasks 
of this book which begin with the next chapter. Keynes 
destroyed, and pretty much without trace, the conclusions 
that had been derived from Say's Law. The contention that 
production prOVided the purchasmg power to buy whatever 
was produced meant that any given level of output was 
approXImately stable. There could be no sudden reduction 
of output in response to a disappearance of purchasing power. 

Output was not completely stable, for, if there happened 
to be unemployment at the moment, those without work 
could always make it worth the while of some employer 
somewhere to hire them by offering to work for less than 
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the going wage. Given the competition of the competitive 
model, such reductions in wages could occur; the resulting 
reductions in costs and prices would, it was assumed, lead to 
an expansion of sales and an increase in employment to a 
point where all willing workers had jobs.' Thus the equilib
rium of the economy tended to be stable only at full employ
ment. 

The act of producing and selling a product does, undeni
ably, place a revenue equivalent to the total value of the 
article produced in someone's hands. The twenty-five hun
dred dollars that is spent on an automobile does re-emerge as 
revenue to someone whether in the form of wages, corporate 
or dealer profits, dividends, salesmen's commissions, repaid 
debt or revenues to a steel mill to be divided there in turn. It is 
open to the receiver of this revenue either to spend it or not 
to spend it. That part which he spends obviously presents 
no problem. It is spent. It goes back into the market to buy 
what is produced and so far Say is vindicated. 

A failure in ultimate spending mUst, by definition, arise in 
that part of the revenue from production which is saved. In 

• A shghtly more techmcal comment seems called for here. A wage 
reducnon can be of two sorts. It can be con1ined to those workers who 
were preVIOusly unemployed and who get work by lowenng their wage 
demands. Wages of those already employed remam unaffected. This, of 
course, is to suppose that the labor market IS less than perfect but given 
this supposlnon, the effect of these margmal wage reducnons m mcreasing 
employment is clear. There 15 no reduction in the general spending in the 
economy such as would accompany general wage reductions It is worth 
the while of employers to add the new, lower-paid workers and their 
Income prOVIdes the wherewithal to buy what they add to productlon. 
Something very hke tIus happened in rhe farm-labor market dunng the 
depreSSiOn and helps expIam the connnumg full employment m that mdustry 
In those years. If It 15 assumed that the lower wages of the margmal workers 
brmg down all wages, the employment effect IS more roundabout. How
ever, If all of the assumpnons of the competttlve model are ngldly respected, 
the result is not greatly less certal11. Prices will be promptly ad,_ed to 
the lower costs, not all of the income flow will be affected by the wage 
reduction. There will be some substIl11tion of labor for capital. Interest 
rates will fall, reducmg savmg. The aggregate effect will be that a somewhat 
smaller income than before will purchase a larger volume of goods pro
duced (per UDlt) with more labor. The effect will be higher employment. 
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the competitive model this was taken care of by the interest 
rate. On the interest rate was shouldered the heavy task of 
equating what men were willing to save Wlth what others 
foresaw they could earn from borrowing and inveStIng such 
savings. Were savings large and the prospects for rerurns 
from new capital mvestment none too favorable, the rate of 
mterest would fall. This would discourage savers and en
courage investors. The smaller volume of savings would be 
spent for more houses, hydroelectric plants, machine tools 
and other mvestment goods. There would be no loss of pur
chasing power as the result of the savmg. 

For many years prIor to the appearance of Keynes' Gen
eral Theory, trus view of the rate of interest and of its equi
hbrating function had somethmg of the standing among 
econonusts of a folk tale. It had been effectively attacked 
espeCially by continental econOlTIlsts. Though It was told to 
the young and handed on from one generation to the next it 
would have been hard to find any reputable economist who 
would admit to believing it completely. There was a general 
reluctance, even, to expound it in print - Keynes once com
plamed that he could find no full statement of the doctrine 
wruch he was attacking." Yet the conclUSIon that savings 
were either invested or otherwise offset which followed from 
the theory was largely unchallenged. Keynes prOVided a 
theory of mterest which did not depend on the supply and 
demand for savmgs. It was based, instead, on the public's 
desire to hold money - what he termed Its hqUidity prefer
ence - as agamst ItS desire for other and less hquid interest
beating assets. It is not, in all respects, a plausible alternative 
but tills was not important. In arguing for his alternative he 
succeeded, where others had faIled, m persuading men of the 
final inadequacy of the older view of interest, saving and 
investment. 

The attack on that doctrine - on the marriage of the 
• R. F. Harrod, op. CIt, P 453. 
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supply of savings to the amount of investment by way of the 
mterest rate - was what destroyed the old faith in a full
employment equilibrium. If an increase in saving, or more 
precisely in efforts to save, brings no fall in the interest rate 
there is no reason to expect that a responding expansion of 
investment will mop up the extra saving. An increase in in
vestment could only be in response to a decrease m the inter
est rate; with the connection between savings and the inter
est rate broken, interest rates need no longer change with 
changes in the volume of saving. As a result, an increase in 
savings could result in a shortage of purchasing power for 
buying the volume of goods currendy being produced. In 
that case the volume of goods would not continue to be pro
duced. Production and prices would fall; unemployment 
would increase. This would reduce both savings and spend
ing for current consumption with the probability that, even
tually, It would reduce savings the most. At some point such 
a reduction m total output, with its more than proportionate 
reducoon in savings, would bnng savings efforts into balance 
with investment intentions - despIte the fact that investment 
would probably also have declmed meanwhile.• This balance 
could be at a low level of output and income. Unemployment 
could be high. And this equilibrium with extensive unem
ployment might be quite stable. 

In principle the unemployed man could still find someone 
to hire him by reducing his wage - and as a practical matter 
hundreds of thousands of urban workers retreated to agri
culture during the depression where they found employ
ment or self-employment by this formula. But there is good 
reason to question the practicability of such a remedy in an 

6 Thus between 1929 and 1932 the annual volume of mvestment m the 
Uruted States (total gross pnvAte domestic mvestment) fell from $15.8 
bIllion to $900 million. However, SAVIngS of mdlVlduals (not corporanons) 
declmed from $3.7 billion to - $1.4 billion. (Estimates from The Economic 
RIPon Df the Presidtmt, Counc.tl of Econonuc Advisers, January 1950.) 
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economy which has so far departed from the rigors of the 
competitive model as to have unions and common wage scales 
for similar work and workers. Where these eXIst the rndi
vidual worker cannot agree, as an Individual, to work for less 
than the gOIng or umon rate. There can, of course, be a 
general wage cut. In the competitive model the lower costs 
that would result from such a reduction would bring a 
prompt response In the form of efforts to increase produc
tion. This would as promptly brIng down pnces. Such an 
adjusrment cannot be assumed In markets characterized by 
ohgopoly - markets where prIces are admInistered by a few 
large sellers.7 Thus, In the modern economy, It is at least 
possible that the loss of purchasIng power, resulting from the 
lower wages for the group, Will be greater than the Increase 
In total Income resulting from the greater production at the 
lower costs. With the old explanation as to why depressions 
could not occur went the faith In the old remedies for the 
depressIOns that did nonetheless occur. 

For purpose of dIsplaying the essentials of the Keynesian 
argument It IS convement to assume an Increase In saVIng and 
to see what happens - or rather what does not happen. The 
important consequence IS that Investment does not necessarily 
increase in order to absorb the savrng, Instead total produc
tion and employment may be reduced suffiCiently to bring 
reduced savrng Into line with Investment. In practice, econ
omists have almost uniformly stressed fluctuations in rnvest
ment rather than changes In savrng as the Important factor 
affecting total productIOn. What people will endeavor to 
save from any gIVen volume of rncome IS commonly sup
posed to be less subject to change than what business con
cerns may seek to Invest. It has become customary, therefore, 

7 ThIS 15 not, stnctly speaking, an argument used by Keynes. He had, 
m fact, a tendency to assume whatever compennve structure best served 
the purposes of hIS argument at any gIven POInt. 
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to think of changes in investment as the prinClpal cause of 
changes in total producoon and employment. Insufficient in
vestment has become the shorthand Keynesian explanation of 
low production and high unemployment. The obvIous 
remedy is more investment and, m prmClple, it is not im
portant whether this be from private or public funds. But 
the expenditure of public funds IS subject to central deter
mination by government, as that of private funds IS not, so 
the KeyneSIan remedy leads dIrectly to public expendtture as 
a depression remedy. 

It is apparent that public spending is only one of the 
remedies unplicit in the Keynesian system. Abatement of 
taxes in order to leave private individuals more money to 
spend and measures to stimulate private investment or dis
courage saving would have a similar effect. However, it is 
always for his prodigality that a man is known - Henry 
VIII for his wives, Louis XV for his mistresses and General 
Douglas MacArthur for his prose. The Keynesian has be
come forever associated with public spending. 

In principle the Keynesian system is synunetrical. Set 
against deflation and unemployment is the equal and opposite 
danger of inflation. Those who make investment decisions 
may seek to invest more than the community saves even from 
the incomes which are enjoyed at full employment. A 
higher interest rate by Keynes' arguntent does not act to en
courage saving - to cause people to cut down on their cur
rent cOnsunlption and thus make room for investment. If 
those who control investment decisions are trying to acquire 
more labor, materials and other resources than are being 
spared by savings from current consumpoon - and if pro
duction can no longer be readily expanded because the labor 
force IS fully employed - it is obvious that something must 
happen. What happens is that prices will go up and people 
who had no intention of cutting down on cOnsunlption-
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foregomg an automobile in order that steel could be used 
for a pipeline - find themselves forced to do so because of 
the advance in prices. 

In practice, the Keynesian system was never really ac
cepted as symmetrical. The depression psychosis afil.icted 
economists no less than others. Although the point has been 
loosely and erroneously made that Keynes was "a depression 
economist" it is true that it was m relation to depression that 
his Ideas were most eagerly explored. I shall have occasion 
to argue later that had there been equally serious discussion of 
their bearing on inflation, in a world where large corpora
tions exercise measurable control over their prices and bar
gain with large unions, the Keynesian remedies would not 
have been found entirely reassuring. 

m 

Keynes' impact on the economics of the English-speaking 
world was prompt and profound. An extension of his central 
point - that changes in total production and employment are 
an inherent part of the process by which the economy adjusts 
itself to movements in investment and savings and that, ac
cordingly, neither depression nor inflation is abnorrnal- is 
now WIdely agreed. Some of the more detailed parts of his 
argument have been accepted even by those who, initially, 
most vigorously resisted his ideas. Indeed the protagonist 
whom Keynes used, somewhat unfairly, as the symbol of all 
he was attacking m the old system of econOmICS, Professor 
Pigou of Carnbndge University, carne eventually to accept 
much of Keynes and to acknowledge most handsomely his 
debt.8 Keynes' system also provided a firm theorencal basis 

8 A. C P,gou, Keynes' General Theory: A Retrospect (London Mac
nullan Co, 1950). 
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for the statistical measurement of over-all economic behavior 
- for the national accounting which measures the level, con
tent and changes in total national product - which is now 
universally employed" 

At the outbreak of World War II the new sysrem of 
national accounting, now generally fanilliar through its sum
mary figure of Gross National Product, had Just come into 
use in the United States, the Uruted Kmgdom and Canada. 
It proved indispensable for the guidance of mobilization 
policy. It had not yet fully penetrated Germany. Partly 
because they were less clear than the democracies about what 
they were producing, how they were dividmg it berween 
military and civilian use, how they were allocating resources 
berween immediate use and invesrment and how the corres
ponding income was being divided - all information that was 
displayed by the new accounts - the Germans mobilized 
their economic resources with considerably less skill and bold
ness than did England or the United States. Because they 
are modest men, economisrs never advertised the power of the 
weapon they had placed in the hands of their governments 
although its bearing on victory in that conflict was consider
ably greater than atomic energy. Perhaps they were wise. 
Had their wartime sigruticance been fully appreciated, some 
aggressive patriot would almosr certainly have demanded that 
national income, gross national product, their components 
and the manner of their calculation all be made subject to 

srrict security. 

IV 

The time has now come to consider the political conse
quences of Keynes for, more than any man of the century, 

9 Its pnnclpal AmerIcan Inventor was Professor SImon Kuznets of the 
Universlty of Pennsyivarua, for whose magmficentiy conceIved statlSncal 
measurement Keynes, In effect, prOVIded the underlymg theory 
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he reformulated attitudes on the agl.tated question of the rela
tion of the state to the economy. 

The United States, in the thirties, was urgently in need of 
a new theory of the relation of government to economic life. 
The American political parnes had long been in the habit of 
assuming full responsibility for economic well-being and of 
campaigning with promises of prosperity for all. The incon
sistency of these promises, which Republicans and Democrats 
had made with equal fervor, WIth the role assigned to the 
state by the competitive model was untroublesome so long 
as there was reasonable prosperity m any event. It was 
bound to be troublesome to a party which was forced to 
contend with a serious depression. The New Deal came to 
power on the usual prolTI1Ses and with little clearer view than 
predecessor adnunistrations of how the government might 
intervene to bring prosperity. 

It was inevitable that the attention of liberals in a liberal 
adtninistraoon would be dlrected toward the structure of the 
economy. The preconceptions of the competitive model 
gnided their thinking in this direction. Implicit in the nse 
of big business was the possibility that it had created a struc
ture that departed so far from the competiove model that 
it could not work. Two courses of action were open. The 
incentives which, under the competitive model, were pre
sumed to gnide businessmen to a socially desirable behavior 
could be replaced by some kind of central gnidance which 
would get the desired results. Perhaps busmessmen could be 
brought together under the aegis of government and be told, 
or made to agree, to increase employment and stabilize wages 
and prices. Or, alternatively, perhaps private incentives could 
be rehabilitated by remaking busmess enterprise so that It 
conformed more closely to the preconcepoons of the model. 

Both enterprISes involved the most serious difficulties. The 
first, which was given a trial run m the NRA, suffered from 
a grievous unclarity of both methods and goals. The self-
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interest of the businessman dictated the particular low level 
of employment he was offering and investment he was mak
ing in 1933. This simple fact was not altered by bringing 
him together with other businessmen under the supefVlSion 
of a Code Authority. It seems improbable that much would 
have been accomplished had he been ordered directly by 
government to inctease employment and investment outlays 
at his own cost and contrary to his own assessment of interest. 

To remake the economy in accordance with the require
ments of the competitive model was obviously a time-con
suming enterprise. To take time out to break up large cor
porate units and re-establish the competition of the model 
was hardly in keeping with the temper of a country which 
found depression tiresome and which W.!S not noted for its 
patience. To the extent that it was contemplated in the later 
years of the New Deal it was as a decidedly long-run reform. 
There remained in 1933 only the possibility of abandoning 
capitalism entirely. This was a project which raised the ques
tion of alternatives concerning which only a handful of Com
munists were in any way clear. It is hardly surprising that 
the early days of the New Deal were distinguished in Amer
ican history for their foggy semanticism - for meaningless 
or incomprehensible talk about social planning, guided capi
talism and industrial self-government. When stumped by a 
problem the American liberal rarely admits defeat. He takes 
the offensive with words. 

It was Keynes who provided the escape from the dilemma 
- and the words. It would be hard, at first glance, to imagine 
a formula that was better designed for the American scene. 
The depression was overwhelmingly the important problem. 
The notion of an excess of savings or a deficiency of invest
ment 10 defined the nature of the government intervention. 

10 More awkwardly but more accurately, of efforts to save and mten
tions to invest. By frustratmg these efforts and intentions, changes in total 
output keep savinp and investment as Keynes defines them always equal. 
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By public borrowing or expenditure, or the appropriate 
changes in taxation, the government could make up for the 
deficiency in private spending. By so doing it could return 
the economy to full employment and keep it there. To the 
naked eye, the scope of private business decision remained as 
before. General Motors still decid!"'! what cars to produce, 
what prices to charge, how to advertise and sell them, when 
to build a new assembly plant and how many workers to 
employ. It merely sold more cars because employees on 
public works projects became customers for secondhand 
Chevrolets, their foremen for new ones and the contractor for 
a Buick. 

The government had always taxed: to reduce taxes and so 
release income for spending or, perhaps, to adjust taxes to 
fall more heavily on income that was likely to end up as 
redundant saving involved no radical departure. The govern
ment had always spent. To spend for the express purpose 
of absorbing savings and raising the level of output and em
ployment in the economy, if novel, was far from revolution· 
ary. The government borrowed for at least part of this 
expenditure. But the debt so created was the countetpart of 
private debt that would have been created had private invest
ment absorbed the excess of savrngs. In any case one strong 
wing of the Keynesian thought assumed (and the assumption 
has not yet been entIrely abandoned) that periods of unem
ployment and of inflation would alternate at convenient inter
vals. Since the formula for periods of inflation seemed to be 
the simple obverse of that for unemployment - higher taxes, 
especially on income to be spent, diminished public spending 
and a budget surplus - the debts of one period would be 
liquidated by the excess revenues of the next. The budget 
would be balanced m accordance with all the canons of fiscal 
orthodoxy. It was only necessary that a little orne elapse. 
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Liberals almost spontaneously adopted the Keynesian formula. 
They were also puzzled by the reluctance of conservatives, 
especially businessmen, to embrace it. Here was protection 
from the overwhelming threat of depI't:SSlon, the only threat 
of potentially revolutionary proportions seemingly faced by 
capitalism. The businessman remained undisturbed in his 
prerogatives as an owner and manager and had the promise 
of better business to boot. What could he lose? 

With rime there has been some explicit and a great deal 
of implicit acceptance of the Keynesian formula by American 
businessmen. However, as often happens, it encountered the 
sharp cleavage which exists in our attitude toward techno
logical and social change. H a man seeks to design a better 
mousetrap he is the soul of enterpnse; if he seeks to design a 
better society he is a crackpot. For those who nusttust social 
change it was not an argument that profits might be increased, 
even that disaster might be avoided. They were opposed to 
change and they could not be bought. They were men of 
prinCIple. 

There were also more positive grounds for business op
position to Keynes than hberals have been inclined to suppose. 
The Keynesian system, though it perhaps involved a less than 
revolutionary change in the relation of the government to 
the economy, imphed, nonetheless, an unportant one. For a 
doctrine that excluded government it substituted one that 
made government indispensable. Keynes was sufficiently un
palatable when he made depression and inflanon not adventi
tious or war-induced misfortunes but normal occurrences. 
He went on to make government the indispensable partner 
of business. In failing to recognize the prestige that goes with 
power and decision-making in American life, American lib-
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erals failed to recognize that, for some businessmen, the 
Keynesian remedy was at least as damaging as the depression 
it presumed to eliminate. Even though the businessman might 
profit In a narrow pecuniary sense from the new role of gov
ernment there was no chance that his prestige would survive 
intact. Where, in economic life, people had previously looked 
upon business decISIons as the ones that had shaped their 
destiny, now they would have regard for government deci
SIOns as well, or Instead. Those of an Assistant Secretary of 
the Treasury on interest rates were now of more importance 
than those of any banker. Those of a regional administrator 
of public works on investment attained a significance greater 
than those of a corporation president. To share the prestige 
of decision-making IS to lose prestige. The Keynesian remedies 
thus represented an assault on a valued possession. Those 
who were losers could hardly be expected to embrace the 
ideas that brought this loss. Much of their dissatisfaction was 
expressed in personal tenus - it was directed agamst the 
Administration and against the public servanrs who imple
mented the new Ideas. But a good deal was directed at Keynes. 
His Amencan followers, taking at face value our conventional 
disavowal of any interest In power, failed to understand the 
discontent over its impamnent. 

The Keynesian system also, though unobtrusively, opened 
the way for a large expansion of government services and 
activmes. Tlus was the result of a new and very imponant 
concept of SOCial waste which followed in irs train. If the 
nonnal tendency of the economy is toward full employment, 
then the use of labor and other economic resources by gov
ernment is at the expeuse of their use by the pnvate economy. 
Dams and post offices are built at the cost of pnvate consump
tion or Investment. If there is full employment in the first 
place, something must be given up. But if unemployment is 
chronic, the dams and post offices require no sacrifice of 
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private production or consumption. The labor, plants and 
materials that are used would otherwise have been unem
ployed. They are wasted if someone does not employ them. 
Agam ideas had produced a topsy-turvy world. Govern
ment spending, long the mark of profligacy, was now sanc
tioned in the sacred name of avoiding waste. It was inevitable 
also that wild men would draw from this paradox, and the 
substantial truths on which it is built, a sanction for any and 
all expenditures at any and all times. Here was further dis
comfort for the conservative. 

The Keynesian ideas had other new, heterodox and even 
threatening corollaries. Thrift, an ancient and once an ab
solute virtue, was brought into question; it suffered from the 
guilt of association with redundant saving and depression. 
A doctrine which cast doubt on so conventional a good was 
bound to be suspect. We commonly bring a deep theological 
conviction to the defense of our chosen principles. Those 
who dissent are not wrong, they are evil. Nothing could 
better prove that a man was secretly in the service of the 
dew or communism than that he should raise his voice 
against thnft. 

Finally the new doctrine raised uncomfortable questions 
concerning both income distribution and profits. Say's Law 
provided a highly satisfactory defense of incomes and profits 
even when these were generous. They might not be deserved 
but, since they were either spent or saved and promptly in
vested, they did not nnpair the functioning of the economy. 
On the contrary they benefited it. The pressure to consume 
is least urgent on high personal mcomes and high profits; 
there is the greatest chance of saving from such income and, 
when invested, this provides the factories, machinery, utilities 
and monve power by which future production is increased. 

Once saving and the certainty of its utilization in invest
ment became suspect, this defense of high personal incomes 
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and high profits dIssolved. More than that, such income be
came subject to a new attack. If these were the incomes 
whence the most savmg came, it was by these that depres
sions were caused. By levelIng off high mcomes and profits 
one could reduce the amount of savmgs that had to be offset 
by investment at full employment. This would promote eco
nomic stability. 

In the decade followmg World War II business profits 
were exceedingly handsome - several tunes what they were 
before or even durmg the war. The question of the fairness 
of these profits and the resultmg personal mcomes - the ques
tion of whether someone was getting more than he deserved 
- was hardly raISed. This was the anCient objection to high 
profits but It IS so no longer. Envy In our time is confined 
to the contemplation of the pnvIleges or POSSesSIOns of others 
of nearly equal mcome. The postwar attack on profits, as 
avowed, was almost exclusively on their alleged contnbution 
to instability. It was widely asserted that high profits were 
the fearure of the boom which, if uncurbed, would cause 
the bust. This also was the handiwork of Keynes. 

The disagreements arising out of Keyne1 proposals should 
not be magnified. He was not a diVisive figure; on the con
trary his work was solidly m the Anglo-American tradltlon 
of comproffilSe which seeks progress by reconciling the maxi
mum number of conflicts of interest. But It is also easy to 
see how his fonnula, and the speed with which It was ac
cepted, provided its own ground for uneasiness. 

Enough has now been said of the sources of the insecurity 
of Americans of varymg temper concerning their economy. 
The time has come to examine the substance of these doubts. 



CHAPTER VII 

The Economics of Technical Developmmt 

CLEARLY the drift of the accepted and reputable ideas con
cerning the economy of the United States has been toward 
a most dismal set of conclusions. They suggest that the econ
omy does not work at its highest efficiency; incentives do not 
reward most the man who produces what people most want 
at least cost. The greatest reward may go to the crypto
monopolist or to the most skillful advertiser and salesman. 
The accepted ideas also expose a disagreeable problem of 
power. A plenary authority lies with the heads of private 
corporations, evidently also with leaders of uruons, which 
enables them to make decisions affecting the wealth and liveli
hood of others. There is no reason for supposing that the 
economy works reliably. The depression of the thirties re
mains impressively on the record to suggest the possibility of 
senous breakdown. The accepted ideas make depression, or 
its counterpart inflation, as nonnal as good perfonnance. True, 
the Keynesian system, which affirms the likelihood of such 
misfortune, carries with it a remedy. But it is one requiring 
a degree of government participation in the economy which 
many conservatives, to put it mildly, find repugnant. 

Yet most Americans, and most foreigners whose sources of 
infonnation bear a perceptible relation to the truth, undoubt
edly consider the American economy, as It perfonned in the 
years following World War II, a considerable success. In 
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principle the economy pleased no one; in practice it satisfied 
most. Social inefficiency, unratlonalIzed power, intrusive 
government and depression were all matters for deep con
eern. But neither liberals nor conservatives, neither the rich 
nor all but the very poor, found the consequences intolera
ble. 

Pessimism in our time is infinitely more respectable than 
optimism: the man who foresees peace, prosperity, and a de
cline in juvenile delmquency is a negligent and vacuous fellow. 
The man who foresees ttouble - except perhaps on the 
stock market - has a gift of insight which insures that he 
will become a radio commentator, an editor of Time or go 
to Congress. Recognizing the nsks in running counter to 
our national preference for gloom, it may still be worth while 
to inquire why the years of peace after World War II proved 
tolerable. Conceivably, from this analysis, one can learn how 
the future can be tolerable too. The task of this and the 
chapters following is to examine in turn the circumstances 
which have kept social inefficiency, private power, govern
ment intervention and unemployment from ruining us in the 
recent present. 

n 

The first reason the period was tolerable is that efficiency in 
the American economy appears in a deep disguise. To the 
man steeped in the preconceptions of the competitive model 
the disguise is nearly complete. The incentives in the typical 
American industry, the industry pre-empted by a handful of 
large finns, do not in fact work in the direction of maximum 
output at lowest prices. Subject to important restraints, which 
I will examine later, the market power of the individnal firm 
is used, at any given time, to obtain prices that are higher 
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for an output that, as a result, is smaller than would be ideal. 
In consumers' goods industries, great energy is, without doubt, 
channeled into one or another form of selling effort, which is 
of no perceptible benefit to the public and which is not in 
response to any recognizable public demand. 

However, there is a major compensation for much of this 
inefficiency, and that is technical change. Moreover, a be
nign Providence who, so far, has loved us for our worries, 
has made the modem industry of a few large finns an excel
lent instrument for inducing technical change. It is admirably 
equipped for financing technical development. Its organiza
tion provides strong incentives for undertaking development 
and for putting it into use.' The competition of the com
petitive model, by contrast, almost completely precludes tech
nical development. 

There is no more pleasant fiction than that technical change 
is the product of the matchless ingenuity of the small man 
forced by competition to employ his wits to better his neigh
bor. Unhappily, it is a fiction. Technical development has 
long since become the preserve of the scientist and the en
gineer. Most of the cheap and simple inventions have, to 
put it bluntly and unpersuasively, been made. Not only is 
development now sophisticated and costly but it must be on 
a sufficient scale so that successes and failures will in some 
measure average out. Few can afford it if they must expect 
all projects to payoff. This was not the case in the late 
eighteenth and the nineteenth century. Then, in the begin
ning stages of the applications of science and technology to 
industry and agriculture, there was scope for the uncom-

1 Tlus point has been much overlooked by economists. A maJor <xcop
non was the late Professor Joseph A. Schumpeter m whose system the 
mnovatmg role of large enterprises is strongly emphasized. See Ius Cap;
tillism, Socitdmn tmd DmwcrllC'Y (New York: Harper &: Bros.. 2d ed., 
1943), pp. 79 if. While my analysis 15 in a tndinon of econonnc theory 
cWferent from his, and one of which he was frequently crincal, the con
c1usioD1 011 this point are sinuIar. 
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plicated ingenuities of a Hargreaves or a Franklin. The com
petition of the competitive model encouraged such ingenmty 
and assured the spreading of its fruits. As elsewhere the 
competitive model had great appropriateness to the industrial 
society which it was meant to interpret. Its designers were 
not abtruse theorists or dolts. But the society they mterpreted 
has changed. 

Because development is costly, it follows that it can be 
carried on only by a firm that has the resources which are 
associated with considerable size. Moreover, unless a firm has 
a substantial share of the market it has no strong incentive 
to undertake a large expenditure on development. There are, 
in practice, very few mnovations which cannot be imitated 
- where secrecy or patent protection accords any consider
able advantage to the pioneer. Accordingly the competitor 
of the competitive model must expect that his innovation will 
be promptly copied or imitated. Whether it be a new prod
uct or a new way of reducing the costs of producing an old 
one, the change will be dispersed over a market in which he 
has only an infinitely smaIl share. The IUlltators, who haven't 
stood the cost of development, profit along with the pioneer. 
And presently prices will adjust themselves to remove entirely 
the advantage of the innovator. He IS thus restored to a plane 
of equality with his imitators. Hence the very mechanism 
which assures the quick spread of any known technology in 
the purely competitive market, and which was a strong 
recommendation of that market, eliminates the incentive to 
technical development itself. It leaves to the pioneer, apart 
from the rare case of effective patent protection, only the 
fleeting rewards of a head start. Where the costs of develop
ment are considerable, there is no reason to suppose that the 
returns to the pioneer will be sufficient to compensate for 
the cost. On the contrary, as the costs of development in
crease - and with time and progress toward more sophisti-
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cated innovation they must increase - there is a diminishing 
likelihood that they will be recovered. The higher the level 
of science and technology required for change, the more 
nearly static an industry which conforms to the competitive 
model will become. 

In the industry that is shared by a relatively small number 
of large firms, the convention that excludes price competition 
does not restrain technical innovation. This remains one of 
the imponant weapons of market rivalry. The firms, typ
ically, are large. Hence resources are available on a scale 
appropriate to the modem requirements of technical devel
opment. Some of them in facr are the fruits of market power 
- of monopoly gains. And, while imitation must be assumed 
and expected, the convention which limits price competition 
also insures that the returns, whether to a new product or 
from cost-reducing innovation, will accrue to the innovator 
as well as to its rivals at least for a period of time. The pres
ence of market power makes the length of this time period 
subject to some measure of control. 

Thus, in the modem industry shared by a few large firms, 
size and the rewards accruing to market power combine to 
insure that resources for research and technical development 
will be available. The power that enables the firm to have 
some influence on prices insures that the resulting gains will 
not be passed on to the public by imitators (who have stood 
none of the costs of development) before the outlay for devel
opment can be recouped. In this way market power protects 
the incentive to technical development. 

The net of all this is that there must be some element of 
monopoly in an industry if it is to be progressive. This, at 
first glance, is shoclongly at variance with accepted notions. 
Economists have long excoriated the comfortable domina
tion of an industry by a single firm in the belief that such a 
firm will sit not only on production but on progress as well. 
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So, far from spending money on innovation, it may even 
suppress patents m order to protect existing investment in 
plant and machmery. 

Such a VIew of the behavior of a monopoly may not be 
entirely in error although, as Schumpeter has argued, it may 
be somewhat less probable in a world where there are always 
potential substitutes and where innovation is proceeding else
where." The error has resulted from generalizing from what 
may be the plausible behavior of a single firm in possession of 
the entire output of an industry to the consequences of the 
monopoly power of a few firms sharing the output of an in
dustry. Because stagnation is a plausible counterparr of mo
nopoly in the first case, it has been thought to be a likely 
counterparr of the monopoly power that undoubtedly exists 
in the second case. This generalization, so far from bemg 
vahd, would appear to be almost completely in error. 

To be sure, some room must be left for exceptions. One 
can Imagine that the convennon against price competition 
could be extended, in the mdustnes of small numbers, to m
novation. And, as in the well-pubhcized instances of patent 
suppression, this has undoubtedly happened. But to maintain 
a convention against innovation requires a remarkably com
prehensive form of collusion. Change involves a great many 
different things. Agreement must be reached on the kinds 
to be banned and the kmds to be allowed. Such agreement 
can hardly, as in the case of prices, be tacit. There must be 
formal negotiation and this is difficult as well as legaIly dan
gerous. While it would be gomg too far to say that oligopoly 
insures progress, technical development IS all but certain to 
be one of the instruments of commercial rivalry when the 
number of firms is small. Like advertising and salesmanship 
- and uulike price competition which is unique in this re
spect - technical development Is a safe rather than a recip-

"[bid, pp. 101-2. 
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rocally destructive method by which anyone firm can advance 
itself against its few powerful rivals. 

Moreover, in a community which sets great store by prog
ress, technical advance is an important source of business 
prestige. An American business concern S1fllply cannot afford 
the reputation of being unprogressive. If It has no labora
tories it must imagine some; an annual report that makes no 
reference to research is unthinkable. Such an environment is 
highly unfavorable to any systematic restraint on innovation. 

Thus there can be little doubt that oligopoly, both in theory 
and in fact, is strongly oriented toward change. There can 
be no serious doubt at all that the serting for innovation, 
which is so favorable in this market structure, disappears al
most entirely as one approaches the competition of the com
petitive model. 

m 

These propositions can be readily verified by experience. The 
American farmer, the producer who most closely approaches 
the competitor of the model, does almost no research on his 
own behalf. It was the foresight of genius that caused this 
to be recognized at an early stage in our history, with the 
result that technical development within this field has been 
almost completely socialized. We now take for granted that 
technical development in agriculture as such will come from 
the State Experiment Stations and from the United States 
Department of Agriculture. There would be little technical 
development and not much progress in agriculture were it 
not for govemment-supported research supplemented by the 
research and development work of the corporations which 
devise and sell products to the farmer. The larter, typically, 
are in industries characterized by oligopoly. The individual 
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fanner cannot afford a staff of chemists to develop an animal 
proteIn factor which makes dIfferent proteins Interchange
able as feeds. So many would appropriate the innovation so 
quickly, without having contributed to the cost of develop
ment, that it wouldn't profit any fanner to try. 

The other industries which are distinguished by a close 
approach to the competitive model are also distinguished, one 
can almost say without excepnon, by a near absence of research 
and technical development. The bituminous coal industry, 
apart from a handful of very large operators; the cotton tex
nIe Industry, apart from a few very large groups of mills; the 
clothIng industry, the lumber industry and the shoe industry 
do very little research. None of them are thought of as tech
nically progressive industries. All of them (apart always from 
the few large firms they contain and which help prove the 
case) roughly meet the specifications of the competitive 
model. They also conform to the ideal which the American 
economist has had anciently in mind. No firm in these indus
tries (the few special cases again excepted) has appreciable 
influence on prices; each is forced by circumstances which it 
cannot control to search for the greatest efficiency of opera
tion; in most of them entry and exit are admirably free; few 
of the firms in these industries engage in extensive competitive 
advertising and salesmanship. Yet almost no one would select 
them as a showpiece of American industrial achievement. 
The showpieces are, with rare exceptions, the industries wluch 
are dominated by a handful of large firms. The foreign visitor, 
brought to the United States to study American production 
methods and associated marvels, visits the same firms as do 
attorneys of the Department of Justice in their search for 
monopoly. 

The reductions in cost, and the consequent increases in 
efficiency from technical change, can be of a wholly different 
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order of magnitude from those sacrificed as the result of the 
exercise of market power. Thus it comes about that a slight 
contmuing loss of efficiency, as compared with Ideal perform
ance, from the possession of market power is regularly offset 
and more than offset by large gams from technical develop
ment. Economists, aided by the new market theory, have 
fixed their attention on the loss and have overlooked the off
set. In concentranng on the inefficiency of the steam engme 
- specifically the fact that it is not bemg worked at ideal 
capacity - they have failed to notice that the owner was 
designing a gas turbme. 

IV 

A comparison of the oil with the bituminous coal industry 
usefully illustrates the point being emphasw:d. The oil indus
try is an unquestioned oligopoly; in any market area there are 
a few large firms and the characteristic fringe of independ
ents. Over the yeats it has been under repeated attack for VIO

lation of the antitrust laws; it has rarely been free of suspicion 
of holding prices above the level that would be associated 
with more vigorous price competition. Profits have gener
ally been excellent. Yet few would be inclrned to trade the 
oil industry for the bituminous coal industry which, abstract
ing from possible stabilization efforts by the United Mine 
Workers, approaches the competition of the model 

The oil industry is clearly progressive - almost as pro
greSSIve, perhaps, as the uncommonly attractive brochures of 
its member companies unreluctantly concede. As the result 
of its enterprise in petroleum exploration and recovery, in 
developing new products, and in engineering new methods of 
transporting both petroleum and products, the consumer of 
gasoline and fuel oil has been a far more fortunate man than 
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the consumer of coal. The continuing shift of customers 
from the admirably compeotive coal industry to the dubi
ously competiove 011 industry emphasizes the point. 

It seems reasonable to suppose that if the same technical 
talent that has been devoted to the search for oil, or to its 
utilization, had been brought to bear on coal-mmmg in the 
last half-century, the coal industry would be very different 
from what it IS today. New techniques of recovery might 
long smce have been developed. Men would no longer toil 
like moles in tniuing operaoons that "under the most favor
able condioons are hazardous and highly inefficient . . . an 
unpleasant, unmspmng and none too healthy occupation." 8 

It is significant, by way of verifying the technicallimttations 
of competioon, that some modem efforts to ralSe the tech
nology of coal production have required the co-operative 
effort of the industry and that the significant work on the 
hydrogenation of coal has been under government sponsor
ship. In other words the Itmitations inherent in the mdtvidual 
competitive unit had to be finessed. One of the country's 
experienced research administrators has observed of the coal 
industry that "An industry with 6,000 little units has made 
a terribly difficult pattern on which to develop modem in
dustrial research programs." • 

v 

Thus, while the incentives in the American economy do not, 
at any given moment, act to encourage the largest possible 

8 "Coal I: The Indusmal Darkness," Fortum, March 1947. Quoted from 
IndUItriaJ Engmeen1lg and Cbmmtry, August 1946 • 

• Frank A. Howard, ,Ind., p 87. It must be observed that the anthracite 
industry, the owne.rslup of wluch IS cOIlSlderably more concentrated than 
bit1lm1llDUB 1tIUIlDg, has not, at least unci recent times, been credited with 
any VISibly progressive tendencies. There appear, however, to have been 
apecial re&8ODS, relatins' generaIJy to character of ownership, for this. 
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production at the lowest possible price, this is not the tragedy 
that it appears to be at first glance. The market concentra
tion of American industry that is affirmed by the statistics 
and condemned by the competitive model turnS out on closer 
examination to be favorable to teclmical change. To get the 
ideal equilibrium of price and output of the competitive 
model, we should almost certainly have to forego the change. 
Life might be simpler were we to do so, but progress, as it is 
called, is a wheel to which we are all bound. 

In all this there is less comfort for the businessman than 
might appear. He mUst still defend himself from the charge 
that he is too big and that he is partially monopolistic with 
the reply that he is really competitive in the classical sense. 
In the words of a leading oil company, speaking recendy 
of the Gulf Coast refining market, he mUst aver that in 
his industry the "truest, finest form of competitive pricing 
exists.'" For competition, with us, is more than a teclmical 
concept. It is also a symbol of all that is good. We wouldn't 
survive under a regime of competition of classical purity
with an economy rigorously so characterized we should have 
succumbed not to Hider but to Wilhelm II - but we mUst 
still worship at its throne. 

S CompetitWn Milk.. 01110/;"" Price. (Pbil2delpbia: Sun Oil Company, 
o.cI.). 



CHAPTER VIII 

The Unseemly Ecrmumics of Opulence 

THERE IS :I deeply held belief, the Puritan antecedents of 
which are clear, that if a wealthy man admIts even to him
self that he can afford a measure of recklessness in his ex
penditures, an angry God will strike him dead - or certainly 
take :lW2y his money. This holds also for nations. The ut
most reticence must be observed in talking about the affluence 
of the United States. It is permissible to concede, even with 
a certain amount of pride, that the United States is a wealthy 
country. But to conclude that in peacetime this opulence 
excuses a certain amount of social waste is to invite the divine 
fury that unmolated Sodom and Gomorrah. Yet a great many 
things about the United States can be explained only by its 
wealth. Although economists have long respected the tabu 
on drawing conclusious from it, in the service of science cer
tain risks must now be run. 

Not even the genius of the adman has been wholly equal 
to the task of proving that the paper, ether and skills em
ployed in, say, cigarette advertising are related to any urgent 
public need. As with cigarette advertising so, presumably, 
with highway billboards, redundant service stations, glossy 
packages, bread that is first denatured and then fortified, high
pressure salesmanship, singing commerc1llls and the concept 
of the captive audience. All, in one way or another, are ap
parently the result of incentives which guide the energies of 
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men not toward but away from maximum social efficiency. 
Few would insist that these actiVloes are in response to any 
very pressing desire of the American people. This is the 
criterion of efficiency of the competitive model. By this 
standard the American economy is undoubtedly a wasteful 
one. 

However, much of the criticistn of the vast activity of sell
ing and advertising in the American economy - that which 
concerns economics rather than taste or the devastation of the 
countryside by billboards - has missed the point. Economists 
and a good many others have pointed to the energies devoted 
to it with shock or alarm. Those who make their living by 
it have replied, both in anger and in sorrow, that it ISn't 
wasteful at all. Some bold spirits, with a knack for generaliza
tion, have said that all critics of selling expenditure are sub
versive. The truth does not lie in between but elsewhere. 
Our proliferation of selling activity is the counterpart of 
comparative opulence. Much of it is inevitable with high 
levels of well-being. It may be waste but it is waste that exists 
because the community is too well off to care. 

u 

In a country where, as the result of maximum exertion of 
all, only a bare minimum of food, clothing, fuel and shelter 
can be provided, it would indeed be intolerable to have some 
finns or industries tacitly restricting production and sustain
ing prices. The price of such a monopoly in, say, the coal
mining industry would be an insufficiency of coal in relation 
to what consumers desperately need. This might be partially 
offset by a somewhat greater supply of food. The men and 
resources who, under more ideal circumstances, would be em
ployed in the mines, would, as the result of the restriction 
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there, find employment in agriculture. But the consequences 
for the insufficiently heated public would be far from ideal. 

Similarly such a community could ill afford to have any 
considerable fraction of its labor force concocting sales slo
gans for its limited supply of bread, writing advertising copy 
for its meager stock of clothing, putting its few vegetables 
into cellophane packages or otherwise bringmg the arts of 
direct salesmanshIp to bear on its poverty-stncken consumers. 
In such a land the whole force, male and female, of J. Walter 
Thompson, Du POnt Cellophane, and the market research 
firm of Mr. Ehno Roper should without question be at work 
producing potatoes, beans and coal so that people might be 
slightly less hungry and cold. 

In fact, in such a community, this labor (perhaps after an 
appropriate rehabilitation for manual employments) would 
have no choice but to seek these utilitarian occupations. It is 
not necessary to advertISe food to hungry people, fuel to cold 
people or houses to the homeless. No one could make a liv
ing doing so. The need and the oppottunity to persuade 
people arise only as people have the mcome to satisfy rela
tively unimportant wants, of the urgency of which they are 
not automatically aware. In other words the social ineffi
cIency of a wealthy community grows WIth the grovv.h in 
wealth that goes far to make this inefficiency inconsequential. 

Thus, while the forty-two million dollars worth of skill, 
art and paper spent m 1949 for cigarette advertising and the 
twenty-nine million dollars devoted to alcoholic beverages 
served no urgent social purpose the same is true of the ciga
rettes and the liquor. It is not clear that the community would 
be better off if those now engaged in selling tobacco and 
liquor were employed instead in the production of more and 
cheaper cigarettes and whiskey. (Both the alcoholic and the 
cigarette hangover seem now to be sufficiently institutional
ized.) It is not certain, always assuming peace, that Mr. James 
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H. Blandings 1 and the other employees of Banton and Das
comb are needed in any alternative employment - they are 
not needed, as recent history has shown, in the production 
of wheat. The alternative use of the resources wmch a 
wealthy community appears to use frivolously will always be 
in other frivolous employments. It will be in the production 
of things of no very great consequence by any standards. 

m 

It will be worth while to examine a little more closely the 
relation of advertising and selling expenditures to a state of 
relatively high opulence. These expenditureS are made for a 
variety of purposes. The department stores advertise for no 
more complex purpose than to let customers know what they 
have, what they would especially like to sell at the moment, 
and at what prices. The same motive lies behind an appre
ciable amount of consumers' goods selling in general. In one 
way or another the vendor has always had to cry his wares; 
the modem techniques that are brought to the service of this 
particular task may be no more costly or no more raucous 
than those that have been used throughout time. 

This kind of salesmanship invites no comment on grounds 
of social efficiency. Indeed the New York housewife who 
was forced to do without Macy's advertising would have a 
sense of loss second only to that from doing without Macy's. 
However, in a consumers' goods industry shared by a com
paratively small number of sellers - the characteristic indus
try of the contemporary American economy - advertismg 
and selling activity is assumed in modem economics to be 

1 For those so unfortunate as not to have encountered !urn, Mr. Blandmgs 
is an advertlSU1g man of incredibly complex personahty who hves m the 
paps of two wise and joyful novels by Eric Hodgins. 
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undertaken for one or both of two further purposes. It may 
l'~, ~ln'oly, an instrument of commerc1lll rivalry. Price com
petItion havmg been foresworn as self-destructive, the firm 
turns to Jrs salesmen and advertising agency to find new cus
t( mers and to Will customers away from its rivals. The firm is 
sectmg, ill the economist's terms, to move its demand curve 
to the fight. Such an effort to get more is necessary, in a 
world where others are domg the same, if the firm is merely 
to hold its own. Only the very disingenuous can suppose, or 
argue, that tlus form of selling effort is just to make the cus
tomer aware that the firm has sometlung to sell. Americans 
would indeed be mentally retarded if they still had to be 
advised that the American Tobacco Company has Lucky 
Strikes to dispose of. 

It is also generally agreed that the firm may be seeking, 
often implicidy, through its advertising and salesmanship so 
to estabhsh its own personality that it will be protected in 
some measure from other firms which do not reliably observe 
the convention against price competition. If a firm is able 
to persuade the public that its brand of toothpaste, pancake 
Hour, razor blades or aspirin has qualities that are unique, or 
if It can merely get shoppers to name its brand without 
thought when they go into a store, then it is somewhat pro
tected from the rivalry of other firms who sell the same 
product at a lower price. In so enhancing the market power 
which it has over its own brand, it acquires some freedom 
to move its own price without inviting loss of custom. The 
price cuts of other firms can be viewed with some equanimity. 
Economic theory has given much attention to this process of 
"product differentiation" in recent times. As a motive, either 
overt or implicit, for advertising and other selling expenditure 
its importance has been considerably exaggerated. Simple 
rivalry between firms is almost certainly far more important. 
Still, it is a recognizable phenomenon and the wastes asso-
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dated with efforts to build up brand monopolies have been 
greatly deplored. 

There could be no great volume of selling expenditure of 
either of these sorts, except in a wealthy community. In such 
a community the money dispensed in any given purchase is 
not of high importance to the person spending it - in the 
language of economics, the marginal utility of money is low. 
In such a community, also, a great many different purchases 
are made by each individual. The result is that no single pur
chase is worth a great deal of thought; there are too many of 
them for each to be considered in detail. Accordingly the 
purchaser is a ready subject for the attentions of the adver
tiser and the salesman. He even allows himself to be influ
enced by imaginary or conttived virtues, becanse he is not 
sufficiently under the pressure of want to learn whether or 
not these virtues are imaginary. He yields to the influence of 
suggestion because he is not obliged, by want, to think about 
his actions. On going into a store he repeats a brand name 
that has been iterated and reiterated over the radio or on 
television because the money he is spending is not of sufficient 
importance to jnstify his ascertaining whether there are better 
and cheaper alternatives. Those who are persuaded that the 
buyer is victimized need to realize that, in the first instance, 
he is the victim of his own comparative well-being. 

The opportunity for product differentiation - for asso
dating monopoly power with the brand or personality of a 
particular seller - is almost uniquely the result of opulence. 
A hungry man could never be persuaded that bread that is 
6Oftened, sliced, wrapped and enriched is worth more than 
a cheaper and larger loaf that will fill his stomach. A southern 
cropper will not, as the result of advertising, develop a pref
erence for one brand of cooked, spiced and canned ham over 
another. He will continue to buy plain sidemeat. No one 
would advertise the sound-effects of processed breakfast foods 
sttiking the milk to Scottish crofters who have only the re-
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sources to buy oatmeal. In such communities all the com
mercial advantages lie With the producers of plain bread, 
sidemeat and oatmeal. 

The tendency for other forms of commercial rivalries, 
as substitutes for price competition, to be channeled into 
advertising and salesmanship would disappear in a poor com
munity. One cannot be certain that the convention against 
price competition itself could be maintained. The nicotine 
addict, who now automatically buys one or another of the 
standard brands of cigarettes, would, under the whiplash of 
necessity, become an inviting market for a cheaper product. 
The firm that provided it would acquire customers with a 
rush. Something very like this happened during the early 
years of the depression when millions of impoverished smokers 
turned enthusiastically to the ten-cent brands of cigarettes. 
In any case, for maintaining the convention agaiust price 
competition, it is a great help to have customers who do not 
care - even if, on occasion, they think they do. 

There is a legend, with a great appeal to simple men, that 
Americans are a nation of salesmen because they have some 
peculiar virtuosity in this craft. There are more salesmen, 
and salesmanship is more Iughly developed, in the United 
States than elsewhere in the world. But the explanation lies 
not with national character but with national wealth. The 
latter means, of course, that there are more goods to be sold. 
But even more, it means that psychological, not physical, 
consideratious control desire. The biological Ininimums are 
covered. A.!l a result that modem practitioner of applied 
psychology, the salesman, gets his opportunity. Sent to prac
tice on Indians or Chinese or even French peasants the most 
brilliant American vendor would be a dismal failure. 

Many of my fellow econoInists will have difficulty in 
sharing the equanimity with which I here view selling costs 
and the so-called wastes of distribution. EconoInics began in 
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries when men were really 
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poor. Two of its great pioneers, Malthus and Ricardo, held 
that grinding poverty was the fate of man - any surplus 
wealth, above the requirements for bare subsistence, would 
be promptly absorbed into the additional mouths that wealth 
itself would spawn. In such a society inefficiency was, in
deed, an evil thing. It denied bread to the hungry and cloth
ing to the naked even though, if these became available, they 
launched a new cycle of conception and birth that re-estab
lished the common poverty. Western man, as the result of 
an unsuspected preference for comfort over procreation, and 
aided by some inexpensive appliances, has escaped from this 
cycle of poverty. In the United States, in recent rimes, for 
most people the biological minimums of food, clothing and 
even shelter have been covered as a matter of course. By 
comparison, the further wants are comparatively unimpor
tant. Economists, nonetheless, have stUck firmly to their con
viction that anything that denies the community additional 
goods or services, however casual their significance, is the 
greatest of sins. They have brought the mentality of nine
teenth-century poverty to the analysis of twentieth-century 
opulence. 

The result is an inefficient deployment of the economist's 
own resources. He is excessively preoccupied with goods qua 
goods; in his preoccupation with goods he has not paused 
to reflect on the relative unimportance of the goods with 
which he is preoccupied. He worries far too much about 
partially monopolized prices or excessive advertising and sell
ing costs for tobacco, liquor, chocolates, automobiles and soap 
in a land which is already suffering from nicotine poisoning 
and alcoholism, which is nutritionally gorged with sugar, 
which is filling its hospitals and cemeteries with those who 
have been maimed or murdered on its highways and which is 
dangerously neurotic about normal body odors. 
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IV 

It is now time to relent slightly and make some needed over
tures to orthodoxy. The purpose of the last and the present 
chapter has been to ascertain how, in spite of the apparent 
inefficiencies of the American economy, we still manage to 
survlve. We survive partly because we have failed fully to 
appreciate the extraordinarily high efficiency of technical 
change and the extraordinarily favorable organization of the 
economy for inducing it and partly because social efficiency 
itself has been overemphasized in an economy wruch has es
caped far above the poverty line. This is not a mandate for 
a total neglect of efficiency. For one thing, there are still 
many poor people in the United States. They bear the higher 
prices associated with monopoly power and the higher costs 
of distribution along with those who can afford them and 
who, as the result of their escape from physical to psycho
logical standards of consumption, actually encourage such 
expenditure. There are solI many who would hve fuller and 
berter hves if elementary goods were produced more abun
dantly and more cheaply. Housing is a case In pOint. 

Furthennore, the counterpart of monopoly power, if un
corrected by forces I shall exantine in the next chapter, is an 
unsatiSfactory allocation of labor and other resources be
tween industries and an unnecessary inequality in the distri
bution of personal incomes. 

The effect of monopoly power on the use of resources has 
classically been supposed to result in too linIe employment in 
the monopolized industries. There is some evidence that in 
the United States the most danlaging effect is, in fact, in 
encouraging excessive employment in the competitive indus
tries. This part of the economy provides special opportuni-
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ties to the man who is seeking employment or to employ 
himself. In the competitive model he can always get employ
ment by sufficiendy lowering his wage; where there are partS 
of the economy, like agriculture, which still conform to the 
model, these offer that valued opportunity to the independent 
job seeker. There is a strong possibility, especially when 
there is less than full employment in the economy, that these 
industries will attract a heavy surplus of workers. By crowd
ing into this part of the economy they lower, unduly, the 
returus to those already there. This has been the fate of 
Amencan agriculture in the past and perhaps also of the tex
tile, clothing and needlework trades. 

In agriculture the problem has been made especially acute 
by a higher birth rate than in the cities which requires that 
there be a steady migration to the cities if any given ratio of 
rural to urban employment is to be maintained. During the 
depression years the farm-labor force grew substantially as 
the result of the virtual stoppage of migration to the cities 
and the return of those who had previously migrated. Even 
in more favorable times, overemployment in agriculture raises 
serious problems of maintaining standards of education, health 
and welfare at civilized levels in the regions of dense rural 
population. 

In one way or another nearly all of the great American 
fortunes are based on the present or past possession of monop
oly power. It is to oil, railroads, steel, copper, urban real 
estate that yesterday'S fortunes and the higher of today's un
earned incomes trace. Agriculture, bituminous-coal mining. 
textIle and clothing mannfacture have produced few men of 
great wealth. Income inequality, like monopoly, distorts the 
use of resources. It diverts them from the wants of the many 
to the esoteric desires of the few - if not from bread to cake 
at least from Chevrolets to Cadillacs. Unnecessary inequality 
in income - unnecessary in the sense that it does not reward 
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differences in intelligence, application or willingness to take 
risks - may also impair economic stability. The saving or 
spending of income that accrues in large chunks to relatively 
few people is subject to far more erratic impulses than the 
saving or spending of income of wage and salary earners. 
Accordingly, there are good reasons for continuing to worry 
about social inefficiency. At the same time no one should be 
at loss as to why we survive it. 

v 

Before taking leave of the unseemly subject of opUlence, one 
of its further consequences must be observed. There is a 
widely held view that the economic management of the 
United States is a task requiring the utmost wisdom and 
subtlety. As a corollary, the utmost peril is implicit ill every 
government decision. Brave men shudder at the consequences 
of reducing taxes and also of not reducing them; at the in
creasing burdens of government and also at the failure of the 
government to assume its proper responsibilities; at the danger 
of reducmg tanffs and the danger of not doing so; at the 
heavy costs of storing surplus farm products and the danger 
of not sufficiently protecting the farmer from adversity. 

The time may come when the strength of the American 
economy will tum on the quality of such government de
cisions but it will be in war or under the threat of war. It has 
not turned on them in the past. The consequences for general 
economic welfare of most government decisions has been im
perceptible. The first reason is our nearly universal tendency 
to confuse close decisions with important ones. The most 
dJfficult decisions are, nonnally, the least important. They 
involve a chOIce between courses of action which are almost 
equally favorable - or, on occasion, almost equally unhappy, 
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Different men assess the effects of the alternative courses of 
action differendy and the very closeness of the outcome 
causes them to marshal their arguments elaborately. Our 
much-used dialectic of exaggeration is also brought liberally 
to bear in the argument. Infinite benefit is pictured for one 
course, utter disaster for another. Were the choice in fact 
between great good and great damage, it would be so obvious 
that it would not normally be debated. 

The other reason that government decisions have been 
relatively unimponant is that we have frequently been able 
to choose the wrong course rather than the right one because 
wealth has acted as a solvent for such error. None of the real 
sources of well-bemg - the endowment of physical resources 
and the education and energy of the people - are ever seri
ously compromised by any government decision. Hence, 
while unwise government decisions may, in the past, have 
affected the rate of economic growth, it has been but rarely 
that one could identify their consequences. This is at least 
implicidy recognized. Alarm over pending actions by gov
ernment on economic matters, which frequendy reaches al
most pathological proportions when the decision is pending, 
almost invariably evaporates completely once the action is 
taken. 

Wisdom in economic policy is not to be deplored. But one 
of the profound sources of American sttength has been the 
margin for error provided by our well-being. In the United 
Kingdom, especially in modem times, there has been little 
latitude for mistakes. Government management of economic 
affairs has had, accordingly, to be far more precise than it has 
ever been with us. An average Congress occupying the 
House of Commons and functioning in accustomed fashion 
would, on numerous recent occasions, have brought about a 
fairly prompt liquidation of what remains of the British Em
pire. 
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Wealth does more than provide a margin for error. In the 
United Kingdom and other Western European countries, 
social reform - the provision of additional income, services 
and security for the underprivileged - has been at the fairly 
direct expense of the privileged. The clash of interest between 
those who have and those who have not is obvious and in
escapable. With the single exception of the emancipation 
of the slaves, no measure for the assistance of any group in 
the United States has brought an identifiable reduction in the 
income of any other group. The costs of free education, 
social security, assistance to farmers and like measures of 
domestic welfare have heen deeply disguised by the general 
increase in income. (In modem times they have also been 
small in comparison with the far greater costs of defense and 
war.) Had the assessment of these coSts been directly against 
the static incomes of those who paid but did not benefit, the 
debate concerning them would have been a good deal more 
bitter than it was. Wealth, and especially growing wealth, 
has not only been a solvent for mIStakes. It has also been a 
solvent for what, in its absence, might have been grave social 
strains. 



CHAPTER IX 

The Theory of Countervailing Power 

ON THE NIGHT of November 2, 1907, the elder Morgan 
played solitaire in his library while the panic gripped Wall 
Street. Then, when the other bankers had dIvided up the cost 
of saving the tottering Trust Company of America, he pre
sided at the signing of the agreement, authorized the purchase 
of the Tennessee Coal & Iron Company by the Steel Corpora
tion to encourage the market, cleared the transaction with 
President Roosevelt and the panic was over. There, as legend 
has preserved and doubtless improved the story, was a man 
with power a self-respecting man could fear. 

A mere two decades later, in the crash of 1929, it was evi
dent that the Wall Street bankers were as helpless as every
one else. Their effort in the autumn of that year to check 
the collapse in the market IS now recalled as an amusing anec
dote; the heads of the New York Stock Exchange and the 
National City Bank fell into the toils of the law and the first 
went to prison; the son of the Great Morgan went to a Con
gressional hearing in Washington and acqutred fame, not for 
his authority, but for his embarrassment when a circus Inidget 
was placed on his knee. 

As the banker, as a symbol of econoInic power, passed into 
the shadows his place was taken by the giant industrial cor
poration. The substitute was much more plausible. The as
sociation of power with the banker had always depended on 
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the somewhat tenuous belief in a "money trust" - on the 
notion that the means for financing the initiation and ex
pansion of business enterprises was concentrated in the hands 
of a few men. The ancestry of this idea was in Marx's doc
trine of finance capital, it was not susceptible to statistical or 
other empirical verification at least in the United States. 

By contrast, the fact that a substantial proportion of all 
production was concentrated in the hands of a relatively small 
number of huge firms was readIly verified. That three or 
four giant firms in an industry might exercISe power analogous 
to that of a monopoly, and not dlfferent in consequences, was 
an idea that had come to have the most respectable of an
cestry in classical economics. So as the J. P. Morgan Com
pany left the stage, it was replaced by the two hundred largest 
corporations - giant devils in company strength. Here was 
economic power identified by the greatest and most con
servative tradition in economic theory. Here was power to 
control the prices the citIZen paid, the wages he received, and 
which interposed the most formidable of obstacles of size and 
expenence to the aspiring new firm. What more might it 
accomplish were it to turn its vast resources to corrupting 
politics and controlling access to publIc opinion? 

Yet, as was so dramatically revealed to be the case with the 
ommpotence of the banker in 1929, there are considerable 
gaps between the myth and the fact. The comparative impor
tance of a small number of great corporations in the American 
economy cannot be denied except by those who have a sin
gular immunity to statIStical evidence or striking capacity to 
manipulate it. In principle the American is controlled, liveli
hood and soul, by the large corporation; in practice he seems 
not to be completely enslaved. Once again the danger is in 
the future; the present seems still tolerable. Once again there 
may be lessons from the present which, if learned, will save 
us in the future. 
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As with social efficiency, and its neglect of technical dynam
ics, the paradox of the unexercised power of the large cor
poration begins with an important oversight in the underly
ing economic theory. In the competitive model- the econ
omy of many sellers each with a small share of the total mar
ket - the restraint on the private exercise of economic power 
was provided by other firms on the same side of the market. 
It was the eagerness of competitors to sell, not the complaints 
of buyers, that saved the latter from spoliation. It was as
sumed, no doubt accurately, that the nineteenth-century tex
tile manufacturer who overcharged for his product would 
promptly lose his market to another manufacturer who did 
not. H all manufacturers found themselves in a position 
where they could exploit a strong demand, and mark up 
their prices accordingly, there would soon be an in1low of 
new competitors. The resulting increase in supply would 
bring prices and profits back to normal. 

As with the seller who was tempted to use his economic 
power against the customer, so with the buyer who was 
tempted to use it against his labor or suppliers. The man 
who paid less than prevailing wage would lose his labor 
force to those who paid the worker his full (marginal) con
tribution to the earnings of the firm. In all cases the incentive 
to socially desirable behavior was provided by the competitor. 
It was to the same side of the market - the restraint of 
sellers by other sellers and of buyers by other buyers, in other 
words to competition - that economists came to look for 
the self-regulatory mechanism of the economy. 

They also came to look to competition exclusively and in 
formal theory still do. The notion that there might be 
another regulatory mechanism in the economy has been al-
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most completely excluded from economic thought. Thus, 
wirh rhe widespread disappearance of competition in its 
classical form and its replacement by the small group of 
firms if not in overt, at least in conventional or tacit collu
sion, it was easy to suppose that since competition had dis
appeared, all effective restraint on private power had disap
peared. Indeed this conclusion was all but inevitable if no 
search was made for orher restraints and so complete was rhe 
preoccupation wirh competition that none was made. 

In fact, new restraints on private power did appear to re
place competition. They were nurtured by the same process 
of concentration which impaired or destroyed competitiOIL 
But they appeared not on rhe same side of rhe market but on 
rhe opposite side, not with competitors but wirh customers or 
suppliers. It will be convenient to have a name for this coun
terpart of competition and I shall call it countervailing 
pO'Werf 

To begin with a broad and somewhat too dogmatically 
stated proposition, private economic power is held in check 
by rhe countervailing power of rhose who are subject to it. 
The first begets rhe second. The long trend toward concen
tranon of indUstrial enterprise in the hands of a relatively 
few firms has brought into existence not only strong sellers, 
as economists have supposed, but also strong buyers as they 
have failed to see. The two develop together, not in precise 
step but in such manner that there can be no doubt rhat rhe 
one is in response to rhe other. 

The fact rhat a seller enjoys a measure of monopoly power, 
and is reaping a measure of monopoly return as a result, 
means that there is an inducement to rhose firms from whom 

1 I have been tempted to com a new word for this which would have 
the same convemenCe as the term competition and had I done so my chOlce 
would have been "countervailence." However. the phnse "countervailing 
power" IS more descnpove and does not have the raw sound of any newly 
fabncated word. 
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he buys or those to whom he sells to develop the power with 
which they can defend themselves against exploitation. It 
means also that there is a reward to them, in the form of a 
share of the gains of their opponents' market power, if they 
are able to do so. In this way the existence of market power 
creates an incentive to the organization of another position 
of power that neutralizes it. 

The contention I am here making is a formidable one. It 
comes to thIS: Competition which, at least since the time of 
Adam Smith, has been viewed as the autonomous regulator 
of economic activity and as the only available regulatory 
mechanism apart from the state, has, in fact, been superseded. 
Not entirely, to be sure. I should like to be explicit on this 
point. Competition soIl plays a role. There are still impor
tant markets where the power of the firm as (say) a seller is 
checked or circumscribed by those who provide a similar or 
a substitute product or service. This, in the broadest sense 
that can be meaningful, is the meaning of competition. The 
role of the buyer on the other side of such markets is essen
tially a passive one. It consists in looking for, perhaps asking 
for, and responding to the best bargain. The active restraint 
is provided by the competitor who offers, or threatens to 
offer, a better bargain. However, this is not the only or even 
the typical restraint on the exercise of economic power. In 
the typical modern market of few sellers, the active restraint 
is provided not by competitors but from the other side of the 
market by strong buyers. Given the convention against price 
competition, It is the role of the competitor that becomes 
passive in these markets. 

It was always one of the basic presuppositions of competi
tion that market power exercised in its absence would invite 
the competitors who would eliminate such exercise of power. 
The profits of a monopoly position inspired competitors to 
try for a share. In other words competition was regarded as a 
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self-generating regulatory force. The doubt whether this 
was in facr so after a market had been pre-empted by a few 
large sellers, after entry of new firms had become difficult and 
after existing firms had accepted a convention agamst price 
competition, was what destroyed the faith in competition as a 
regulatory mechanism. Countervailing power is also a self
generatmg force and this IS a matter of great importance. 
Sometlung, although not very much, could be claimed for the 
regulatory role of the strong buyer m relaoon to the market 
power of sellers, dId it happen that, as an accident of eco
nomic development, such strong buyers were frequently jux
taposed to strong sellers. However the tendency of power to 
be organized in response to a given position of power is the 
vital characreristic of the phenomenon I am here identifying. 
As noted, power on one side of a market creates both the 
need for, and the prospecr of reward to, the exercise of 
countervailing power from the other side." This means that, 
as a common rule, we can rely on countervailing power to 
appear as a curb on economic power. There are also, it should 
be added, circumstances in which it does not appear or is 
effecovely prevented from appeanng. To these I shall re
tum. For some reason, critics of the theory have seized with 
particular avidIty on these excepoons to deny the existence 
of the phenomenon itself. It is plain that by a similar line 

2 ThIS has been one of the reasons I have rejected the tenninology of 
buateral monopoly In charactenzmg tius phenomenon. As bIlateral monop
oly IS treated In econonuc lIterature, 1t IS an advenutlous occurrence. This, 
obvIously, Inlsses the pomt and It 15 one of the reasons that the Investiga
tions of btlatera! monopoly, wluch one would have thought might have 
been an avenue to the regulatory mecharusrns here Isolated, have m fact 
bten a blmd alley. However, tIus hne of mvestigatlon h2S also been steri
lIzed by the confinmg formahty of the assumptions of monopoliStIc and 
(more rueiy) olIgopolisoc motivatIOn and bthavlOr with which It h2S 
bten approached. (Cf for example, Wllham H. Nicholls, Imperfect CD11t
petition 'WIthzn Agricultural Industries, Ames, Iowa' 1941, pp. 58 if.) As 
noted later, olIgopoly facilitates the exercISe of countervallmg market 
power by enabhng the strong buyer to play one seUer off against another. 
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of argument one could deny the existence of competition by 
finding one monopoly. 

In the market of small numbers or oligopoly, the practical 
barriers to entry and the convention against price competi
tion have eliminated the self-generating capacity of competi
tion. The self-generating tendency of countervailing power, 
by contraSt, is readily assimilated to the common sense of the 
situation and its existence, once we have learned to look for 
it, is readily subject to empirical observation. 

Market power can be exercised by strong buyers against 
weak sellers as well as by strong sellers against weak buyers. 
In the competitive model, competition acted as a restraInt on 
both kinds of exercise of power. This is also the case with 
countervailing power. In turning to its practical manifesta
tions, it will be convenient, in fact, to begin with a case where 
it is exercised by weak sellers against strong buyers. 

m 

The operation of countervailing power is to be seen with the 
greatest clarity in the labor market where it is also most fully 
developed. Because of his comparative immobility, the indi
vidual worker has long been highly vulnerable to private 
economic power. The customer of any particular steel mill, 
at the tum of the century, could always take himself elsewhere 
if he felt he was being overcharged. Or he could exercise his 
sovereign privilege of not buying steel at all. The worker had 
no comparable freedom if he felt he was being underpaid. 
Normally he could not move and he had to have work. Not 
often has the power of one man over another been used more 
callously than in the American labor market after the rise of 
the large corporation. As late as the early twenties, the steel 
industry worked a twelve-hour day and seventy-two-hour 
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week with an incredible twenty-four-hour stint every fort
night when the sluft changed. 

No such power is exercised today and for the reason that 
its earlier exercISe stimulated the counteraction that brought 
it to an end. In the ultimate sense it was the power of the 
steel industry, not the organizing abilities of John L. Lewis 
and Philip Murray, that brought the United Steel Workers 
into being. The economic power that the worker faced in 
the sale of his labor - the competition of many sellers deal
ing with few buyers - made it necessary that he organize 
for hIS own protection. There were rewards to the power of 
the steel companies in which, when he had successfully 
developed countervailing power, he could share. 

As a general though not invariable rule one finds the 
strongest unions in the Uruted States where markets are 
served by strong corporations. And it is not an accident that 
the large automobile, steel, electrical, rubber, farm-machmery 
and non-ferrous metal-mining and smelting companies all 
bargam with powerful unions. Not only has the strength 
of the corporations in these mdustries made it necessary for 
workers to develop the protect1on of countervaihng power; 
it has provided unions with the opportunity for getting some
thing more as well. If successful they could share in the 
fruits of the corporation's market power. By contrast there 
is not a single union of any consequence in Amencan agri
clilture, the country's closest approach to the competitive 
model. The reason lies not in the difficulties in organization; 
these are considerable, but greater difficulties in organization 
have been overcome. The reason IS that the farmer has not 
possessed any power over his labor force, and at least until 
recent tunes has not had any rewards from market power 
which it was worth the while of a union to seek. As an 
mteresting verification of the pomt, in the Great Valley of 
California, the large farmers of that area have had consider-
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able power vis-a-vis their labor force. Almost uniquely in 
the United States, that region has been marked by persistent 
attempts at organization by farm workers. 

Elsewhere in industries wluch approach the competition of 
the model one typically finds weaker or less comprehensive 
unions. The textile industry,' boot and shoe manufacture, 
lumbering and other forest industties in most parts of the 
country, and smaller wholesale and retall enterprises, are all 
cases in pomt. I do not, of course, advance the theory of 
countervailing power as a monolitluc explanation of trade
union organizaoon. No such complex soctal phenomenon is 
hkely to have any single, slffiple explanatlon. American trade 
unions developed in the face of the lffiplacable hostility, not 
alone of employers, but often of the community as well. In 
this envltonment organization of the skilled crafts was much 
easier than the average, which undoubtedly explains the earlier 
appearance of durable unions here. In the modern bituminous 
coal-mining and more clearly in the clothmg industry, unions 
have another explanation. They have emerged as a supple
ment to the weak market position of the operators and manu
facturers. They have assumed price- and market-regulating 
functions that are the normal functions of managements, and 
on which the latter, because of the competitive character of 
the industry, have been forced to default. Nevertheless, as 
an explanation of the incidence of trade-union strength m the 
American economy, the theory of countervailing power 
clearly fits the broad contours of experience. There 15, I 
venture, no other so satisfactory explanation of the great 
dynamic of labor organization m the modern capitalist com-

3 It IS lmportant, as I have been rennnded by the ob,ecnorlS of Enghsh 
fnends, to bear In mmd that market power must always be viewed m rela
nve tenDs. In the last century umons developed in the Drlnsh textile 10-
dustry and thIS mdUStry m turn conformed broadly to the competltlon of 
the model. However, as buyers of labor the null proprtetors enjoyed a far 
stronger market POSltlOn, the result of thelf greater resources and respect for 
thelf group UltUest, than dtd the indiVidual workers. 
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munity and none which so sensibly integrates the union into 
the theory of that society. 

IV 

The labor market serves admirably to illustrate the incentives 
to the development of countervailing power and it is of great 
importance in this market. However, its development, In 

response to positions of market power, is pervasive in the 
economy. As a regulatory device one of its most important 
manifestations is in the relation of the large retailer to the 
firms from which it buys. The way in which countervailing 
power operates in these markets is worth examinIng in some 
detail. 

One of the seemingly harmless simplifications of formal 
economic theory has been the assumption that producers of 
consumers' goods sell theIr products drrecdy to consumers. 
All business units are held, for this reason, to have broadly 
parallel interests. Each buys labor and materials, combines 
them and passes them along to the public at prices that, over 
some period of time, maximize returns. It is recognized that 
this is, indeed, a simplification; courses in marketing in the 
universities deal with what is excluded by this assumption. 
Yet it has long been supposed that the assumption does no 
appreciable violence to reality. 

Did the real world correspond to the assumed one, the lot 
of the consumer would be an unhappy one. In fact goods 
pass to consumers by way of retailers and other intermediaries 
and this is a circumstance of first importance. Retailers are 
required by their situation to develop countervailing power 
on the consumer's behalf. 

As I have previously observed, retailing remains one of 
the industries to which entry is characteristically free. It takes 
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small capital and no very rare talent to set up as a seller of 
goods. Through history there have always been an ample 
supply of men with both and with access to something to sell. 
The small man can provide convenience and intunacy of 
service and can give an attention to detail, all of which allow 
him to co-exist with larger competitors. 

The advantage of the larger competitor ordinarily lies in its 
lower prices. It lives constantly under the threat of an erosion 
of its business by the more rapid growth of rivals and by the 
appearance of new firms. This loss of volume, in tum, de
stroys the chance for the lower costs and lower prices on 
which the firm depends. This means that the larger retailer 
is exttaordinarily sensitive to higher prices by its suppliers. 
It means also that it is strongly rewarded if it can develop 
the market power which permits it to force lower prices. 

The opportunity to exercise such power exists only when 
the suppliers are enjoying something that can be taken away; 
i.e., when they are enjoying the fruits of market power from 
which they can be separated. Thus, as in the labor market, 
we find the mass retailer, from a position across the market, 
with both a protective and a profit incentive to develop 
countervailing power when the firm with which it is doing 
business is in possession of market power. Critics have sug
gested that these are possibly important but certainly dispar
ate phenomena. This may be so, but only if all similarity be
tween social phenomena be denied. In the present Instance 
the market context is the same. The motivating mcentives 
are identical. The fact that it has characteristics in common 
has been what has caused people to call competition compe
tition when they encountered it, say, in agriculture and then 
agam in the laundry business. 

Countervailing power in the retail business is identified with 
the large and powerful retail enterprises. Its practical mani
festation, over the last half-century, has been the rise of the 
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food chains, the vanety chams, the mail-order houses (now 
graduated into cham stores), the department -store chains, and 
the co-operative bUYIng organizatIons of the surviving inde
pendent department and food stores. 

This development was the countervailing respouse to pre
vIOusly established positions of power. The gains from in
vadmg these positions have been considerable and m some 
instances even spectacular. The rubber tire industry is a 
frurly commonplace example of ohgopoly. Four large firms 
are dommant m the market. In the thirties, Sears, Roebuck & 
Co. was able, by exploiting its role as a large and mdispensable 
customer, to procure tIres from Goodyear Tire & Rubber 
Company at a price from twenty-nine to forty per cent 
lower than the gomg market. These it resold to thrifty 
motonsts for from a fifth to a quarter less than the same tires 
carrymg the regular Goodyear brand. 

As a parcial consequence of the failure of the government 
to recogruze the role of countervailmg power many hundreds 
of pages of court records have detailed the exercise of this 
power by the Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Company. There 
IS little doubt that this firm, at least m Its unmrubited days, 
used the countervailmg power It had developed with con
siderable arttstry. In 1937, a survey by the company indicated 
that, for an investment of $175,000, It could supply itself 
with com flakes. Assummg that It charged itself the price 
It was then paying to one of the three companies manufactur
mg this delicacy, It could earn a modest sixty-eight per cent 
on the outlay. Armed with this mformatlon, and the threat 
to go mto the busmess which its power could readily make 
effective, it had no difficulty m bnnging down the price by 
approxin!ately ten per cent.' Such gains from the exercise of 
countervailing power, it will be clear, could only occur 

• I am mdebted to my fnend Professor M. A. Adelman of the MllSSllChu
setts Instttute of Technology for these detaIls. 
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where there is an exercise of original market power with 
which to contend. The A & P could have reaped no com
parable gains in buying staple products from the farmer. 
Committed as he is to the competition of the competitive 
model, the farmer has no gains to surrender. Provided, as he 
is, with the opportunity of selling all he produces at the 
impersonally determined market price, he has not the slightest 
Incentive to make a special price to A & P at least beyond 
that which might in some circumstances be associated with 
the simple economies of bulk sale. 

The examples of the exercise of countervailing power by 
Sears, Roebuck and A & P just cited show how this power is 
deployed in its most dramatic form. The day-to-day exer
cise of the buyer's power IS a good deal less spectacular but 
also a good deal more significant. At the end of virtually 
every channel by which consumers' goods reach the public 
there IS, in practice, a layer of powerful buyers. In the food 
market there are the great food chains; in clothing there are 
the department stores, the chain department stores and the 
department store buying organizattons; in appliances there are 
Sears, Roebuck and Montgomery Ward and the deparnnent 
stores; these latter firms are also important outlets for furni
rure and other house furnishings; the drug and cosmetic man
ufacturer has to seek part of his market through the large 
drug chains and the department stores; a vast miscellany of 
consumers' goods pass to the public through Woolworth's, 
Kresge's and other variety chains. 

The buyers of all these firms deal directly with the manu
facturer and there are few of the latter who, in setting prices, 
do not have to reckon with the attirude and reaction of their 
powerful customers. The retail buyers have a variety of 
weapons at their disposal to use against the market power of 
their suppliers. Their ultimate sanction is to develop their 
own source of supply as the food chains, Sears, Roebuck and 
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Montgomery Ward have extensively done. They can also con
centrate therr enme patronage on a smgle supplier and, m 
return for a lower pnce, give him secunty in his volume and 
reheve lum of selhng and advertlsmg costs. This policy has 
been widely followed and there have also been numerous 
complaints of the leverage it gives the retailer on his source 
of supply. 

The more commonplace but more important tactic in the 
exercise of countervallmg power consists, merely, in keeping 
the seller m a state of uncertainty as to the intentions of a 
buyer who IS indispensable to him. The larger of the retail 
buying organizatlons place orders around which the produc
tion schedules and occaslonally the inveStlnent of even the 
largest manufacturers become organized. A shift in this 
custom imposes prompt and heavy loss. The threat or even 
the fear of this sanction is enough to cause the supplier to 
surrender some or all of the rewards of his market power. He 
must frequently, in addition, make a partial surrender to le~s 

potent buyers if he is not to be more than ever in the power 
of his large customers. It will be clear that in this operation 
there are rare opportunities for playing one supplier off 
against another. 

A measure of the importance which large retailing organi
zatlons artach to the deployment of their countervailing 
power is the prestige they accord to their buyers. These 
men (and women) are the key employees of the modern 
large retail organizatIOn; they are highly paid and they are 
among the most mtelligent and resourceful people to be 
found anywhere in busmess. In the everyday course of 
busmess, they may be considerably better known and com
mand rather more respect than the salesmen from whom they 
buy. Tlus IS a not unimportant mdex of the power they 
wield. 

There are producers of consumers' goods who have pro-
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tected themselves from exercise of countervailing power. 
Some, like the automobile and the oil industry, have done so 
by integrating their distribution through to the consumer
a strategy which attests the Impottance of the use of counter
vailing power by retailers. Others have found it possible 
to maintain dominance over an organization of small and 
dependent and therefore fairly powerless dealers. It seems 
probable that in a few industries, tobacco manufacture for 
example, the members are ordmarily strong enough and have 
sufficient solidarity to withstand any pressure applied to 
them by the most powerful buyer. However, even the to
bacco manufacturers, Imder conditions that were especially 
favorable to the exercise of countervailing power in the 
thirties, were forced to make liberal price concessions, in the 
form of advertising allowances, to the A & P' and possibly 
also to other large customers. When the comprehensive rep
resentation of large retailers in the various fields of consumers' 
goods distribution is considered, it IS reasonable to conclude 
- the reader is warned that thIS is an important generalization 
- that most positions of market power in the production of 
consumers' goods are covered by posioons of countervailing 
power. As noted, there are exceptions and, as between mar
kets, countervailing power is exercised with varying strength 
and effectiveness. The existence of exceptions does not Impair 
the significance of the regulatory phenomenon here described. 
To its devotees the virtues of competition were great but few 
if any ever held its reign to be universal. 

Countervailing power also manifests itself, although less 
visibly, in producers' goods markets. For many years the 
power of the automobile companies, as purchasers of steel, 
has sharply curbed the power of the steel mills as sellers. 
Detroit is the only city where the historic basmg-point system 

• RIchard B. Tennant, The Americ ... Cigarette Industry (New Haven' 
Yale UniversitY Press, 1950), p. 312. 
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was not used to price steel. Under the basing-point system, 
all producers regardless of location quoted the same price at 
any particular point of delivery. TIns obvlOusly nurumized 
the opporruruty of a strong buyer to play one seller off 
agamsr the other. The large firms ill the automobile industry 
had developed the countervailmg power which enabled them 
to do precisely this. They were not disposed to tolerate any 
limitations on their exercise of such power. In explaining 
the quotation of "arbitrary pnces" on Detroit steel, a leading 
student of the basing-point system some years ago recogruzed, 
implicitly but accurately, the role of countervailing power 
by observmg that "It is difficult to apply high cartel prices to 
particularly large and strong customers such as the automobile 
manufacturers in Detroit." • 

The more normal operation of countervailing power in 
producers' goods markets has, as its point of departure, the 
relatively small number of customers which 1inns in these 
industries typically have. Where the cigaretre or soap man
ufacturer numbers his retail outlets by the hundreds of thou
sands and his bnal consumers by the millions, the machinery 
or equipment manufacturer counts hIS customers by the hun
dreds or thousands and, very often, hiS important ones by the 
dozen. But here, as elsewhere, the market pays a premium 
to those who develop power as buyers that is equivalent to 
the market power of those from whom they buy. The re
verse IS true where weak sellers do business with strong 
buyers. 

v 

There is an old saying, or should be, that it is a wise economist 
who recognizes the scope of hIS own generalizations. It is now 

• Fntz Machiup, The Basmg Point System (PhIladelphta. Blakiston Co. 
1949), p. liS. 
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time to consider the limits in place and time on the operations 
of countervailing power. A study of the instances where 
countervailing power fails to function is not without advan
tage in showing its achievements in the decisively important 
areas where it does operate. As noted, some industries, be
cause they are integrated through to the consumer or be
cause their product passes through a dependent dealer organi
zation have not been faced with countervailing power. There 
are a few cases where a very strong market position has 
proven impregnable even against the attacks of strong buyers. 
And there are cases where the dangers from countervailing 
power have, apparently, been recognized and where it has 
been successfully resisted. 

An example of successful resistance to countervailing power 
is the residential-building industry. No segment of American 
capitalism evokes less pride. Yet anyone approaching the 
industry with the preconceptions of competition in mind is 
unlikely to see, very accurately, the reasons for its short
cOinings. There are many thousands of individual firms in 
the business of building houses. Nearly all are small; the 
capital of the typical house builder runs from a few hundred 
to a tew thousand dollars. The members of the industry op
pose little market power to the would-be house owner. Ex
cept in times of extremely hIgh building activity there is 
aggresSlve competitIOn for business. 

The industry does show many detailed manifestations of 
guild restraint. Builders are frequently in alliance with each 
other, unions, and local politicIans to protect prices and wages 
and to maintain established building techniques. These dere
lictions have been seized upon avidly by the critics of the 
industry. Since they represent its major departure from the 
competitive model, they have been assumed to be the cause 
of the poor performance of the housing industry. It has long 
been an article of faith with liberals that if competition could 
be brought to the housing business all would be well. 
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In fact were all restraint and collusion swept away - were 
there full and free competition in bidding, no restrictive 
buildmg codes, no collusion with union leaders or local poli
ticians to enhance prices - it seems nnprobable that the price 
of new houses would be much changed and the satisfaction 
of customers with what they get for what they pay much 
enhanced. The reason is that the typical builder would still 
be a small and powerless figure buying his buildmg materials 
in small quantities at high cost from suppliers with effective 
market power and facing in thiS case essentially the same 
problem vis-a-vis the unions as sellers of labor. It is these 
factors which, very largely, determine the cost of the house. 

The builder is more or less deliberately kept Without power. 
With few exceptions, the manufacturers of building supplies 
decline to sell to hnn direct. This prevents any builder from 
bringing pressure to bear on his source of supply, at the 
same time it helps keep all bnilders relatively small and power
less by uniformly denying them the economies of direct pur
chase. All must pay jobbers' and retailers' margins. A few 
builders - a spectacular case is Levitt & Sons of Long Island 
-have managed to circumvent this ban.7 As the result of 
more effective bUYing, a much stronger position in deahng 
with labor, and the savings from large-scale production of 
houses, they have notably Increased the satisfactIOn of cus
tomers with what they receive for their money. Few can 
doubt that the future of the Industry, if its future is to im
prove on its past, lies with such firms. 

Thus it is the notion of countervailing power, not of com
petition, which points the way to progress in the housing 
industry. What IS needed is fewer fittns of far greater scale 
with resulttng capacity to bring power to bear upon Unions 
and suppliers. It is the absence of such fittns, and of the re-

7 LeVItt has establIshed. wholly owned bwldmg-supply company to buy 
matenals for Its proJects. Fortune. August 1947, P 168. He also, most 
sigruficandy, grew to unportance as a noo-unJon employer. 
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suIting economies, which helps explain why one sector of 
this industry -low-cost housing where cost is especially 
important in relation to ability-to-pay - has passed under 
government management. In the absence of an effective reg
ulating mechanism within the industty in the form of counter
vailing power, private entrepreneurshIp has been superseded. 
In accordance with classical expectations the state has had to 
intervene. Only the failure was not of competition but of 
countervailing power. 

VI 

The development of countervailing power requires a certain 
minimum opportunity and capacity for organization, cor
porate or otherwise. If the large retail buying organizations 
had not developed the countervailing power which they have 
used, by proxy, on behalf of the individual consumer, con
sumers would have been faced wIth the need to organize the 
equivalent of the retailer's power. This would have been a 
formidable task but it has been accomplished in Scandinavia 
where the consumer's co-operatIve, mstead of the chain store, 
is the dommant instrument of countervailing power in con
sumers' goods markets. There has been a s1II1ilar though less 
comprehensive development in England and Scotland. In 
the Scandinavian countries the co-operatives have long been 
regarded explicitly as instruments for btingmg power to bear 
on the cartels; i.e., for exercise of countervailing power. This 
is readily conceded by many who have the greatest difficulty 
in seeing private mass buyers in the same role. But the fact 
that consumer co-operatives are not of any great importance 
in the United States is to be explained, not by any inherent 
incapacity of the American for such organization, but because 
the chain stores pre-empted the gains of countervailing power 
first. The counterpart of the Swedish Kooperative Forbundet 
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or the Bntish Co-operative Wholesale Societies has not ap
peared In the United States simply because it could not com
pete with the A & P and other large food chains. The mean
ing of this, which incidentally has been lost on devotees of 
the theology of co-operation, IS that the chain stores are ap
proximately as efficient in the exercise of countervailing power 
as a co-operattve would be. In parts of the American economy 
where proprietary mass buyers have not made their appear
ance, notably in the purchase of farm supplies, individuals 
(who are also Individualists) have shown as much capacity 
to organize as the Scandinavians and the BrItish and have 
similarly obtained the protecoon and rewards of counter
vailing power. The Grange League Federation, the Eastern 
States Farmers' Exchange and the Illinois Farm Supply Com
pany, co-operatives with annual sales running to multi-mil
lion-dollar figures, are among the illustrations of the point. 

However, it mUst not be assumed that it is easy for great 
numbers of individuals to coalesce and organize countervail
ing power. In less developed communities, Puerto Rico for 
example, one finds people fully exposed to the exactions of 
strategically situated importers, merchants and wholesalers 
and without the apparent capacity to develop countervailing 
power in their own behalf. Anyone, Incidentally, who doubts 
the force of the countervailing power exercised by large 
retaller-buying organizations would do well to consider the 
revolutton which the entry of the large chain stores would 
work in an economy like that of Puerto Rico and also how 
such an intrusion would be resented and perhaps resisted by 
importers and merchants now able to exercise their market 
power with impunity against the thousands of small, inde
pendent and inefficient retailers who are their present outlets.' 

In the light of the difficulty in organizing countervailing 

8 ThIS IS the subject of a detaIled study recendy pubhshed by the Harvard 
UruversIty Press. (Marketing Effic.ency In Puerto Rico by John Kenneth 
=:21bralth, Richard H Holton and colleagues) 
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power, it is not surprising that the assistance of government 
has repeatedly been sought in this task. Without the phenom
enon itself being fully recognized, the provision of state 
assistance to the development of countervailing power has 
become a major function of government - perhaps the major 
domestic function of government. Much of the domestic 
legISlation of the last twenty years, that of the New Deal 
epISode in particular, only becomes fully comprehensible 
when it IS viewed in this light. To this I shall return in the 
next chapter. 

VII 

I come now to the major limitation on the operation of coun
tervailing power - a matter of much importance in our time. 
Countervailing power is not exercised uniformly under all 
conditions of demand. It does not function at all as a re
straint on market power when there is inflation or inflation
ary pressure on markets. 

Because the competitive model, in association with Say's 
Law, was assumed to find its equilibrium at or near full em
ployment levels, economists for a long time were httle mchned 
to inquire whether markets in general, or competition in 
particular, might behave differently at different levels of 
economic activity, i.e., whether they might behave differ
ently in prosperity and depression. In any case the conven
tional division of labor in economics has assigned to one 
group of scholars the task of examining markets and competi
tive behavior, to another a consideration of the causes of 
fluctuations in the economy. The two fields of exploration 
are even today separated by watertight bulkheads, or less 
metaphorically, by professonal division of labor and course 
requirements. Those who have taught and written on market 
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behavior have assumed a condition of general stability in the 
economy in wluch sellers were eager for buyers. To the 
extent, as on occasion in recent yeats, that they have had to 
do their teaclung or thinking m a time of inflation - in a 
time when, as the result of strong demand, eager buyers were 
besieging reluctant sellers - they have dismissed the circum
stance as abnormal. They have drawn their classroom and 
textbook illustrations from the last period of deflation, severe 
or mIld. 

So long as competition was assumed to be the basic regu
latory force m the economy these simplifications, although 
they led to some error, were not too serious. There is a broad 
contInUIty m competitIve behavior from conditions of weak 
to conditions of strong demand. At any given moment there 
IS a going price m competitive matkets that reflects the cur
rent equilibrium of supply-and-demand relationships. Even 
though demand is strong and prices ate high and rising, the 
seller who prices above the going or equilibrium level is 
punished by the loss of his customers. The buyer still has 
an incentive to look for the lowest price he can find. Thus 
matket behavior is not fundamentally different from what it 
i& when demand is low and prices ate falling. 

There are, by contrast, differences of considerable impor
tance m matket behavior between condItions of insufficient 
and excessive demand when there is oligopoly, i.e., when 
the market has only a small number of sellers. The conven
tion against price competition, when small numbers of sellers 
share a market, is obviously not very dIfficult to maintain if 
all can sell all they produce and none is subject to the tempta
tion to cut pnces. Devices like price leadership, open book 
pricing and the basing-point system which facilitate observ
ance of the convention all work well because they ate under 
little strain. Thus the basing-point system by making known, 
or easIly calculable, the approved prices at every possible 
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point of delivery in the country provided protection against 
accidental or surreptitious price-cutting. Such protection is 
not necessary when there is no temptation to cut prices. By 
an interesting paradox when the basing-point system was 
attacked by the government in the late depression years it 
was of great consequence to the steel, cement and other 
industries that employed it. When, after the deliberate proc
esses of the law, the system was finally abolished by the 
courts in April 1948, the consequences for the industries in 
question were rather slIght. The steel and cement companies 
were then straining to meet demand that was in excess of 
their capacity. They were under no temptation to cut prices 
and thus had no current reason to regret the passing of the 
basing-point system. 

These differences in market behavior under conditions of 
strong and of weak demand are important and there are 
serious grounds for criticizing their neglect - or rather the 
assumption that there is normally a shortage of buyers - in 
the conventional market analysis. However, the effect of 
changes in demand on market behavior becomes of really 
profound significance only when the role of countervailing 
power is recognized. 

Countervailing power, as fully noted in the earlier parts 
of this chapter, is organized either by buyers or by sellers 
in response to a stronger position across the market. But 
strength, i.e., relative strength, obviously depends on the 
state of aggregate demand. When demand is strong, es
pecially when it is at inflationary levels, the bargaining POSI

tion of poorly organized or even of unorganized workers IS 

favorable. When demand is weak the bargaining position of 
the strongest union deteriorates to some extent. The situa
tion is similar where countervailing power is exercised by a 
buyer. A scarcity of demand is a prerequisite to his bringing 
power to bear on suppliers. If buyers are plentiful- if sup-
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ply is small in relatIOn to current demand - sellers are under 
no compulsIOn to surrender to the bargaining power of any 
partIcular customer. They have alternatives." 

Broadly speaking, positions of countervailing power have 
been developed in a context of limited - or, more accurately, 
of not unlimited demand. This is partly because such periods 
have had a much higher incidence in history than the epi
sodes of unlimited or mfiationary demand. It is partly be
cause periods of drastically restncted demand, by providing 
exceptional opportunity for aggressIOn by the strong against 
the weak, have also provided an exceptional incentive to 
building countervailing power. Much of the structure of 
organization on which countervailing power depends traces 
its origins to such periods. 

The depression years of the thirties, needless to say, were 
a particularly frnitful period in this respect. Accordingly, 
and In sharp contrast with most other types of business, these 
years were very favorable to the development of the chain 
stores and also of varIOUS group buying enterprises. The 
intenSity of the trade agitation against the mass retailers, cul
mInating in 1936 in the passage of the RoblUSon-Patman Act 
(designed as we shall see presently to limit their exercise of 
this power), was itself a measure of the chain's advantage 
In this period. By contrast, dunng the years of strong de
mand and short supply of Wodd War II, the chain stores 
lost ground, relatively, to Independents. As this strong de-

9 The everyday bUSIness dlstmcnon between a "buyers" and a "sellers" 
market and the frequency of Its use reflect the Importance whIch partiCI
pants 10 actual markets attach to the ebb and flow of countervailing power. 
That dus d1StlIlcnon has no standmg m formal econolIllcs follows from the 
fact that countervailing power has not been recognized by economists. 
As frequently happens, practical men have deVised a terminology to 
denote a phenomenon of great slgru.fi.cance to themselves but wluch, smce 
It has not been 8SS1IlUlated to econonuc theory, has never appeared 10 the 
textbooks. The concept of the "break-even pomt," generally employed by 
bUSInessmen but largely J8Ilored m econonuc theory, 15 another case in 
pomt. 
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mand in relation to supply destroyed their capacity to exer
cise countervailing power, their advantage disappeared. It is 
likewise interestIng to note that the trade agitation and resent
ment against the chains almost completely disappeared during 
the war and postwar years. 

The depression years also provided a notable inducement to 
the trade umon movement. With prosperity in the forties and 
fifties labor orgaruzation too lost its momentum. Finally, to 
the depression years we owe nearly all of the modern ar
rangements for exercise of countervailing power by and on 
behalf of the farmers. 

GIVen this structural accommodation by the economy to 
lunited demand, the appearance of unlimited demand IS some
what devastating. There is everywhere a shIft of bargaIning 
power to sellers. The balance of force approprIate to hnured 
demand is everywhere upset. The market power of strong 
sellers, until now offset by that of strong buyers, is enhanced. 
The countervailing power of weak sellers is suddenly and 
adventItIously reinforced. 

These effeCts can again be seen with greatest clarity in 
the labor market. Here they also have their most portentous 
consequences. In Industries where strong firms bargain with 
strong unions, the management of the former has what has 
come to be conSIdered a normal resistance to wage increases 
when demand is not pressing upon capacity. To yield is to 
Increase unit costs. The firm cannot with impunity pass 
along these higher costs to its customers. There may be a 
question as to whether other firms in the Industry will follow 
~uit; there will always be a question of the effect of the 
higher prices on sales. If the demand for the products is in 
any measure elastic the consequence of the higher prices will 
be a loss of volume. This, with its effect on employment in 
the industry, is something of which modern union leadership, 
as well as management, is usually conscious. Thus the trial 
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of strength between union and management associated with 
collective bargaining is, essentially although not exclusively, 
over the division of profits. When demand is limited, we 
have, in other words, an essentially healthy manifestation of 
countervailing power. The uruon opposes its power as a 
seller of labor to that of management as a buyer: pnncipally 
at stake is the division of the returns. An occasional strike is 
an mdication that countervailing power is being employed in 
a sound context where the costs of any wage increase can
not readily be passed along to someone else. It should be an 
occasion for mild rejoicing in the conservative press. The 
Daily Worker, eagerly contemplating the downfall of cap
italIsm, should regret this manifestation of the continued 
health of the system. 

Under conditions of strong demand, however, collective 
bargairung takes on a radically different fonn. Then man
agement IS no longer constrained to resist union demands 
on the grounds that higher pnces will be reflected in shnnk
ing volume. There IS now an adequate supply of eager buyers. 
The finn that first surrenders to the uruon need not worry 
lest it be either the first or the only one to increase prices. 
There are buyers for all. No one has OCCaslOn, as the result 
of price increases, to worry about a general shrinkage In 

volume. A strong demand means an melastic demand. On 
the other hand, there are grave disadvantages for manage
ment m resisting the union. Since profits are not at stake, 
any time lost as the result of a strike is a dead loss. Worker 
morale and the acrual loss of part of the working force to 
employers who offer better wages must be reckoned with. 
Thus when demand IS sufficiently strong to press upon the 
capacity of mdnstry generally to supply it, there is no real 
conflict of interest between union and employer. Or to put 
it dlfferently, all bargaining strength slufts to the side of the 
union. The latter becomes Simply an engine for increasing 
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prices, for it is to the mutual advantage of union and em
ployer to effect a coalition and to pass the costs of their 
agreement on m higher prices. Other buyers along the lme, 
who under other circumstances might have exercised their 
countervailing power against the price increases, are similarly 
inhibited. Thus under mflationary pressure of demand, the 
whole structure of countervailing power in the economy 
is dissolved. 

We were able to witness one fairly good example of this 
chssolution of countervailing power in the continuing rounds 
of wage and price increases following World War II. The 
full coalition between management and labor, under the con
ditions of inflationary demand of these years, was partly 
disguised by the conventional expressions of animosity and 
by the uncertainty of management as to how long the in
flation would last. However, by 1950--51 the "Fifth Round" 
was negotiated with scarcely an important strike. The Presi
dent of the United States Steel Corporation, in yielding to 
the union in November 1950, indicated a de facto coalition 
when he pointed out that the "half-cent" inflation in steel 
prices, wluch would be passed along to customers, was a 
small price to pay for "uninterrupted and expanded" pro
duction. The consequences of this failure of countervailing 
power in times of inflation are considerable. They take on 
added importance with the easing of the depression psychosis 
with the passage of years. I shall return to these problems 
m the final chapter. First, however, it is necessary to examine 
the role of the state in the development of countervailing 
power. 



CHAPTER X 

Countervailing Power and the State 

IN THEIR RELATIONS with government, the American people 
have long shown a considerable ability to temper doctrine 
by pragmatism. The ruggedly conservative businessman who 
excoriates Statism, the Welfare State and the State Depart
ment, has never allowed his conVlctions to interfere with 
an approach to the government for a tariff if he really needs 
it. The impeccably conservative business journal which edi
torially condemns Keynesians and deficit spending as heralds 
of disaster does not fail to point out on the financial page 
that the effect of the deficit in the new budget, which it so 
deplores, will be favorable to business volume and earnings. 
The up-country cotton or tobacco planter whose belief in 
States' rights is unequaled except by his mistrust of civil 
rights votes, nonetbeless, for federally administered market
ing quotas, a remarkably comprehensive form of agricultural 
regimentation. 

Since the phenomenon of countervailing power is of much 
practical importance, even though it for long went unrecog
nized in economic and political theory, we should expect, in 
line with our highly pragmatic approach to government, that 
it would have been the object of a good deal of legislation 
and the subject of a good deal of government policy. As the 
last chapter has made clear, there are strong incentives in 
the modem economy for developing countervailing power. 
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Moreover, the group that seeks countervailing power is, ini
tially, a numerous and disadvantaged group which seeks or
ganization because it faces, in its market, a much smaller and 
much more advantaged group. This sItuation is well calcu
lated to excite public sympathy and, because there are nu
merous votes involved, to recruit political support. 

In fact, the support of countervailing power has become 
in modem times perhaps the major domestic peacetime func
non of the federal government. Labor sought and receIved 
it in the protection and assistance which the Wagner Act 
provided to union organization. Farmers sought and received 
It in the form of federal price supports to their markets - a 
direct subsidy of market power. Unorganized workers have 
sought and received it in the form of minimum wage legisla
tion. The bituminous-coal mines sought and received it in 
the Bituminous Coal Conservation Act of 1935 and the Na
tional Bituminous Coal Act of 1937.' These measures, all 
designed to give a group a market power it did not have be
fore, comprised the most important legislative acts of the 
New Deal. They fueled the sharpest domesnc controversies 
of the New and Fair Deals. 

There should be no problem as to why this legislation, and 
the administrations that sponsored it, were keenly contro
versial. The groups that sought the assistance of govern
ment in building countervailing power sought that power in 
order to use it against market authority to which they had 
previously been subordinate. Those whose power was thereby 
inhibited could hardly be expected to welcome this develop
ment or the intervention of the government to abet it. 

Because the nature of countervailing power has not been 
firmly grasped, the government's role in relation to it has 

1 The first Act was declared unCOnstitutional in 1936, the second was 
allowed to expIre dunng the war when an excess of demand had more than 
adequately remforced the bar!ll'JlllIlg power of the nune operators. 
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not only been imperfectly understood but also imperfectly 
played. One is pennitted to hope that a better understanding 
of countervailing power will contribute to better adnunis
tration In the future. 

II 

The role of countervailmg power m the economy mark~ 
out two broad problems in policy for the government. 1[1 
all but condttions of inflationary demand, countervailing 
power performs a valuable - mdeed an mdispensable - reg
ulatory function in the modem economy. Accordtngly it 
is incumbent upon government to give it freedom to develop 
and to detennine how It may best do so. The government 
also faces the question of where and how it will affirmatively 
support the development of countervailing power. It will 
be converuent to look first at the negative role of the gov
ernment in allowmg the development of countervailing power 
and then to consider Its affirmative role in promoting it. 

At the outset a somewhat general distinction - one that is 
impliCIt in the discussion of the last chapter - must be made 
between countervailmg and onginal power." When, any
where m the course of producing, processing or distributing 
a particular product, one or a few firms first succeed in estab
lishing a strong market posItion they may be considered to 
be the possessors of original market power. They are able, 
as the result of their power over the pnces they payor 
charge, to obtain more than normal margins and profits.' 

2 William J Fellner m his book, Comp"'''OfJ among the Few' Oligopoly 
and Smolar Market Structures (New York Alfred A Knopf Co" 1949), 
observes that the market power of UnIOns, m relanon to that of corporanons. 
IS of a neutrahzmg not an addltlve character. It Wlll be eVident, I tlunk, 
that tIus mvolves a dlStmctJon to the one I am makmg 

3 T echmcally pnces or margms m excess of margmal costs. 
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These are ar the expense of the weaker suppliers or customers. 
This is the monopoly position anciently feared by liberals 
and as anciently condemned by economists, and their mstincts 
were sound. Countervailing power invades such positions of 
~trength, whether they be held by supphers or customers, 
and redresses the position of the weaker group. 

The rule to be followed by government is, in principle, a 
clear one. There can be very good reason for attacking posi
tions of original market power in the economy if these are 
not effectively offset by countervailing power. There is at 
least a theoretical justification for opposing all positions of 
market power. There is no justification for attacking posi
nons of countervailing power which leaves posinons of orig
inal market power untouched. On the contrary, damage 
both in equity and to the most efficient operation of the 
economy will be the normal consequence of doing so. 

The problems of practical application of such a rule are 
mostly in the field of the antitrust laws and they are a good 
deal more difficult than the simple articulation of the rule 
implies. However a general distinction between original and 
countervailing power is, in fact, now made in the antitrust 
laws - it has been forced, against the accepted current of 
ideas concerning competition, by the practical reahty of the 
phenomenon itself. 

In the first development of positions of market power, a 
long lead was assumed by the capitalist industrial enterprise. 
The formidable structure of Marxian socialism was based 
on the assumption that this power was great and, shon of 
revolution, immutable. As a broad historical fact such enter
prise is the locus of original market power. When workers 
and farmers sought to develop strength in the sale of their 
labor power and products, they did so in markets where indus
trial firms had already achieved positions of original power. 
It would be broadly in harmony with the distinction between 
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original and countervailing power to exclude labor and fann 
orgaruzations from prosecution under the antitrust laws. 
This has been done. While the Sherman Act made no men
tion of labor, Congress did not have in mind the stiII modest 
efforts of union~ to lift their bargaining power when it en
acted the legislation of 1890. Subsequently, unions became 
subject to the law by judicIal mterpretation. Indeed, in the 
first few decades that the legislation was in effect, unions 
were a primary target. This led to their exclusion by name 
in the Clayton Act of 1914. After the Supreme Court had 
somewhat obdutately remcluded them in 1921 (Justices 
BrandeIS, Holmes and Clarke dissenting) they were again 
and finally excluded by the NOrrIs-LaGuardIa Act of 1932 
and by the subsequent and more benign decisions of a New 
Deal Court. 

Sinnlariy, efforts by farm co-operatives to enhance the 
market power of the farmer, so long as they are held within 
reason, are excluded by the Clayton Act of 1914, by further 
legislation (the Capper-Volsted Act) in 1922 and in more 
specific instances by the Agricultural Marketing Agreement 
Act of 1937. Congress has thus recogruzed, impliCItly, that 
the efforts of labor and agriculture to develop market power 
were different from those of mdustrial firms. The difference 
- the by now plausible difference - was that these efforts 
were the response of workers and farmers to the power of 
those to whom they sold their labor or products. 

A more precise and COnsCIOUS use of the distinction be
tween original and countervaIling power would take account 
of the fact that some trade unions and some fann groups are 
clearly the possessors of original power. Thus workers in 
the building trades, although they are not highly organized 
or exceptionally powerful in any absolute sense, are strong in 
relation to the small-scale employers with whom they do 
business. They are clearly the possessors of original market 
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power. The special nature of their power, as compared with 
that of the trade-union movement generally, explams the dis
tress of men and women who have reacted sympathetically 
to the role of unions in general but who, in this uncomfon
able case, have found themselves on the side of organizations 
that have plenary power to restrict output and enhance their 
own income. The obvious answer to the problem lies in the 
distinction between original and countervailing power. This, 
logically, would make restrictive practices of master plumbers 
or plasterers a proper object of interest by the Department 
of Justice while the absolutely (though not relatively) far 
more powerful unions in steel or automobiles who impose 
no similar restrictions on the supply of their labor would 
not be.' 

Similarly, there are undoubted cases of exercise of original 
power by groups of agricultural producers. The inununity 
granted by existing laws is not complete - the Secretary of 
Agriculture. is authorized to enter a complaint if, as a result 
of the activities of the co-operative, prices are "unduly en
hanced," and a co-operative cannot merge its power with 
non-agricultural corporations. As a result there have been 
a scattering of prosecutions of farmers' organizations - of 
the former California Fruit Growers' Exchange (Sunkist or
anges) and of a Chicago milkshed producers' organization 
which was charged with being in combmation in restraint 
of trade with milk distributors, umons and even a college 
professor. But such cases have been infrequent. 

However, the more serious consequences of the failure to 
perceive the role of countervailing power have been within 

"Again, government policy has shown a tendency to recognize, prag
maacally. dlStlllcaons which are not recogruzed In the avaIlable theory. 
In 1940 the ongmal power of the building uades uruons was attacked by 
the Department of Justice. However. by eventual declSlon of the Supreme 
Court- U.s. v. Hutcheson et aI, 312 U.s. 219 (1940) -the uruons were 
held to be substmaally unmune. 
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the fabric of industry itself. The antitrust laws have been 
indiscriminately invoked against firms that have succeeded in 
building countervailing power, while holders of original mar
ket power, against whom the countervailing power was de
veloped, have gone unchallenged. Such action has placed 
the authority of law on the Side of positions of monopoly 
power and agamst the interests of the public at large. The 
effects have been damaging to the economy and also to the 
prestige of the antitrust laws. 

In 

As the last chapter has made clear, one of the most impor
tant instruments for exercise of countervailing power is the 
large retail organization. These by proxy are the public'S 
main lme of defense against the market power of those who 
produce or process consumers' goods. We have seen that 
they are an Amencan counterpart of the consumer co-opera
tives which, in other countries, are viewed explicitly as an 
instrument for countering the power of the cartels. Yet the 
position of the large retail organizations has been not only 
a general, but also in some measure a unique object of gov
ernment attack. Chain stores and other large buyers have 
been frequent recent objects of Sherman Act prosecution and 
are the special target of the Robinson-Patman Act which is 
especially designed to inhibit their exercise of countervailing 
power. 

Under the provisions of the Robinson-Patman Act a chain 
store may receive the benefit of the demonstrably lower costs 
of filling the large orders which it places; it may not receive 
concessions that are the result of its superior bargaining 
power. The effect, since these concessions are important 
only when won from positions of original economic power, 
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is to discriminate in favor of original power and against 
countervailing power. 

The effectS of failure to distinguish between original and 
countervailing power have been especially noteworthy in the 
several suits against the Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea Com
pany. This company was prosecuted before the war for vio
lation of the Robinson-Patman Act,' was convicted of viola
tion of the Sherman Act in a case brought in 1944 and finally 
decided in 1949," and was thereafter, for a period, again a 
defendant. In spite of its many legal misadventures, the com
pany has not been charged with, or even seriously suspected 
of, exploiting the cousumer. On the contrary, its crime has 
been too vigorous bargaining, which bargaining was, effec
tively, on the consumer's behalf. In the case brought in 1944 
it was charged with seeking to increase its volume by re
ducing its margins and with bringing its bargairung power 
too vigorously to bear upon its suppliers in order to get price 
reductions. These suppliers - which included such power
ful sellers as the large canning companies - had long been 
involved in a trial of strength with A & P over prices. They 
were left undisturbed. The goverument was in the highly 
equivocal position of prosecuting activities which have the 
effect of keeping down prices to the consumer. The positions 
of market power, which had given A & P its opportUnity, 
were left untouched. 

The litigation against A & P was strongly defended. Al
though the firm did rather less than ten per cent of the 
food-retaihng business, had strong rivals, and was in an in
dustry where, as observed in the last chapter, the entry of 
new firms is singularly easy, the danger was much stressed 

• Great Atlmtlc & PaCIfic Tea Co. v. FTC, 106 F. 2d 667 (1939). 
6 U.s. v. New York Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co, 67 F. Supplement 

626 (1946). For a dlscUSSlDn of tIus case see M. A. Adelman, "Th. A 8t P 
Case A Study m Applied Economic Theory," Quarterly JoorPUd of 
Econ07lllcs (May 1949), pp. 238 ff. 
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that it might achieve an effective monopoly of food-retailing. 
Nevertheless one can hardly doubt that these cases were a 
source of serious embarrassment to friends of the antitrust 
laws. No explanation, however elaborate, could quite con
ceal the fact that the effect of antitrUSt enforcement, in this 
case, was to the chsadvantage of the public. Viewed m light 
of the present analysIS the reason becomes evident. The pros
ecunon, by inhibiting the exercISe of countervailing power, 
proVlded protection to the very positions of market power 
that are anathema to the defender of the antitrUSt laws! 

No one should conclude, from the foregoing, that an 
exemption of countervailing power should now be written 
into the antitrust laws. A considerable gap has always sep
arated useful economic concepts from applicable legal ones. 
However, a number of conclusions, with immediate bearmg 
on the antitrust laws, do follow from this analysis. In the 
first place the mere possession and exercise of market power 
is not a useful criterion for antltfllSt action. The further and 
very practical question must be asked: Against whom and 
for what purposes is the power being exercised:> Unless thIS 
question is asked and the answer makes clear that the pubhc 
is the victim, the antitrust laws, by attackmg countervailing 

7 Much of the pressure for the Robmson-Patman Act and its enforce
ment (and m lesser measure also the State F:ur Trade laws wluch have a 
sttrular ultunate effect) came and contmues to come from the smaller com
peotors of the chams who do not themselves have effecnve countervailing 
power. They have, In effect, sought to protect theu own weaker buymg 
poslOon by den)'lng strength to others. Tlus IS wholly understandable but 
It has not been the only recourse of the mdependent. He has had the al
temattve of Jommg Ius bargauung power, as a buyer, WIth other mde
pendents. And, m some fields - food-rewhng and department stores for 
example - such co-operattve bargaming has enjoyed a large measure of 
success. A clearer Vlew of ongmal and countervailing power by publtc 
authonty would also have made thiS the preferred way of protecttng the 
posItIon of the mdependent retaIler. In shon, the publIc would have been 
better served by a more comprehellSlve development of counterv:uhng power 
by retaIlers than by a pohcy wluch sought to ehmmate the advantages asso
CIated WIth Its possesston by denying It to all 
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power, can as well enhance as reduce monopoly power. 
Secondly, it is clear that some damage can be done to the 

economy by such legislation as the Robinson-Patman Act. 
This legislation is the culmination of a long and confused 
legal and legislative struggle dating from 1914 over what 
economists have come to call price discrimination. The 
ostensible motive of the legJSlation is to protect competition. 
The seller is prevented from giving a lower pnce to one cus
tomer than to another where the lower price cannot be 
justified by the economies associated WIth the particular sale 
and where the effect is "to injure, destroy, or prevent" com
petition either with the seller or between hIs customers. The 
practical effect, reinforced by recent court decisions, is to 
make any important price concessions to any large buyer of 
questionable legality.8 

Even those who are unwavering in their belief In competi
tion have been inclined to doubt whether thIS legislation does 
much to protect competition. What is not doubtful at all IS 
that the legislation strikes directly at the effective exercise of 
countervailing power. To achieve prIce dIScrIminatIon - to 
use bargaining power to get a differentially lower price
is the very essence of the exercise of countervailing power. In 
cryIng, with questIonable effect, to preserve one of the auton
omous regulators of the economy the government is seriously 
impainng another. 

Finally, the theory of countervailing power throws impor
tant light on the advantage of different numbers of linns In 
an Industry and on the objectives of the antitrust laws In rela
tion thereto. One of the effects of the new ideas on market 
theory, as noted in Chapter IV, was to raise serious doubts 
whether an industry of small numbers was, in fact, socially 

S EspecWly FTC v. Morton Salt Comp.,.." 334 U.S. 37 (1948) although 
a sall more recent deClSloD makes legttunate COncessIons to meet the pnce 
of another seller (SttmdlWd 011 of IndllWUl v. FTC 71 S. Ct. 240, 1951). 
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preferable to a monopoly. Once firms had recognized therr 
mterdependence, It was believed that they would find a price, 
output and profit position not greatly different from that 
which would be achieved by a smgle firm. This made it 
doubtful whether it was worth willIe to prosecute a monop
oly in order to create an oligopoly. 

The exammation of the relation of oligopoly to technical 
change and development will already have raised some ques
tions about this conclusion. There IS reason to suppose that 
an industry characterized by oligopoly will be more pro
gressive than an mdustry controlled by one firm. Recogni
tion of the role of countervailing power suggests a further 
clear advantage on the side of the oligopoly. One can hardly 
doubt that, m general, It will be much easier for counter
vaIlmg power to break mto a posltlon of market strength 
maintained by an lffiperfect coalition of three, four or a 
dozen firms than mto a position held by one firm. When 
there is more than one firm m a market there are opportuni
ties for playmg one off against another. Mistrust and un
certainty can be developed m the mmd of one entrepreneur 
as to the intentions and good faith of others. These, in tum, 
can be translated mto bargaming concessions. Such oppor
tunities abruptly disappear when the number is reduced to 
one. 

Thus the theory of countervailing power comes to the 
defense of the antitrust laws at what has been a very vul
nerable pomt. Efforts to prevent or to chsperse single-firm 
control of an mdustry can be defended for the greater open
mg they provide for the exercISe of countervailing power. 
Similar and equally good reasons eXISt for resistmg mergers. 
Those who have always believed there was somethmg uniquely 
evil about monopoly are at least partly redeemed by the 
theory of countervaIlIng power. 
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IV 

It must surely be agreed that, during the present century, 
American economic and political hfe have gamed in strength 
as the result of the improved position of workers and farmers 
- two important and once disadvantaged groups. A scant 
fifty years ago American labor relations were characterized 
by sullenness, anger and fear. Farmer attitudes were marked 
by a deep sense of insecurity and inferiority. There can be 
little question that these attitudes were an aspect of economic 
inferiority. Workers and farmers lived In the knowledge 
that they were subject, in one way or another, to the power 
of others. It was inevitable, therefore, that with the develop
ment of countervailing power these attitudes would change 
and they have. In place of the inferionty and insecurity has 
come a well-developed sense of equality and confidence. It 
would seem difficult, indeed, to argue that the American 
economy and polity is anytlung but stronger as a result. 

That argument has been made - and vigorously since 
this book first appeared. Social seremty would seem to be 
a plausible social goal. It would seem to the common ad
vantage that there be, at any given ome, no open or sup
pressed revolution. However, change and innovation which 
have as their mam purpose the relief of social tension do not 
have much standing in economics, at least with those whose 
eyes are trained on the competitive model as a social norm. 
There are some who would accept a little turbulence in 
pursuit of so admirable a goal. For others this is not a matter 
for the economists to worry about. They can watch the 
rioting from the window. 

In this tradition, the sufficient and ouly test of social change 
is whether, assuming organization and technology to be given, 
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it reduces prices to the consumer. This is not a test which 
countervailing power can always satisfy. The development 
of such power by workers or farmers may result primanly 
in a redistribution of returns. It may, by raising marginal 
eosts, raise prices to the consumer. 

However, apart from the error in the purely static char
acter of this test, it is evident that it is soClally linrited to the 
pomt of being frivolous. The political attitudes of those 
who are subject to economic power are rarely benign. In 
numerous lands at numerous times they have been violently 
the reverse. Obviously the elimination of these tenslOns 15 

no less a goal because it has a price. It remains to add that 
there is no inrucation that the price has ever been considerable. 

A number who have accepted as desrrable the development 
of countervailing power by previously disadvantaged groups 
have been nonetheless careful to point out that it is decidedly 
a second-best solutIOn. Given the power of the modern in
dustrial corporatlOn, it is doubtless well that those who 
do business With It have the capacity to protect themselves. 
But how much better to have avoided this strnggle between 
the behemoths. There 15 something frightening and possibly 
dangerous about this bargaining between vast aggregations. 
How much better to have denied power to all. The world 
of countervailing power may be tolerable but it is rughly 
imperfect. 

This is an appealmg argument although it is not likely to 
appeal to anyone who is mterested m results. Past efforts to 
extirpate economic power have been notably unavalling. One 
cannot suppose that they will be more successful in the furore. 
Economic power may indeed be inherent m successful cap
italism. We had better be content With restraints we have 
than to search for a never-never land m which they would 
be rendered unnecessary. 

Finally, there has been special concern over the role which 
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government has played in the development of countervail
ing power. As noted, farmers, workers and numerous other 
groups have sought and received government assistance, either 
in the form of direct support to their market power or in 
support to organization which in tum made market power 
possible. In short, the government has subsidized with its 
own power the countervailing power of workers, farmers 
and others. (The efforts on behalf of agriculture reveal so 
many facets of the problem of countervailing power that 
they are worth examining in some detail. This is done in 
the next chapter.) This assistance, clearly, explains some part 
of the self-confidence and well-being which these groups dis
play today. 

Yet few courses of policy have ever been undertaken more 
grudgingly and with a greater sense of guilt. One can scarcely 
Imagine a government action which, on the record, has pro
duced more beneficent results in practice in which less pride 
has been taken. Especially in the case of agriculture, all 
measures have, until recently, been characterized as "emer
gency" legislation. This is invariably our label for excusmg 
to our consciences actlon which seems to be at once wise 
and unwise. 

The principal reason for this sense of guilt, no doubt, IS 

that the notion of a government subsidy of its power to 
groups seeking to develop countervailing power has never 
enjoyed a place in the accredited structure of American eco
nomic and political science. Accordingly the unfinIShed tasks 
of developing such power have never had a place on the 
reformer's calendar. The reformer, in fact, has almost In

variably been overtaken by the action. When the groups 
in question have developed enough influence to obtain gov
ernment assistance on their own behalf they have simply gone 
mead and got it without blessing or benefit of doctrine. As 
the role of countervailing power comes to be understood, 
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we can expect that much of the anxiety that is evoked by 
government support to the process will disappear. 

We shall also view with more equanimity the extension of 
countervailing power in the economy. What has strengthened 
the American economy so admirably in the past must be pre
sumed to have an unexploited potential for good in the future. 
There are still some millions of Americans who are without 
any organized expression of market power and whose stand
ards of living and welfare are categorical evidence of the con
sequences. These include, for example, some two million 
hired farm workers, the truly forgotten men of American 
life. They have no secunty in their employment - there are 
few that caunot be fired on a day's notice. They have only 
limited social security benefits; they are normally unpro
tected by workmen's compensation in what is a fairly haz
ardous occupation; many do not have a fixed place of abode; 
their pay, even in times when there is a strong demand for 
their sel"Vlces, is far from handsome. A share in the gains 
from the newly developed market power of the farmer has 
still to be transmitted to his hired man. 

There are also the unorgaruzed urban workers, those on 
the fringes of the labor movement and, perhaps most 1IIlpor
tant of all, occupational categories which, in the past, have 
foresworn efforts to develop economic power. Schoolteachers, 
clerical workers, municipal employees and civil servants have 
generally avoided orgaruzation as something not quite genteel 
or because it was believed that employers and the community 
at large would recognize their importance and pay accord
ingly. In addition the natural leaders among white-collar 
workers have had, as ordinary workers had not, the clear 
alternative of obtaining promotion. A ten per cent increase in 
pay is not of great cousequence to a high-school mathematics 
teacher if he is soon to become principal. This self-denying 
ordinance by white-collar workers where organization is con-
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cemed has invariably been viewed with approval, even as a 
manifestation of patriotism and sound Americanism, by public 
authorities and private employers. 

Quite possibly the white-collar groups did not suffer too 
severely from their lack of market power in the years before 
World War II. In times of stable prices the salaried worker 
seeks an increase in pay only for the sake of increasing his 
real income. His weakness is not lIkely - as with the wage 
earner contending against pay cuts - to cost !urn ground. A 
skillful negotiator can do much for himself." However, in 
times of rising prices, market power must be exercised af
firmatively if past POSitiOns are to be held. It seems to me 
possible that the next group to seek to assert its market power 
will be the genteel white-collar class. In any case, we can
not assume that efforts by presently unorganized groups to 
seek market power, and to seek the assistance of government 
In their effort, is finished business. 

In the actual sequence of events, some measure of organi
zation by the group themselves must precede any very im
portant government subsidy to their developing market 
power. Not unol fanners and workers achieved some organi
zation on their own behalf were they able to get the state to 
reinforce their efforts. In the thirties the Farm Security 
Administration, an idealistic and imaginanve effort to help 
subsistence and tenant farmers and farm workers, largely 
petered out because those aided lacked the organization to 
defend in Congress and before the public the efforts being 
made on their behalf. Support to countervailing power is 
not endowed, ad hoc, by government. It mUst be sought. 

"Though clearly this is not a smtple busmess. The psychologlcal CllSlS 
of the devoted but unassertive white-collar employee when he must appeal 
for a salary taJSe is one of the most rebable topICS of the Amencan 
cartoonist. The populanty of the theme, apart from revealmg the inttan
S1geant sadlSlll of cartoorusts and thelt audience, suggestS that the problem 
depIcted IS a real one. 
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v 

At this point it becomes possible to answer, at least tenta
tively, one of the questions with which this essay was 
launched. That IS the meaning of the great expansion of 
state activity in recent decades, the expallSlon which con
servatives have found so alarming and which many liberals 
have supported without knowing quite why. We can now 
see that a large part of the state's new activity - the farm 
legislation, labor legislation, mimmum-wage legislation - is 
associated with the development of countervailing power. 
As such it is neither adventitious nor abnormal, the govern
ment action supports or supplements a normal economic 
process. Steps to strengthen countervailing power are not, in 
principle, different from steps to strengthen competition. 
Given the eXIStence of private market power in the economy, 
the growth of countervailing power strengthens the capacity 
of the economy for autonomous self-regulation and thereby 
lessens the amount of over-all government control or plan
ning that is required or sought. 

Two or three fUrther points may be made. Increasingly, 
in our time, we may expect domestic political differences to 
tum on the question of supporting or not supporting efforts 
to develop countervailing power. Liberalism will be identi
fied with the buttressing of weak bargaining positions in the 
economy; conservatism - and this may well be its proper 
funCtIon - will be identified with the proteCtIon of positions 
of original power. There will be debate over whether weak 
positions have been unduly strengthened. The struggle over 
the Taft-Hartley Act is an example of the kind of political 
issue which countervailing power can be expected to develop. 
The essential question at issue in the Taft-Hartley contro
versy was whether, in the process of buttressing a weak 
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bargaining position, the government had turned it into an 
unduly strong one. 

On the whole, the appearance of countervailing power as a 
political issue caunot be considered especially unhealthy al
though it will almost certainly be so regarded. At first glance 
there is something odious about the notion that the poor and 
the excluded improve their lot in a democracy only by win
ning power. But so far there has been much less reason to 
regret than to approve the results. The position of great 
groups in the community has been notably strengthened and 
improved. Those who lost power cannot be presumed to 
have enjoyed their loss. There was much ourward evidence 
that they regretted it exceedingly. Some, however, may 
have lived to see that, set against the loss of their authority, 
is their greater prospect for an agreeable old age. 

There remains, of course, the chance that power, de
veloped and even encouraged to neutralize other power, will 
start on a career of its own. This is the specter which has 
been raised by nearly evety critic of the concept of counter
vailing power, even the friendliest ones. This danger may 
exist. No one can tell. It is some comfott that those who have 
worked most cohesively to develop countervailing power
the unions and the major farm organizations in particular
have so far comported themselves with some restraint. This 
is an area, we need remind ourselves, where anything that is 
novel has an unparalleled aspect of danger. Economic power 
even in its most elementary form evokes such fears. A leading 
American industrialist warned in 1903 that: "Organized labor 
knows but one law and that is the law of physical force
the law of the Huns and the Vandals, the law of the savage . 
. . . Composed as it is of the men of muscle rather than the 
men of intelligence, and commanded by leaders who are at 
heart disciples of revolution, it is not strange that organized 
labor stands for principles that are in direct conflict with the 
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natural laws of economics." 10 Not even the professional 
alarmist would voice such views of the labor movement to
day. It is only in light of history that our fear of the counter
vailing power of weaker groups dissolves, that their effort to 
establish their power in the market emerges as the stuff of 
which economic progress consists. It is by our experience, 
not our fears, that we should be guided. 

10 DaVId M. Parry, President of the Naoona! Association of Manu
facturers. Annna! Address. New York Times, Apru IS, 1903. 



CHAPTER XI 

The Case of Agriculture 

THE EFFORT of longest standing to develop countervailing 
power, not even excepting that of labor, has been made by 
the farmer. And his efforts have taken a striking diversity 
of fonns. Because of its importance in itself, and because of 
the light it throws on the problem of building countervailing 
power, the case of agncultute is worth examining in more 
detaIl.. 

In both the markets in which he sells and those in which 
he buys, the individual farmer's market power in the typical 
case is intrinsically uil. In each case he is one among hun
dreds of thousands. As an individual he can withdraw from 
the market entirely, and there will be no effect on price
hIS action will, indeed, have no consequence for anyone but 
himself and his dependents. 

Those from whom the farmer buys and those to whom he 
sells do, characteristically, have market power. The handful 
of manufacturers of farm machinery, of accessible fertilizer 
manufacturers or mixers, of petroleum suppliers, of insurance 
companies all exercise measurable control over the prices at 
which they sell. The farmer's market for his products - the 
meat-packing industry, the tobacco companies, the canneries, 
the fluid-milk distributors - is typically, although not uni
versally, divided between a relatively small number of rela
tively large companies. There is no more vigorously debated 
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question in economics than that of the jurisdiction which 
such companies exercise over their buying prices. That a 
measure of latent power eXISts for tacit or overt influence 
over such prices can hardly be denied. A canning factory 
must, after all, declare the pnce it will pay on a given day or 
during a given week or season for tomatoes. Implicit in such 
power of decision is some measure of influence over the price 
and the mfluence WIll be increased if the factory is the only 
one in the area or if it has a shrewd judgment as to the prob
able behavior of other buyers. But even where the influence is 
difficult to see, it may be inherent in the greater ability of the 
buyer to decide to buy or not to buy. This, in turn, can have 
conSiderable effect on prices. The farmer has no equivalent 
discreoon. 

In our time, partly as a result of the new market power of 
the farmer and partly as a reaction to his very considerable 
political influence, the market power of those to whom he 
sells has come to be exercised with profound circumspection. 
Tlus has not been true ill the past. On the contrary, the 
farmer was often made to pay dearly for his lack of market 
power. It was this that led hnn to search long and hard 
for a formula for expressing effective countervailing power. 

II 

Indeed, the effort is nearly as old as settlement on this conti
nent. Within a few years after the first colonists arnved in 
Virginia, the tobacco planters were petitioning the Crown 
for redress against the oppression of the "unconscionable 
and cruel merchants" who bought their tobacco and supplied 
them with goods from England.1 In 1631 the colonial author-

1 L. C. Gray, Agriculture in the Southem United States to 1860 (Wash
mgton Carnegte InSOtutlon, 1933), vol. 1, p. 430. 
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ities stipulated tbat no tobacco might be offered for purchase 
of English goods at a valuation of less than sixpence a pound. 
The tobacco growers, for the first but not the last time, were 
seeking the support of public authority in an effort to bolster 
their bargaining position against their more powerful cus
tomers and suppliers. The result was the first but not the last 
support price for farm products in North America. The CIr

cumstances which motivated it were not different from those 
that led to the New Deal farm program almost exactly three 
centuries later. In both cases the tobacco producers were 
seeking to redress the organic inequalities of bargaining power 
in a market where the many face the few. 

It might be added that this first support price had other 
cousequences which later experience has made familiar. The 
colonial authorities were speedily forced on from price to 
production control. In 1639, a primitive Agricultural AdJust
ment Act established a maximum production for that and 
the two following years of 1,200,000 pounds. Viewers were 
appomted to secure compliance on the individual plantations 
and given plenary authority to bum inferior grades of to
bacco and up to one-half of any planter's crop.' Regimenta
tion of the farmer is no latter-day development. 

As the analysis of the last two chapters suggests, there are, 
in pnnciple, three things which the farmer can do to offset 
his weakness in bargaining power. He can seek to build 
countervailing power m the market - in the tradition of the 
VirgInia tobacco planters. Or he can seek to dissolve the 
ongmal power of those to whom he sells or from whom he 
buys. Finally, he can attempt to get the advantages of the 
enhanced market power that are associated with changes in 
demand. To the extent that demand m the economy as a 
whole can be maintained at strong or inflationary levels, his 
position as a seller will be strong. This results from the shift 

• lind , p. 261. 
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of power from buyer to seller under conditions of inflation 
which, in relation to its effect on countervailing power, was 
examined in Chapter IX. Like other producers, the farmer 
is more disposed to emphasize hIS role as a seller than as a 
buyer and there are very good reasons why he should do so. 

American farmers have tried all three methods of buttress
ing their market power. Under agrarian pressure the north
ern colonies, especially before the middle of the eighteenth 
century, were inveterately mflationist. The colonies of the 
Middle Atlantic were considerably less given to inflation but 
only, apparently, because stronger governors prevented the 
issue of paper money. The southern colOnies, with some 
exceptions such as South Carolina, had comparatively stable 
currencies.' In these latter colonies, which depended heavily 
on their export trade in staples, there was no appreciable 
advantage to the farmers in inflation. The English sterling 
prices of tobacco and goods were what counted; these were 
beyond the reach of colonial monetary policy. 

During much of the nineteenth century - successfully 
when Jackson was his candidate,' unsuccessfully when it was 
William Jennings Bryan - the farmer concentrated his efforts 
on expanding demand. Through the free banking of the 
Jacksonian era and the free comage of Bryan, as well as in 
such shorter-lived episodes as the Greenback Movement in 
the seventies, he sought to increase the means of payment 
and therewith to alter the balance of bargaimng power in his 

8 Cf. R1chard A. Lester, Monetary Experiments (Princeton: Princeton 
UniVetslty Press, 1939), p. 24. 

• My colleague, Professor Arthur M. Schlesmger, Jr., has warned me 
.gamst lmplymg that Jackson lumself was an mflatiorust. H,s supporters 
were, so were the effects of his successful attllck on the Second Bank of 
the Uruted States However, Jackson lumself was 2. conservabve m mone
tary matters and mdeed the exponent of a hard-money pohcy. His 
oppositIOn to the Bank and to Nicholas Biddle arose not from the restramt 
they exercised on the inflationary note ISSI1eS of the state banks but from 
the convicnon that they had too much power, 
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favor. Historians have all but invariably related this mfIa
tionary bias of the nineteenth-century agrarian to his desire 
to ease the burden of his indebtedness. This explanation, in its 
neglect of the issue of relative bargaining power, is almost 
certainly incomplete. 

In this century the farmer has largely lost interest in infla
tion. One reason is that inflation has ceased to be technically 
practicable by the old methods. With modern banking insti
tutions and modern attitudes of borrowers and lenders, bor
rowing does not follow automatically when credit is avail
able as it very nearly did in the time of Jackson. The volume 
of bank borrowing and the resulting moven,ents in money 
supply have now become consequences, not causes, of other 
changes. As a result, the possibility of deliberately engineer
ing an old-fashioned credit or currency mflation has largely 
disappeared. Inflation can still be brought about through the 
agency of large budget deficits, but these do not have the 
aura of easy costlessness of unlimited emissions of banknotes 
or unlimited coinage of silver. The frustrations of the Bryan 
campaigns, and the growing suspicion of the green magic of 
the money doctors, gradually weaned farmers away from 
their old faith m monetary experiment. As this happened, 
they turned to more forthright methods of equalizing their 
bargainmg power. 

Initially, this took the form of efforts to break down the 
market position of those with whom the farmer did business. 
In the latter parr of the nineteenth century and in the early 
decades of the present century, by far the strongest pressure 
for the regulation or dissolution of big business came from 
the farmbelt. The first and most spectacular manifestation 
of this was the Granger Movement. With almost revolution
ary venom, the farmers of the early seventies turned on the 
railroads, commission merchants, warehousemen, farm ma
chinery companies and merchants with whom they did busi-
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ness. In seeking regulation of these enterprises the Grangers 
saw, quite clearly, that they possessed market power which 
the fanner did not have. To quote the historian of the move
ment, "Just as the price which the fanner received for the 
commodlties he sold seemed to him to be fixed by those to 
whom he sold, so also, he felt that the price of his supplies 
was fixed by those from whom he bought.'" 

The Granger eruption was short-lived. It flared across 
Illinois, Iowa, WISconsin and the Eastern Great Plains, 
capturing state legislatures and passing laws to bring rail
roads, warehouses and other enterprises under state control. 
But it soon succumbed to individualism and inexperience and 
to corrupt leadership. It was, however, the precursor of a 
considerably more durable effort to dissolve opposing market 
power. Fanners, far more than labor, the urban middle class 
or any other group includmg the lIberal intellectUals of the 
day, forced the passage of the Shennan Anti-Trust Act of 
1890. It is perhaps not entirely an accident that meat packers, 
tobacco companies, the fann-machinery industry, milk 
distnbutors and, in the early days, the railroads, all of whom 
buy from, sell to or serve the fanner, have been prominent 
targets of this legislation. During its sixty-year hIStory, the 
strongest regional support for the Shennan Act and its sup
plementing legtslation has come from the fann states. How
ever, this legislation can no longer be considered central in 
the fanner's strategy for equalizing market power. The 
Shennan Act and subsequent antitrust legislation still enjoy 
the support of fann organizations and, generally, of Western 
congressmen. But it retlects a passive and even somewhat 
nostalgic interest. Fanners have turned from the reduction 
of opposing market power to the building of their own. 

• Solon J. Buck, The Grtmger MO'Vemem (Cambridge: HUVlIl"d Uni
versIty Press, 1913), p. 18. 
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m 

In seeking to develop countervailing power it was natural 
that farmers would at some stage seek to imitate the market 
organization and strategy of those with whom they did busi
ness. For purchase or sale as individuals, they would seek to 
substitute purchase and sale as a group. Livestock or milk 
producers would combine in the sale of their livestock or 
milk. The market power of large meat packers and milk 
dIstributors would be matched by the market power of a 
large selling organization of livestock producers and dairy
men. Similarly, if purchases of fertilizers, feed and oil were 
pooled, the prices of these products, hitherto named by the 
seller to the individual farmer, would become subject to 
negotiation. 

The necessary instrument of organization was also available 
to the farmer in the form of the co-operative. The member
ship of the co-operative could include any number of farmers 
and It could be democratically controlled. All in all, the co
operative seemed an ideal device for exercising countervail
ing power. For a period in the twenties and early thirties 
there was a widespread belief among American farmers that 
marketing co-operatives were indeed the answer to their 
needs. Following the depression of 1921, a remarkable propa
gandist from California, Aaron Sapiro, pictured for the co
operative member precisely the kind of bargaining position 
enjoyed by the processor or manufacturer. " ... We have 
stopped dumping in the State of California and have substi
tuted the merchandising of agricultural produCts. That 
means centralized control of these crops so that they move 
to such markets of the world, and at such times, as the 
markets can absorb the crops at fair prices."· Sapiro-type 

• Ontario Depamnent of AgrIculture, Addr,,,.. on Co-operotWe MIIT
kiting by Mr. AllTon Sapjro (Toronto, 1922). 
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co-operatives, as they came to be called, were formed to 
market potatoes, tobacco, wheat, fruit and other products. 
Few survived, as bargaining instruments, for more than a 
year or two. 

As a device for getting economies of larger-scale operations 
in the handling of farm products or fOf providing and capi
talizing such facIlities as elevators, gram terminals, ware
houses and creameries, co-operatives have enjoyed a con
siderable measure of success. For exercising market power 
they have fatal structural weaknesses. The co-operative is a 
loose association of mdivlduals. It rarely mcludes all pro
ducers of a product. It cannot control the production of its 
members and, in practice, it has less than absolute control 
ovef their deCISion to sell. All these powers over its own 
production are possessed, as a matter of course, by the cor
poration. A strong bargaining position requires ability to 
walt - to hold some or all of the product. The co-operative 
cannot make the non-members Walt; they are at liberty to 
sell when they please and, unlike the members, they have 
the advantage of selling all they please. In practice, the co
operative cannot fully control even its own members. They 
are under the constant temptation to break away and sell 
their full production. This they do, in effect, at the expense 
of those who stand by the co-operative. These weaknesses 
destroyed the Sapiro co-operatives. 

The farmer's purchasing co-operative is free from the 
organic weaknesses of the marketing or bargaining co-opera
tive. In the marketing co-operative the non-co-operator, or 
recusant, gets a premium for his non-conformance. In the 
buying co-operative he can be denied the patronage dividends 
which reflect the economies of effective buying and bargain
ing. In the purchase of feed, chelDlcals for fertilizers, petro
leum products and other farm supplies and insurance these 
co-operatives have enjoyed major success. As earlier noted, 
they have come to rank with the mass retailers as instru-
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ments for the effective expression of countervailing power. 
However, they redress the weakness of his position only as 
a buyer and only for part of his purchases. Their success in 
nowise compensated for the failure of the marketing co
operative as a bargaining instrument. 

The failure of the voluntary co-operative as a device for 
expressing market power is important, for out of it, by 
remarkably direct steps, grew the agricnltural programs of 
the thirties. After the farmer had failed to orgaruze market 
power by himself, it was wholly in the tradition of the devel
opment of countervailing power that he should tum to the 
government for assistance. And it was equally natural that 
the government should first think of helping the farmer to es
tablish the kind of co-operatives which, by his unaided 
efforts, he had been unable to build. This was done In the 
Agricultural Marketing Act of 1929. The Federal Farm 
Board established under this legislation undertook to sponsor 
and capitalize a system of national co-operatives. The bar
gaimng powers of the latter were, in turn, to be supplemented 
by government Stabilization Corporations. 

Had this effort been successful, wheat, cotton, tobacco and 
other farm producers would have been represented in their 
markets by one or a few powerful sellers. Theu power in 
such markets would not have been different in kind from 
that already enjoyed by the steel companies, the automobile 
companies or the Aluminum Company of Amenca in theirs. 
It would have been the obvious counterpart of the market 
power implicit in the position of those to whom the farmer 
sells. Even the most intellectually reluctant might then have 
agreed that the one position of power was In response to the 
other. It is appropriate that this legislation was enacted by a 
Republican Administration in which American business atti
tudes were dominant. Faced with the need for doing some
thing for the farmer, the obvious course to Mr. Hoover and 
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his colleagues was to remake the farmer as nearly as possible 
in the image of the typical industrial corporation. 

The co-operatives hastily syntheSlZed by the Federal Farm 
Board were subject to the same weaknesses - they placed 
the same premium on non-conformance and had the same in
ability to control the outpUt of either member or non-mem
ber - as the voluntary co-operatIves. Both they and the 
Stabilization Corporations were also engulfed by the price 
collapse of 1930 and 1931. In 1933 the victorious Democrats 
put the power resources of the government fully at the dis
posal of agnculture. In one sense this was but a small addi
tional step. The Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1933, and 
the subsequent agricultural legislation, merely eliminated the 
technical weakness which had led to the failure of the earlier 
voluntary or government-atded efforts. The now half-for
gotten processing tax of the original legislation was levied 
against the production of all growers of basic crops 1 The 
proceeds were distnbuted to those who submitted to control 
of production. By penalizing the non-eo-operator and so con
trolling production of all, the weaknesses of voluntary bar
gaining through the co-operative were eliminated. After the 
abandonment of the processing tax in 1936 (when it was de
clared unconstitutional), direct subsidies from the Treasury, 
paid only to co-operators, were used as a passive penalty on 
the non-parocipant. In more recent times government pur
chases or loans have provided price guarantees which, if sup
phes are large, are contingent on the willinguess of producers 
to accept marketing quotas on what they sell This again is 
a chatlge of form, not of content; by offering ltSelf as an 
alternative customer, the government IS still engaged in the 

7 So called. Irutially whea~ CO~ com, hogs, nee, tobacco and rrulk 
and nulk products were so destgllated although all were not subJect to 
the taX See EdWIn G. Nourse, Joseph S. DavIS, and John D. Black, Three 
Years of Agncultuf'al Adjustment Ad"..,unr."otl (Waslungton The 
Brookmgs Instttutlon, 1937), p 42 
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essential task of reinforcing the bargaining position of the 
fanner. 

IV 

Such, in brief, is the extraordinarily consistent record of 
the fanner's efforts to develop countervailing power. Curi
ously enough, the whole effort IS still viewed, even to some 
extent by fanners themselves, as vaguely artificial. While the 
word "emergency" has now disappeared from agrIcultural 
legislation, there is still a subjective feelmg that some day It 
will pass away. The fact that the modem legislation IS now 
of many years standing, that behind it is a long hIStory of 
equivalent aspiration, that there is not a developed country 
in the world where its counterpart does not exist, that no 
political party would think of formally attacking it are all 
worth pondering by those who regard such legislation as 
abnormal. 

So far from being abnormal, given the market power of the 
industries among which the American fanner is cited and the 
probability of fluctuating demand, it is organic.8 There 

8 This reference to /lUCtuatiODS in demand seems worth • spec.al word of 
emphasts. The contenbon that the farmer's market POSl'tlOD and hence Ius 
market power is broadly drlferent from that of his supp!Jers and customers 
has been derued or put down as unproven by a number of ennes. not all 
of them men who have conditioned themselves to hear nothmg that IS evil 
or mconveruent about the pnce system. This follows partly from a tend
ency to see market power only when it is obtruSIvely exerCised and to 
assume that what is mVlSlble IS meVItably bemgn. It IS partly the result of a 
failure to reflect fully on the evidence. None of these cnrics would deny 
that when aggregate demand m the economy falls, the terms of trade turn 
agamst the farmer and that his pnc", also fall much more sharply than do 
the pnc", he pays or the ma.t'glDS of those who handle or prace". Ius 
products. Those patterns of economic behaVIor are as nearly taken for 
gnmted as anytlung m econonucs. Yet they can be only explamed by a 
broad clliference m market structure wluch !!Ives the farmer's s1lppbers and 
customers the power to conuol the adjumnent of thetr pnces to the fall 
m demand. This power, of course, the farmer does not have. 
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would be many advantages in recognizing this. If we fail to 
regard government support to the bargaining power of the 
farmer and other groups as normal, we shall almost certainly 
neglect to search for the principles that should govern the 
subsidy of private groups by pubhc power. We shall also be 
less likely to correct the considerable number of abuses and 
fanlts which have been associated with government aid to 

countervailing power - abuses and faults which have been 
especially numerous and serious in agricultural legislation. 
Many who might have concerned themselves with these 
faults have continued to suppose that the remedy is to abolish 
the entire activity. Like the executioners during the French 
RevolutIon, they have offered the guillotine as a cure for 
headache. This is not the best frame of mind in which to 
seek improvement in what is certain to continue. 



CHAPTER XII 

The Role of Decentralized Decisiun 

THE TIME has now come to apply the argument of the last 
several chapters to what has been the most heated subject of 
domestic controversy in the United States in recent decades, 
namely the role of the state in relation to private economic 
decision. In the past, private business management has had 
decisive responsibilities in the economy. It has deClded what 
to produce, in what quantity, at what price, paying what 
wages and with what investment to increase future produc
tion. In addition it has had the responsibility for organizing 
and managing production. Whether the decisions required 
in these tasks be difficult or simple, a great many decisions 
are required. The most distinctive characteristic of the busi
nessman - the thing that most sharply distingnishes him 
from the lawyer, college professor or, generally speaking, the 
civil servant - is his capacity for decision. The effective 
businessman is invariably able to make up his nunc!, often on 
limited evidence, without uncenainty as to his own wisdom. 
It is a pan of this talent not to reflect on past mistakes or 
even to concede that a mistake has been made. 

The presumption of a rule of competition in the economy 
led to the funher presumption that these business decisions 
would be at least generally in the public interest. Poor deci
sions or mistakes harmed the businessman, not the public; 
good decisions benefited all. As a result, state interference 
with business decision was either redundant or positively 
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harmful. WIth the increasing implausibility of the assump
tion of compention, the ancIent basis for the businessman's 
claim to independence became subject to serious erosion. 
The question that now arises 1S to what extent independent 
business decision is rehabilitated when countervalling power, 
not compennon, is recognized as a restraint on the private 
exercise of economic power. When this 1S answered there 
still remains the further question as to what interference with 
the businessman's autonomy is required, not to prevent the 
misuse of power, but to Insure that the economy finds its 
peaceurne norm wIthout too much unemployment or too 
much inflation. This chapter takes up the role of the state in 
relation to private market power, the two final chapters of 
thIS essay exanune ItS role in relation to general economic 
performance and stability. 

IT 

The phenomenon of countervailing power does provide a 
negative jusnficanon for leaving authority over production 
decisions in private hands. Like competition countervailing 
power operates to prevent the mlSUSe of such power. The 
firm or group of firms that is using Its market power to en
hance prices or depress wages, as the last three chapters have 
shown, both force and reward the development of the strength 
that neutralIZes such power. If this did not happen, private 
decisions could and presumably would lead to the unhampered 
exploitation of the public or of workers, farmers and others 
who are intrulSica1ly weak as individuals. Such decisions 
would be a proper object of state interference or would soon 
so become. This interference is now made unnecessary be
cause those affected by the decisions are able, in effect, to 
look after themselves. 

Since the development of countervailing power is irregu-
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lar and incomplete, it does not provide a blanket case for the 
exclusion of state interference with private decision. More
over the state must be expected to participate in the devel
opment of countervailing power. Nonetheless, it IS counter
vailing power which, in the typical modern industrial market, 
regulates the power of private decision. As such It provides 
the negative justification for leaving decision in private hands, 
for it prevents these decisions from working harm on others. 

I venmre to suggest that this rationale of private authority 
over production - or of private enterprise - will be almost 
equally unpalatable to liberals and conservatives. ThIS is often 
the case with reality. Some liberals have already detected here 
a nefarious whitewash of crypto-monopoly and bigness. They 
are reminded, however, that they also have here the explana
tion of why, in a triumph of conscience and pragmatism 
over doctrine, they themselves have so often mrned up, so 
inconsistendy, on the side of trade unions, farm legislation 
and other efforts to build seeming monopoly power. 

To conservatives this argument should be attractive. In 
resting their case for private authority over production deci
sions on competition, they have had all the tactical mobility 
of a rider whose horse has been shot out from under him. 
The statistics of market concentration are notably unfavor
able to their case. There is the opposing weight of modern 
market theory. This receives verification from the observably 
tenuous, nonexistent or distorted character of competition 
in many markets - plus the highly visible preference of busi
nessmen, as Walter Lippmann once noted, for as hrtle of it as 
possible. Socialists have not been slow to find and exploit 
the tactical weaknesses of the conservative case. In the 
Marxian lexicon, capitalism and competition are mumally 
exclusive concepts; the Marxian attack has not been on 
capitalism but on monopoly capitalism. The fact that the 
power of the genus of monopoly is ubiquitous has not been 
difficult to show. So long as competition remains the con-
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servative's defense, the left is bound to have a near monopoly 
of the evidence and the logic. 

However, I cannot think that conservatives will find a 
defense of private decision that rests on countervailing power 
wholly pleasant. It makes indispensable the market power 
of unions, farmers, mass buyers and others. Like competition 
this power is uncomfortable whenever it is effective. The 
present analysis also legitimatizes government support to 
countervailing power. This is certain to be regarded for 
some time to come as an undesirable extension of state activity 
even though it is already a commonplace one. I hazard the 
guess that the leader of the average large corporation will, 
for a time, prefer the implausible defense that he is a com
petitor in the classical sense, a mere barometer of market 
pressures, to the plausible one that his power, though con
siderable, is deployed against others who are strong enough 
to resist any harmful exercise of such power. There is nothing 
an economist should fear so much as applause, and I believe 
I am reasonably secure. 

m 

The foregoing deals only with the negative case for private 
authority over production decisions. It is negative, for it 
shows only the resistance to a damaging exercise of private 
market power where there is a full development of counter
vailing power. In the competitive model there was a strong 
affirmative case for private production decision. Competition 
produced the most efficient use of resources; any interference 
by the state with private decisions concerning production 
could not therefore be beneficial and must accordingly be 
harmful.1 In the early part of this cenrury classical and 

1 There were always some theoretical exceptions, among them instances 
of long-run decreasIng costs and of wide divergencies between pnvate and 
social costs of production. 
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socialist economists wrangled at length over the question of 
whether a planned economy could devise any method of 
distributing resources and for accounting for costs of produc
tion that would be an effective substitute for what occurred 
under the price system. Even socialists were inclined to con
cede that the case for socialism stood or fell on their ability 
to do so. 

No case for an ideal distribution and employment of re
sources - for maximized social efficiency - can be made 
when countervailing power rather than competition is ac
cepted as the basic regulator of the economy. Countervail
ing power does operate in the right direcoon. When a power
ful retail buyer forces down the prices of an industry which 
had previously been enjoying monopoly returns, the result is 
larger sales of the product, a larger and broadly speaking a 
more desirable use of labor, materials and plant in produc
tion. But no one can suppose that this happens with preci
sion. Thus a theoretical case exists for government interven
tion in private decision. It becomes strong where it can be 
shown that countervailing power is not fully operattve. 

In our time there has been a considerable and very possibly 
a growing tendency to criticize private business decision. In 
recent years there has been recurrent dissatisfaction with de
cisions of the steel industry on prices and on provision of new 
capacity, with the uneven performance of the construction 
industry, the railroads, even with the price and design of 
automobiles. There is no a priori reason to suppose that this 
criticism is ill-founded. It cannot be argued that the un
disturbed private judgment in these cases is necessarily the 
best one; the social judgment, reflected in the attitudes of gov
ernment, may well be theoretically better. 

It has been shown, however, that technical development 
may compensate, or more than compensate, for more evident 
shortcomings of private decision and that wealth provides us 
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with some latitude in these matters. Much more important, 
there is a strong administrattve case for private deCISion. 

Although little cited, even by conservatives, administrative 
considerations now provide capitahsm WIth by far its strong
est defense against det:uled interference with private business 
decision. To put the matter bluntly, in a parliamentary 
democracy with a high standard of living there is no admin
istratively acceptable alternative to the decision-making 
mechanism of capitalism. No method of comparable effec
tiveness is available to decentralize authority over final deci
SlOns. 

Even where the concentration of control over industry is 
relatively great, the final authority over production decisions 
is held at a comparatively large number of points. This is 
of great significance. The decisions of the General Motors 
Corporation on the power, deSlgn, price, model changes, pro
duction schedules, and the myriad of other details concern
ing its automobiles are final. There is no appeal; the career 
or reputation of no higher authority is at stake. Were there 
such recourse, the process of reaching final deCISions in a 
modern economy with a wide variety of products would be 
almost incredibly difficult. To deny the nght of resort to 
ultimate authority would be to deny, from within the fabric 
of government, an accepted democratic right, that of free 
petition. 

The process of decision-making has two dimensions, 
timing and quality. For relatively simple and undifferenti
ated types of production - the production of electnc power, 
for example - the quality of the decision is nonnally more 
important than its timeliness. There the administrative prob
lems of public management can be solved. Quite the reverse 
is true of consumers' goods. A poor decision is nonnally to 
be preferred to a late one. Any considerable centralization of 
authority over the decisions that are required in the produc-
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tion of the great variety of American consumer products
over what to produce, of what design, when, where and with 
what investment for each - is something that it would seem 
hard for even an ardent socialist to contemplate. It can be 
argued that decentralization of decision might be possible, 
and might eventually be accepted even by a people and a 
legislature accustomed to the full rights of appeal, for all 
except key decisions. Only questions of wages, prices and 
the broad contours of production and investment would be 
subject to central design. This is possible and for cenain 
larger objectives of economic stabilizanon a broadly parallel 
pattern of action may be necessary. But such a proposal 
really misses the point. The objective of social control over 
production decisIOns is to make the resulting decisions more 
responSive to SOCial needs and deSires. If for admirustrative 
reasons government, having centralized decision, must then 
put the decision-making outside the reach of public opinion 
and pressures, it has abandoned the very job wluch it set out 
to perfonn. 

Because the debate over socialism and planning has turned 
so heavily on such economic considerations as incentives and 
possibilities of accounting and pricmg, these admirustrative 
considerations have been largely overlooked. Yet, as noted, 
there IS every indIcation that in our time they are decisive. If, 
as here argued, any substantial degree of central authority over 
production decisions is administratively impossible in a com
munity with a high, variegated and varifonn standard of liv
ing, then the corollaty is that such planning may be entirely 
feasible in a community with a fairly pnmitive standard of 
living. Centralized decision would become administratively 
possible where production is confined to a relatively Slnall 
number of relatively standard products. Checking once more 
with experience, one finds it is communities with a low and 
simple standard of living - Russia, Eastern Europe and now 
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China - that have turned (or been turned) to socialism. The 
advanced industnal countries, by contrast, have not done so 
even where they have an ideological commitment to social
ism. There is a popular cliche, deeply beloved by conserva
tives, that socialism and commurusm are the cause of a low 
standard of liVing. It is much more nearly accurate to say 
that a low and simple standard of living makes socialism and 
communism feasible. 

The decisive role of administration in countries with high 
living standards is admirably illustrated by the Scandinavian 
countries, and by the glacial gradualism with which socialist 
governments In these lands have proceeded toward public 
ownership. The recent history of the United Kingdom is 
even more InStructive. The depth of the commitment of 
British workers to some form of central planning is not open 
to question nor is the sincenty of their leaders. In no other 
country, perhaps not even in RUSSia, was capitalism more 
thoroughly defeated as an Idea among a voting majority of 
the people than in Britam after the thirties. But both the 
pace and form of BritISh socialism when it came to power 
were sharply circumscnbed by the problems of administering 
it. After the Labour victory in 1945, It soon became evident 
that the rate at which industries would be taken into public 
ownership would be detenruned pnmanly by administrative 
considerations. A growing appreciation of the scale and com
plexity of the administrative apparatus required not only 
slowed the pace of nationalIzation but also, It would appear, 
tempered the enthusiasm of British socialists for the policy 
itself. 

The effect of administrative considerations on the selection 
of industries to be nationalized has been even more interest
ing. The first block of industries marked for nationalization 
- coal-mining, transport, electricity, gas utilities, overseas 
communications and the Bank of England - were, with the 
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exception of the first, ones in which public ownership in
volved a minimum of administrative difficulty or even of 
change. Public ownership of these industries is common
place in advanced industrial countries. These industries were 
familiar socialist targets; it would be unfair to suggest that 
they were consciously selected because they would be easy 
to manage. But the fact that they presented no insurmount
able administrative problems was almost certainly a passive 
factor in their selection. Industries that have since been sug
gested for nationalization - sugar and cement, for example 
- have been ones in which the administrative problem would 
have been comparatively simple. This, it would seem most 
probable, was a central if still somewhat subjective considera
tion. 

On the other hand, the Labour Government left the con
sumer industries - automobiles, radios, clothing, textiles and 
the like - severely alone. Here any centralization of author
ity over production decisions - decisions that would reflect, 
in their number, the variety of products and the need for 
accommodating production, design and style to the shifting 
tastes of consumers at home and abroad - would be most 
difficult. It can be assumed that few British leaders, whatever 
their political convictions, wished to shoulder such responsi
bilities. Thus, though no British Labour Member and not all 
Conservatives profess any affection for capitalism, there are 
not many who would advance, with much confidence, any 
administratively feasible alternative. 

The same administrative considerations, in the last analysis, 
protect the American businessman in his present authority. 
The exercise of that authority is made tolerable by the re
straints imposed by countervailing power and by competi
tion. Social inefficiency, which is great in the static view, is 
offset by a high rate of technical advance. Those are imper
fect arrangements; schematically better ones could be imag-
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ined and have been. But there remains the problem of admin
IStration - how theoretically more satisfactory systems could, 
in fact, be organized and run. The modem case for capitalIsm 
is not, as so many would lIke to believe, based on the astonish
ing perfection of Its design. Nor is it based on divine ordi
nance. Nor does it survIVe because those who would over
throw the system have been effectively routed out and 
exposed. It survives because there isn't anything administra
tively workable to take its place. 

Because the issue IS a pragmatic one, the exclusion of full 
state control over pflvate decision does not exclude all con
trol. This is not a matter of principle but of results. Each case 
can and should be settled on its own merits. In industries, 
electric-power utilIties for example, where market power is 
inherent ill the structure of the industry and where the devel
opment of countervalling power cannot be counted on by the 
great mass of consumers,' government control of private deci
sions mUst be expected. The fact that decision-making in 
such industries has been shown to be well within the com
petence of public authority makes possible the further step 
toward publIc ownership, a step that has become common
place in the United States. In other industries -low-cost 
housing for example - government management can be 
readily Justified even though the decisions involved may be 
numerous and dIfficult. Here effective countervailing power 
has not developed and the product in question IS of peculiar 
impottance. The administrative problems created by centrali
zation do not put the advocate of government intervention or 
of public ownersrup out of business. They do, in combma
tion With the theory of countervailing power, direct and in 

2 It IS noteworthy that large users, by the development of standby plant, 
by the threat to move or by other assertlons of therr mruspensabwty as a 
buyer are frequendy able to develop effectIve countervailing power even in 
tlus field 
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a measure confine his energies to those industries and areas 
where there is a genuine need for his remedy. 

IV 

Clearly, even the great administrative problems of public 
ownership might have to be tackled and surmounted were 
the alternative continuing malperformance like that of the 
thirties or the inflation that was experienced following World 
War II. The resolution of the problem of market power 
does not resolve these questions. We have, within the econ
omy, no mechanism which acrs autonomously to insure 
proper performance; it is evident from experience as well as 
from theory that the peacetime norm of the American econ
omy is not necessanly stability at a high level of production 
and employment. This latter, clearly, is taken as a desidera
tum by a great majority of Americans. The last task of this 
book is to see what assertion of state power, and what inter
ference with private authority, is necessary to have high and 
reasonably stable production and employment at reasonably 
stable prices. 



CHAPT'ER XIII 

The Role of Centralized Decision 

THE AMERICAN TRADITION in economics involves a remark
able balance of candor and conservatism. It is sufficiently 
candid to keep the American businessman constantly alarmed 
about the ideas of economists but sufficiently conservative to 
make the alarm unwarranted. In this tradition, American 
economists have expressed deep and continuing alarm over 
the problem of private market power. But they have rarely 
looked with favor on comprehensive government interfer
ence with private business decisions. 

On the contrary, they have engaged in an avid search for a 
formula for correcting the shortcomings in the behavior of 
the economy while leaving private authority over produc
tion decisions unimpaired. There has been, in modem times, 
something close to an agreed design for achieving this aim. 
Economists have hoped, many against hope, that competi
tion, backed as necessary by rigorous enforcement of the 
antitrust laws, would serve to maxinuze social efficiency and 
prevent the abuse of private power in the market. Our con
clusions on these matters are now complete. Meanwhile in
flation and depression, the larger failures in performance, 
would be taken care of by the further formula identified 
with the name of Keynes. To tlIis I now turn. 

The eagerness with which Keynes' doctrines were dis
cussed by American economists, following the publication of 
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his last great book in 1936,' is to be explained as much by the 
urgency of the dilemma from which he provided a seeming 
escape as by the plausibility of the solution Itself. For there 
was a very great difference between the urgency of the ques
tions of social efficiency and market power associated with 
the abandonment of the competitive model and those pre
sented by the depreSSIon. The first were important princi
pally in the realm of ideas. Competition seemed not to be 
effective but the consequences, for reasons that will now be 
clear, seemed not to be disastrous. But the depression really 
existed; to find a remedy for it was a categoncal imperative. 

The essence of the Keynesian fonnula consists in leaving 
private decisions over production, including those involving 
prices and wages, to the men who now make them. The busi
nessman's apparent area of discretion is in nowise narrowed. 
Centralized decision IS brought to bear only on the climate in 
which those decisIOns are made, it insures only that the 
factors influencing free and intelligent decision will lead to a 
private action that contributes to economic stability. Thus, 
in tImes of depression, increased government expenditures or 
decreased taxation will cause or allow an increase m demand. 
The resultIng business decisions on production and mvest
ment, though quite uncontrolled, will result in increased pro
duction and employment. 

In time of full or overfull employment and rising prices the 
course of uncontrolled decisions, which otherwise would be 
in the direction of increasing pnces and wages, will be re
shaped by higher taxes and lower government expenditures. 
These latter will make sales difficult. Price increases will be 
unwise; so will decisions to expand invesnnent and employ
ment. In this way the government, by influencing the total 
demand for goods, gets the pattern of decision whIch it seeks 

1 The a ...... al Theory of Employmem, Imerest and Money (New York: 
Harcourt, Brace and Co" 1936.) 
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without at any stage intervening in the decision itself. 
There are many questions of method raised by such a 

policy and for many years now economists have been de
batmg them vigorously. What are the relative advantages of 
increasing government expenditures or reducing taxes for 
getting an increase in demand? To what extent can the in
crease in expenditure or the reduction in taxes be made auto
matic:> (Unemployment compensation payments, for ex
ample, are automatic for they increase automatically with a 
decline in employment.) Is it possible to anticipare inflation 
or deflation or must action be taken after the fact? How 
much unemployment or Inflation can be tolerated:> All thIS 
accepts the policy and concerns itself only with application. 
The chief doubt about the policy itself which the generality 
of economists have permitted themselves in recent years IS 
whether the government can have, not the intelligence, but 
the will to carry through the pohcy. To Increase taxes and 
cut government expenditures to halt inflation has been sup
posed, in particular, to be pecuharly challenging to a poli
tician. 

If the Keynesian formula is workable, then the last of the 
major reasons for alarm over American capitalism would 
seem to dissolve. The economy, In peacetime, can be kept 
somewhere close to an equilibrium of capacity production 
or (the more common synonym) to full employment. There 
will still be some reluctance to concede thIS large responsi
bility to government. For some, Keynes will doubtless re
main a sinister figure, more dangerous even than our classical 
symbols of dangerous thoughts, Darwin, Bryan and Marx. 
But not everyone can be happy. And even among bUSIness
men there is, as noted earlier, a Wide acceptance of Keynes. 
The Committee for Economic Development, the newest and 
in respect of ideas the mOst influenoal of national bUSIness 
organizations, from the beginning has had a deep though un-
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proclaimed commitment to Keynes.2 The basic tenets of 
Keynesian policy have been embraced, though again with
out invoking the name of Keynes, by a Republican Adminis
tration. Were acceptance of Keynes completely unanimous 
it would be unfortunate for his followers. They have long 
been able to wear a mande of radicalism that has been unique 
in all history in its comfOrt. Their prophet, a self-made 
millionaire, sought for nothing so eamesdy as to save liberal 
capitalism. His followers were equally persuaded of their 
mission. They could thus claim that they were being at
tacked for their efforts to preserve the statUs quo; they were 
martyrs to their own enlightened conservatism. 

II 

There is reason to think that Keynes did, indeed, provide a 
plausible solution to the problem of deflation and depression. 
It is a solution which, let it be emphasized, could tax our re
serves of vigor, imagination and courage. But it is a solution. 
However, the application of Keynes' formula to the economy 
is not symmetrical. It does not deal equally well with the 
problem of inflation. Nor does it comprehend the dangers of 
the boom in the modem economy. 

Those shortcomings have not yet been fully recognized. 
Professional economists, like businessmen, farmers and work
ers have, as noted, been subj ect to the depression psychosis. 

2 Cf. Johs and M.kns. By the C.E.D. Research Staff. (New York· 
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1946.) Although a st21f study, tIus book 
re1Iected fairly the early trend of CoED. thinking on economic stabiliza
tion. Even an N.A.M. study of the same penod, wlule disapproving of 
the use of government expendJcures for stabilizatlon, does endorse the 
Keynesian equivalent of variable taX rates. Rates would be increased in 
good tunes, reduced during depression. The Americ/IIJ lrulWidUlll EntIT
prise System. EconoDllC Principles Commission. (New York' McGraw
Hill Book Co., Inc., 1946), p. 982. 
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As a result, discussion of what has come to be called Keynesian 
policy has been, in practice, mostly a dIscussion of poltcies to 
counter depression. The problem of controlling inflation has 
been dismissed, far more frequently than has yet been real
ized, by the assumption that it requires measures that are 
the equal and opposite of the depression remedies. On close 
examination, and particularly when the role of countervailing 
power in the economy is recognized, this turns out to be not 
the case. As the depression psychosis is eroded by the passage 
of time, the old-fashioned speculative boom has re-emerged 
as a threat to economic stability. This danger too has gone 
largely unrecognized. However, it will be convenient, first, 
to examine the application of the Keynesian formula to de
presslon. 

A great many things have happened to the economy of the 
United States since the years of the Great Depression and to 
a quite remarkable extent they have been favorable to the 
employment of the Keynesian formula as a counter to de
pression. There is first the knowledge that a formula exists 
- the conviction that the government ICan, will and should 
act to prevent a slump. This in tum haS a bearing on invest
ment and even possibly on consumer behavior. In particular, 
if there is confidence that the government will defend the 
level of demand there is an appreciably smaller chance of 
hasty inventoty liquidation or investment curcailinent in re
sponse to some unfavorable news or development. 

Next, there is the great increase in the scale of government 
expenditures. These have come to exceed, in dollar amount, 
the total of all spending, public and private, at the depths of 
the Great Depression. In the short run these outlays are 
wholly reliable. Private investment, by contrast, can be sub
ject to comparatively sudden revision. The result can be 
general contraction, even collapse, of demand. Like rafters 
under the roof, public spending has a marked stiffening effect 
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on the structure of the economy. It is also evident that this is 
a field of affairs where virtue, for the conservative at least, 
wears an extraordinarily unattracnve garb. This is especially 
the case with the next buttress of the Keynesian formula, 
wluch is the vastly greater reliance than hitherto on corporate 
and personal income taxes. 

The yield of both these taxes at given rates increases or 
decreases more than proportionately with an increase or de
crease in business activity. The personal income tax, since it 
reflects the movement of people up to lugher or down to 
lower tax brackets, has a very strong tendency to increase or 
reduce Itself at precisely the time when such changes are in 
order. In so doing it cuts more deeply into private demand 
the more excessive the demand, and frees mcome for private 
use in larger amounts the larger the drop in demand. It IS 

doubtful, incidentally, if any smgle device has done so much 
to secure the future of capitalism as this tax. It IS regarded, 
m our tune, as the great leveler of incomes. But the income 
tax is also - a much neglected point - the great buttress of 
income inequality. The rich man no longer has the em
barrassing task of justifying hiS higher mcome on grounds of 
superior morals, ability, diligence or higher natural right. He 
need only point to the tax he has to pay. And the man of 
modest income now reflects that his relative poverty saves 
him a terrifying tax bill. As an added dividend, the tax works 
sl1endy and automatically on the side of economic stability. 
Conservatives should build a statue to it and to its inspired 
progenitor, President William Howard Taft. 

There have been other reinforcements. In the years prior 
to the Great Depression the economic system of the Uruted 
States had a variety of disastrous weaknesses. The corporate 
structure was fragile. So was the banking system. The 
balance of payments was heavily dependent on highly dubi
ous foreign loans. The financing of new investment was 
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intricately associated with arrangements for victimizing the 
investor.8 

During the thirties legislation, abetted by bitter recollec
tion, corrected the more glaring of these weaknesses. And 
further important steps toward stabilization came as a con
sequence of, or as a reaction to, the miseries of these years. 
Thus unemployment insurance secured the worker a mini
mum of income wlule out of work. The knowledge that he 
has this safeguard now enables him to spend his current in
come with greater assurance. Given a reduction in employ
ment there is a floor, albeit still a rather low one, under a 
large part of consumer expenditure. Support prices for farm 
products assure most commercial farmers of substantial 
prices and incomes should demand for their products fall. In 
the event of a serious depression government spending for 
the support of farm prices would rise both automatically and 
quite astrononucally. By comparISon with the thirties at 
least, farmers' expenditures would remain relatively stable. 
In the fifteen years following the advent of the New Deal a 
very considerable amount of stability was built into the ag
gregate of expenditures in the American economy. 

m 

Thus, in the years since World War II, the context for using 
the Keynesian formula has been far more favorable than in 
the early thirties when the New Deal made its first halting 
efforts. Some of the credit, it will be pointed out, must go to 
the large military expenditures with their equivocal rela
tionship to continued existence. In the absence of this spend-

a I venture to refer the reader to my book Th. Gr_ Crub, 1929 
(Houghton Mi1IIin, 1955), in which I have dealt with these weakn ..... in 
more detail. 
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ing there might have been a slump. The magnitudes of other 
fiscal action - of public spending in particular - to over
come such a slump might have been impossibly large. 

However, had the world been at peace, funds going for 
arms could have gone in considerable quantities for highways, 
housing, the inevitable ditches and dams of the Corps of 
Engineers and the Reclamation Service, for assistance to 
poor and undeveloped lands and for many other useful 
civilian purposes. More demand could have been sustained by 
taX reductions which would allow (and be so designed as to 
cause) consumers to spend what had previously been sur
rendered to the state. The opportunity for such reductions, 
in contrast with earlier periods in our bistoty, is mercifully 
large. Such a policy would have required imagination and 
vigor. There are still self-confessed realists who would have 
seen the end of military spending as a heaven-sent oppor
tunity for a general repression of all public spending, an ag
gressive program of debt reduction, a consequent reduction 
in aggregate demand and, in sum, for the promotion of a gen
eral depression. These policies would somehow have had to 
be quarantined. Yet none of this seems as romantic as once 
it did. 

The context, therefore, has been one in which the economy 
could be propped with a fair chance of success. But it must 
also be emphasized that in the years following World War 
II, with the exception of the Korean interlude, it was prop
ping that was required. The problem was to support and not 
restrain the level of aggregate demand. This point has been 
effectively stressed by Professor Alvin H. Hansen for the 
period immediately following World War II: 

"The remarkable thing about the period from the end of the 
Second World War to the Korean crisis is ... that, notwith
standing the large backlog of deferred demand for plant, 
equipment. houses, and consumers' durables, and despite the 
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vast military and foreign aid programs, the American econ
omy, after a catching-up period of only a couple of years, 
proved fully equal to the task. This was a tremendous demon
stration of how vast a volume of aggregate demand is neces
sary to keep the ... American economy fully employed.'" 

A situation in which propping of demand rather than 
restraint is required is also far more fortunate than most 
people, including most economISts, have ever suspected. 
Under such circumstances, the regulatory force of counter
vailing power remains at work. The needed action to expand 
demand is also in the main stream of American - indeed, of 
all- politics. The appropriate taX and expenditure policies 
have the approval of workers and farmers. As a matter of 
pnnciple they are approved by a good many businessmen and 
as a matrer of practice, where their own markets are involved, 
by a good many more. Neither an increase of expenditure nor 
a reduction in taxes places the average Congressman in politi
cal jeopardy. The bureaucracy faces both without dismay. 
Standing against such act10n In the past has been only a 
barner of ideas - the idea that such action, and the unbalance 
of revenues and expenditures which resulted, VIOlated the 
canons of fiscal sanity. Given Say's Law and a tendency for 
the economy to find its equilibrium at full employment, such 
action to support demand was not only unnecessary but POSI

tively harmful. Anyone who questions the power of ideas 
should consider how successfully, for how long and against 
what political odds, convictions based on Say's Law held the 
fort against the notion that budgets might wisely be unbal
anced during depreSSIon. But Say has been dethroned. 

Such was the context of economic policy in the years 
following World War II, years in which the achievements 
of the American economy were marked. There is no reason, 

'Business Cycles tmd the NlltJo1Ulll'flcome (New York: W. W. Norton 
Co, 1951), pp. 507-8. 
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however, to suppose that this comparatively favorable situ
ation is either inevitable or immutable. On the contrary 
there is reason to believe that it is not. Over time a situation 
in which the economy is successfully propped may bring a 
liberalization of investment and consumer attitudes with the 
result that propping is no longer necessary. There is always 
the chance, in the world as it is, that expenditures occasioned 
by the force majeure of defense or small wars may raise 
demand beyond the current capacity of the economy. (I 
exclude the case of major war which, without doubt, would 
alter all of the parameters.) It is necessary, accordingly, to 
consider the problem of policy in a context where restraint, 
not support, is required. 



CHAPTER XIV 

The Problem of Restraint 

THERE AU a number of forces which are capable of causing 
demand in the modem economy to rise to the point where 
it presses with greater or less severity on the current capacity 
of the economy. One obvious possibility is defense or war 
spending. Unlike other public outlays these, at least within 
limits, allow no choice. If the state is being forced to spend 
for military purposes it obviously cannot (or should not) re
duce these expenditures for reasons of fiscal policy. And if 
military expenditures are a large fraction of all public expendi
tureS, which will be the case under such circumstances, all 
hope of influencing the level of demand by regulanng the level 
of public spending disappears. 

In modem times nearly all of our experience with excess 
demand has been the result of military spending. However, 
there are two other possibilities of importance. One is a 
matter of experience. One could be. 

In the autumn of 1950 there was an upsurge in demand 
which brought the sharpest price increases in modem Ameri
can history. The federal budget was balanced at the time; 
the increase in military spending, as a result of the Korean 
War which had begun that summer, was still negligible. The 
cause was the sudden rnsh of consumers to buy goods and of 
businessmen to acquire inventories, both motivated by a fear 
of a recurrence of civilian shortages. The consumer buying 
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was nourished by the roughly $150 billions in liquid assets
demand and saving deposits, shares in savings and loan com
panies and government bonds - owned by indlviduals at the 
time. The liquid assets of American consumers remain high; 
consequently there is a continuing although not necessanly 
a strong possibility that some occurrence will induce efforts to 
conven assets into goods. The result could be a sudden and 
serious excess of demand. 

The upsurge in the autumn of 1950 came about because of 
a radical change in expectations, from anticipation of peaceful 
plenty to wartime scarcity. There could be a similar though 
also somewhat more gradual result from a change in long-run 
expectations concerning prosperity and depression. 

Thus consumers have long been encouraged to hold a 
relatively large volume of liquid assets as a precaution against 
the return of hard times. It has been an aspect of the depres
sion psychosis. A release from this fear would for some bring 
a reduced effon to add to these holdings. For others it would 
bring a willingness to reduce liquid holdings and for yet 
others an enhanced willingness to take the counterpart step 
of incurring consumer debt. In an atmosphere of expanding 
confidence these steps could proceed rather rapidly - net 
savings could fall sharply. Such a development would mevit
ably be reinforced by parallel steps, occasioned by parallel 
attitudes, on the part of businessmen. Were American busi
nessmen once completely persuaded of the prospect of per
manent full employment, there would be a large and possibly 
a very large increase in inventory and long-term investment. 
Liquid business assets would be quickly committed; there 
would be vigorous borrowing for investment. The promise 
of permanent prosperity would be an assurance of good earn
ings. The stock market could be expected to respond. In 
the general nature of speculation, an initial increase so stimu
lated can be expected, under some circumstances at least, to 
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develop a dynamic of its own. Speculators are attracted by 
the prospect for capital gains. The fact that the market is 
rising and capital gains are being made becomes the new 
reality. People seek to share in the capital gains and the 
market rises as the result of their efforts to participate. Gains 
from the appreciation in security values find their way into 
consumers' goods markets. 

In other words, a general release from depression psychosis 
could be a cause of an inflationary mcrease in demand. By 
spilling over into speculation it could also be an original cause 
of serious trouble later on. The breaking of a speculative 
bubble is likely to bring a radical and highly inconvenient 
curtailment in investment demand. The demand for con
sumers' products, particularly by those whose speculative 
gains have become losses, also suffers. These are not remote 
contingencies. They could happen. They might even be 
inherent in a successful policy to prevent and to contain 
depression and the confidence that such a policy would en
gender. One test of the danger will be when men assert that 
it has ceased to exist and the more fatuous in high office sug
gest that those are communISts who demur. As this is written, 
the signs, it so happens, are not entirely favorable. 

In any case, one of the great sources of stability in the 
American economy in the years following World War II 
was the invaluable fear that the depression of the thirties 
might recur. For years we have talked of the virtues of 
confidence. In fact, we have been blessed by the fruits of 
caution. But this is a wastmg resource. With time and pros
perity the fear of a recurrence of depression is bound to fade. 
As noted, this signifies senous trouble. 

We still live under the shadow of the boom with its possi
bility of an excess of demand in the short run and its built-in 
potential for collapse in the longer nm. To this must be 
added the continuing danger that demand will become exces-
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sive under the pressure of war or preparation for war or 
because of some sudden retreat into goods by investors and 
consumers. The last task of this book is to examine the conse
quent problem of restraint. 

n 

There is no way of knowing whether the contingency of an 
excess of demand is more or less probable than that of a 
shortage. This depends on events far beyond the field of 
economics. There is no doubt, however, that the problem of 
restraining demand when this is required is far more formid
able than that of propping it. It also presents a much more 
pregnant threat to the system of decentralized decision. One 
of the risks which the economist runs, in citing problems of 
economic policy or performance, is to be held responsible for 
their solution. The first edition of this book was viewed 
sternly by several critics for citing the difficulties of contend
ing with an excess of demand without offering any wholly 
satisfactory solution. The gamut must now be run again for 
it is the sad fact that within the broad framework of demo
cratic and especially of American politics no very satisfactory 
solution does exist. Those that are mOst satisfactory, at least 
to their authors, are the least consistent with our political 
traditions. 

When there is an excess of demand, as noted, the self-regu
latory mechanism based on countervailing power ceases to be 
effective. It takes on, instead, a malignant form which becomes 
part of the dynamic of inflation itself. As demand for goods 
increases, and becomes increasingly inelastic, those who are 
exercising countervailing power on behalf of buyers are no 
longer able to make their power effective. The balance be
tween those who are exercising it on behalf of sellers and their 
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customers is upset. The consequences, especially in the labor 
market, are profound. Employers who are faced with demand 
for higher wages can pay them and pass the added cost along 
in prices with impunity. They do. The higher wages become, 
in turn, the source of the higher Income which helps sustain 
demand at the new prices. What, under all conditions of 
deflationary pressure, is an admirable device for countering 
the power of buyers of labor becomes a device for accelerat
ing and perpetuating mflation. 

This interaction of wages upon prices and prices upon 
wages has, it must be emphasized, a dynamic of its own when
ever production is at or near the current capacity of plant and 
the labor force. A comparison of the market regulated by 
countervailing power with the market of the competitive 
model will show the nature of this self-agitating movement. 
A net increase in total demand, in an economy regulated by 
compention, will in the short run bring a proportionate 
increase in prices. Prices will rise to the point where, when 
multiplied by the currendy avaIlable production, the value of 
the available supply will equal total demand. There will be 
no further effects within the period in which total output 
cannot be appreciably mcreased. A further increase in pnces 
will require a further net increase in demand. The whole 
process is smoothly reversible. A reduction in net demand 
equal to the preceding increase will bring a like reducnon in 
prices. All this holds equally whether the starting point be, 
by some historical standard, from a position of high demand 
or low. Wages of workers will rise and fall, and purely as a 
consequence of the movements in pnces. Being unorganized, 
the workers do not have power to mterfere. 

Where markets are regulated by countervailing power, by 
contrast, a net increase m demand at any time when the labor 
force and plant are being used to approximate capacity brings 
a further train of consequences. As noted, both labor and 
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management are in a position to seek and obtain increases in 
prices or wages. It makes little difference which takes the 
initiative; one forces the other to follow. An initial wage in
crease for labor means higher costs for management. These 
provide a need, or a justification, tor price advances. An 
initial price advance by management means lugher profits 
and, prospectively at least, higher living costs for labor. 
These provide both an incentive and a justification for wage 
demands. 

In the nature of man, if for no other reason, both labor and 
management will normally seek something more than mere 
compensation for the last change to their disadvantage. Thus, 
as has been well demonstrated by modem expenence, manage
ment after paying a wage increase ordinarily recoups some
thing more than the resulting cost increase in prices. The 
result is an increase in profits which, along with the further 
increase in living costs, remains as a kind of residual incentive 
to labor to start the next round. 

There is no definite limitation on the magnitude of the 
price and wage increases in any of these rounds. This de
pends, quite indeterminately, on the accident of the bargain 
that is struck - more accurately the coalition that is reached 
- between management and labor. 

With the competitive model, as noted, the increase in price 
associated with a given net addition in demand is propor
tional. With countervailing power and the economy working 
at the capacity of plant and labor force, the increase in prices 
may, depending on the accident of the bargain, be less, just, 
or more than proportional. With the competitive model the 
increase in prices follows the increase in demand and that is 
the end of it. With countervailing power the initial impulse 
sets in motion a further train of impulses going further in 
the same direction. With the competitive model, the process 
was smoothly reversible; a decrease in demand brought a pro-
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portionate decrease in prices. With countervailing power, 
demand may decrease but, if there is still pressure on capacity, 
prices will continue to rise. Prices will not be certain to fall 
until the reduction in demand is sufficient to cause production 
to be less, perhaps rather substantially less, than current 
capacity. When the economy is regulated by countervailing 
power, the relation of current levels of production to the 
current capacity of plant and labor force is of fundamental 
importance. 

As a practical matter, both under the competitive model 
and with countervailing power, a continuing upward move
ment of prices requires continuing additions to demand be
yond that made available by current production. A govern
ment deficit, consumer expenditures from past savings, a 
boomtime mcrease in business and consumer bank borrowing 
or some combination of all these is necessary to sustain the 
movement. However, where there is countervailing power 
the net addItion need only be sufficient to hold production at 
or near capaciry. This may not need to be very great. Much 
of the requisite addition to demand can, indeed, be supplied 
as a concomitant of the wage and price increases.1 

The force of this mteraction of wages on prices and prices 
on wages is partly, but only partly, lessened by; the fact that 
important components of the cost of livmg - most notably 
food, and in practice also houseroom and much clothing
are not immedIately affected by increased wages. These are 
set in competitive markets where there is no immediate re
sponse by prices to an increase in costs. Thus the effect of 
wages, via costs on prices and back on wages by way of the 

1 Tlus 15 eVident In the case of wage income and 15 especlally important 
because the mcreased wage mcome m some measure IlI1QClpates the pnee 
increases whIch result in its absorptions. Elsewhere in the economy, espe
Cially In the management of lDventones, the pnee Increase induces or even 
forces mcreases In mcome, the source of wluch is either corporate dIS
savmg or Increased bank loans. 
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cost of living, is not quite as direct as appears at first glance. 
Nevertheless, we must reckon on a continumg interaction of 
wages on prices whenever demand is pressing on the capacity 
of the economy. 

III 

In principle, the Keynesian formula can be brought to bear on 
an excess of demand and on price increases resulting from 
wage-price interaction. Increased taxes and decreased gov
ernment spending could reduce demand below the amount 
that is necessary to carry off the current supply of goods. 
There is also a possibility that, by restticting bank credit, 
business expenditures for inventories, plant and equipment 
and consumers' expenditures for durable goods can also be 
reduced. However, apart from some opportunities for the 
direct control of consumer credit, this is a far less certain way 
of reducing spending than by increasing taxes and by reduc
ing public expenditures. It is precisely for this reason, as the 
layman viewing controversies on this agitated subject should 
be aware, that it breeds such violent disputes. When one is 
having the greatest difficulty proving his case, he is always 
tempted to take refuge in the greatest certainty of statement. 

The effect of reducing the demand for goods is to make it 
difficult to increase prices. Increasing living costs, in turn, 
cease to be a pretext or an occasion for wage demands. And, 
because employers will have greater difficulty in passing wage 
increase along in prices to the public, these will be resisted. 

There are three difficulties with this policy, none of which 
hampers its counterpart application to deflation and depression. 
There is first the ineluctable fact that it runs not with, but 
against the current of politics. To decrease government ex
penditures and especially to raise taxes is politically far less 
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agreeable than the reverse - as a myriad of prophets of the 
commonplace have emphasized. Beyond this is the fact that, 
while no one makes money out of a depression - the unvocal 
rentiers and recipients of fixed mcomes excepted - inflation 
is financially to the advantage of important groups in the 
community. Those whose income moves with prices are, at 
a minimum, in a protected position and those whose selling 
prices show a greater than average amplitude of movement 
gain in real income. In the inflation years of the forties, farm
ers and recipients of business profits gamed greatly m real 
income. Both are influenoal. It is not possible for any repu
table American to be overtly in favor of inflation; it is a symbol 
of ew, like adultety, against which a stand must be taken in 
public however much It is enjoyed in private. In any case, no 
person of repute can espouse inflation on behalf of his own 
income. But the best that can be hoped from this moral ban is 
neutrality. Those who benefit from inflation cannot be 
counted upon to be militant proponents of the measures that 
hold It in check. 

The second difficulty, which has been already mentioned, is 
that when demand 15 augmented by pressure of government 
requirements for things of high urgency, only half of the 
Keynesian formula is available for use. And the use of that 
half 15 contradictory and even unwise. When the demand 
that is pressing on the capacity of the economy is for defense 
or war requirements, it 15 obviously not possible to relieve this 
pressure by reducmg these government expenditures. The 
spending that is causing the pressure on demand is for some
thing of a higher order of urgency even than stability. Infla
tion that is being caused by defense spending cannot be 
checked by reducmg defense spending. 

Thus, in wartime or when war threatens, the government 
has only taxation or its equivalent at its disposal as a final 
measure. But this presents problenlS beyond the obvious ones. 
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The object of an astringent tax policy, as I have just noted, is 
to make goods hard to sell- to make it difficult for employ
ers to pass the costs of wage increases along to the public. All 
a further necessary effect, this policy reduces the demand for 
labor so that employers are not impelled to surrender to all 
wage demands in order to hold their labor force. In brief, a 
strong tax policy works by reducing the pressure of produc
tion on capacity. 

But in different tenns, this means that some plant and some 
labor must be unemployed. This does not happen in competi
tive industries, like agriculture, where a new equilibrium of 
supply and demand with full use of resources will prompdy 
be found at a lower price. It is an absolute and inescapable 
requirement for stability in industries characterized by a gen
erally developed countervailing power. Some slack in the 
economy is what keeps countervailing power from being 
converted into a coalition against the public. 

In peacetime the unemployment and idle capacity necessary 
for stability is not probably of great consequence. Such 
unemployment is not chronic. It need not be great in amount, 
as we have now discovered. Those whom it affects, apart 
from the fact that they are now protected by social security 
and public welfare assistance, can normally expect re-employ
ment in their regular occupation within a reasonably short 
time. They can as individuals, with reasonable luck and dili
gence, find re-employment in another occupation at any 
time. We are not dealing here with the hopeless idleness of 
the thirties. 

Given the imperatives of defense or of war, however, no 
unemployment can be afforded - or at least it will not be 
afforded. There is certain to be pressure to use the labor force 
and industrial plant to capacity. The effect of this is to rule 
out the possibility of achieving stability by high taxation. 
Although few forms of sport are more favored with us, it is 
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impossible to ride two horses in opposite directions at the 
same orne. 

These matters have been the subject of serious misunder
standing by those who presume to educate. Economists have 
regularly urged that taxation - drastic taxation -IS both the 
sufficient and the only remedy for inflation in an economy 
which is under the pressure of wartime requirements. There 
have been few doubts on the matter. Evidently a policy 
reqmring so much self-dIScipline and inflicting so much pain 
cannot be wrong. 

Businessmen, whose attitudes toward taxation may be con
ditioned somewhat by the weight of their own taxable lia
bility, have not shared the economists' enthusiasm for this 
policy. Their disposition has been to suggest that the answer 
to inflation IS more produCtIon. This is even more specious. 
When additional goods are produced, additional income, in 
the form of wages or other payments, also becomes available 
to buy them. Except for the part of thIS income that is taxed 
away or saved, there is an increase in demand to match the 
mcrease in supply. But more important, it will now be clear 
that the pressure of production on the capacity of the indus
trial plant and labor force, with its effect on the operation of 
countervailing power, leads directly to inflation. Increased 
production may be an imperative, but imperative efforts to 
increase production, so far from being a cure for inflation, 
are a cause. 

When production must be maximized, as under the threat 
of war, the only a1rernative to open inflation is to remove to 
central authority the power of decision over prices and wages. 
There is no alternative, however unpalatable this course may 
seem. Then wage and price controls rather than the now 
intolerable slack in the economy - the margin of unemployed 
men and plant which can no longer be afforded - keep wages 
from acting on prices and prices from acting on wages. This 
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is the function of these controls. There is still a strong case 
for taXation. To the greatest extent possible it is important 
to prevent redundant demand from building up behind the 
controls. The only difference is that, with the controls, taxes 
are no longer expected to achieve ends that are inconsistent 
with maximum production. 

In recent times, when under the pressure of wartime re
quirements, the United States and virtually all other western 
countries have used controls. There has been a curious sense 
of guilt in doing so. In fact it was the only course of action. 
The indirect controls are inconsistent with maximum output. 
Open inflation, the remaining possibility, has even more seri
ous consequences. It has damaging social and political effectS. 
In particular it is damaging to the effectiveness and integrity 
of government and it is destructive of schools, colleges, 
churches, charitable institutions - in fact of all of the ameni
ties which Western man has so laboriously built up and which 
permit him to describe himself as civilized. It rewards the 
grossest and most material of talents. No democracy that has 
experienced a severe or a long-continued inflation has sur
vived wholly intact. But inflation is also inimical to produc
tion. It rewards equally the man who produces and the man 
who holds resources out of production for their appreciation 
in money value. It draws resources from where they are most 
needed to serve the wants of those who have most profited. 
So it, also, is inconsistent with maxunum useful production. 

IV 

The problem of restraining an excess of demand, when the 
latter is occasioned by other than military spending, is in 
principle much simpler. Then the full resources of fiscal 
policy remain at the disposal of the government. Public ex-
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penditures can be reduced because increased expenditures 
are not an even higher objective of policy. By reducing 
expenditures and raising taxes the requisite slack can be 
created in the economy. And this can be afforded. Price 
stability and the rehabilitation of the nonnal operation of 
countervailing power is more important than squeezing the 
last bit of production from the econonuc system. 

All this IS relatively easy in principle. The practice may 
still be difficult. Modem political attitudes and voting be
havior are rather sensitive to unemployment, even minor un
employment, as a wealth of recent evidence suggests. The 
action that is required - the reduction of spending and the 
increase of taxes - is not politically agreeable. Action may 
be required at a time when the budget IS balanced and show
ing a surplus. To those who have accomplished the con
siderable intellectual feat of resisting modem fiscal policy, 
trus will seem sufficient indication that nothing need be done. 

There is finally the special problem of the boom. As noted, 
a plausible counterpart of a peacetime surplus of demand is 
an outbreak of speculation. This, indeed, may be much more 
unponant than the increase in prices in general. Beyond a 
cenam point, roughly the point where preoccupation with 
shon-run capital gains replaces calculatious of prospective 
earnings, the boom cannot be checked. It can only be re
versed for, once those who are in the market for shon-run 
gains lose hope of getting them, their efforts to realize them 
will bnng down the market. In this situation there will al
ways be fear on the pan of those in authority that steps to 
check the boom may have widespread repercussions, as ID

deed they may. 
It is improbable that any modem government can have a 

policy of simply standing aside in face of a speculative boom 
any more than it could follow such a policy in face of a 
depression. In both instances, however, there are many op-
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portunities for simulating action without in fact doing very 
much. Postponement is also a policy that can be richly ex
plOited. There will be many temptations for there will always 
be many to advise that all is well. Nothing so develops the 
latent fatuousness in a community as a speculative boom. It 
is probable that it presents an unsolved problem of restraint. 

v 

I have argued that capitalism, as a practical matter rather than 
as a system of theology, is an arrangement for getting a con
siderable decentralization in economic decision. An examina
tion of the prospects for capitalism - of the substance of the 
fears which the early chapters of this book dug out of the 
books and the boardrooms - becomes, in the last analysis, 
an examination of the prospects for decentralized decision. 
A major danger to decentralized decision has now been iso
lated. It does not come from depression. Indeed a tendency 
in this direction must be counted a positive strength. The 
threat resides in inflation and boom. 

Given war or preparation for war, coupled with the 
effect of these on the public's expectations as to prices, 
there is every likelihood that the scope for decentralized deci
sion will be substantially narrowed. It is inflation, not defla
tion or depression, that will cause capitalism to be modified 
by extensive centralized decision. The position of capitalism 
in face of this threat is exceedingly vulnerable. This is not a 
matter of theory but of experience. In the autunm of 1950 a 
secondary military operation in a country thousands of miles 
away was sufficient to bring about a wholesale centralization. 
Authority over prices and wages as well as numerous other 
matters was removed from businessmen to the federal gov
ernment. A few months of inflation accomplished what ten 
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years of depression had not required. For twenty years 
Americans who hold to the doctrine of the malignant state 
had suspected that New Dealers and Fair Dealers had in mind 
some such design for American capitalism. In the event the 
aenon was forced on the Administration by an essentially 
conservative Congress. 

The threat of peacetime inflation is less precise. It could 
bring an upsurge in prices and pressure for controls. The 
greater likelihood is a more limited speculative development 
with deflation and hardslup when the inevitable reaction 
comes. Of the effect of this on the present scope for private 
decision little can be said. Such a misfortune would not be 
good for the reputation of private capitalism. In the past 
such deviate behavior has ordinarily led to some narrowing 
of the scope for private decision. It might be considerable. 

In any case there IS no doubt that Inflationary tensions are 
capable of producing a major revision in the character and 
constitution of American capitalism. Policy against depres
sion, about which conservatives have been so deeply dis
turbed for so long, has little effect on essentials. Policy against 
inflatton has a profound effect. Boom and inflation, in our 
time, are the proper focus of conservative fears. 
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